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ABSTRACT

A Guided, Low-Latency, and Relevance
Propagation Framework for Interactive

Multimedia Search

Eric Zavesky

This thesis investigates a number of problems associated with the efficient and engaging

ways of executing a multi-level interactive multimedia search. These problems are of interest

as the availability of multimedia sources, both professional and personal, continues to grow

in tandeom with the need for users to search these libraries for consumable entertainment,

captured personal memories, and automatically events with little or no forethought to

manual indexing.

Multimedia search refers to the retrieval of relevant content from databases containing

multimedia documents. Interactive search means that a user is exploring a dynamic set

of results according to parameters that he or she explicitly chose in response to a specific

search topic. Multi-level search is the full utilization of a user’s interaction with a system

to not only provide explicitly requested results, but also to observe a user’s preferences and

implicitly personalize those results with only interactions the user has already performed.

The goal of this thesis is to develop a framework that both guides the user through his or

her search process by providing dynamic suggestions and information from automatic algo-

rithms while simultaneously leveraging cues observed during the search process to provide a

customized set of results that most precisely matches the user’s search target. Upon achiev-

ing this goal, the system is aiding the user through both explicit interaction and subsequent

result personalization from implicit search choices. A prototype of the proposed system,

called CuZero, has been implemented and evaluated across multiple challenging databases

to discover new search techniques previously unavailable.

Addressing problems in traditional query formulation, a system that interactively guides

the user is proposed. While previous works allow a user to specify different modalities for



a multimedia search like textual keywords and image examples, this work also introduces a

large library of 374 semantic concepts. Semantic concepts use pre-trained visual models to

bridge the gap in perception between what a machine computes for a multimedia document

and what a user can do with that computation. For example, a user need only utilize

the concept “crowd” to return content containing large numbers of people attending a

basketball tournament, a political protest, or an exclusive fashion show. Building on the

familiar technique of text entry (typing in text keywords), the system returns a small subset

of dynamically suggested concepts from a lexical mapping and statistical expansion of the

user’s entered text. These suggestions both engage and inform the user about what the

system has indexed with respect to the current query text. Additionally, the introduction

of a unique query visualization panel allows the user to interactively include arbitrary

modalities (text, images, concepts, etc.) in his or her query. Traditional trial-and-error

search with these different query parameters is avoided because the system allows the user

to visually arrange his or her query according to personal intuitions about the search topic.

Finally, while formulating the query, time otherwise lost while the user is thinking is utilized

simultaneously evaluate and load results for the current query at-hand.

After a query is formulated during a guided and informative process, the formulation

panel is subsequently utilized for query navigation, allowing the user to instantly review

numerous query permutations with no perceived latency. With the intuitive mantra “closer

to something is more like it”, the user is prepared to instantly change the weights of the

various parameters in his or her query. To accommodate this flexibility, previous systems in

interactive search resorted to burdening the user with a secondary query specification stage

to tweak individual modality weights. However, the proposed approach to result browsing

allows the user to navigate the query and result space in parallel, spanning a wide breadth

of query permutations or a deep result depth for any one query permutation. Another

classic barrier in multimedia search is the sensible inclusion of new search modalities; if no

longer constrained to color or text cues, how can one include motion, audio, and local object

similarity that has no textual correspondence? Fortunately, the proposed query navigation

panel was created in such a way that any modalities developed in the future can be included

with no additional algorithmic changes. This flexibility is best exemplified during the result



browsing process, where a user can include another image for example-based search or a

personalized snapshot of seen results into the query to quickly hone in on desirable results.

A final proposal in this work is a scalable and real-time result personalization technique.

One of the fastest ways to help a search system identify results relevant to a user’s search

topic is to explicitly solicit a user’s preference. With interactive systems, this usually

means interrupting the result browsing process and asking the user whether they like a

particular result. While numerous methods for this type of relevance feedback have been

proposed, they all currently trade performance for speed. Typically this problem is due to

the scale of the database in question and the number of results required for a system to

eliminate confusion about the user’s search target. On one end of this spectrum, supervised

learning techniques can scale to process millions of results but also require a large number of

labels. On the other end, graph-based semi-supervised techniques have been able to achieve

promising performance with only a handful of labels, but the time to construct a graph

is unacceptable for real-time scenarios. In this work, state-of-the-art graph-based label

propagation is aided by data approximation techniques, in a proposed algorithm that is able

to achieve higher accuracy in only a small fraction of the computation time when evaluated

on a standard benchmark dataset. Using the real-time implementation of this technique,

user search results can be personalized without the need to solicit result preferences en

mass.

The specific contributions of this thesis are as follows. (1) A new system for query

formulation, traditionally relegated to static, non-informative interfaces, is proposed that

keeps the user engaged in the process and dynamically proposes query suggestions based on

knowledge from the system. (2) A technique for visual query space navigation is proposed

that allows an intuitive exploration of several query permutations with no additional latency

from the explicit, real-time manipulation of modality weights. (3) Utilizing a proposed

hybrid of graph-based label propagation and data approximation techniques, user search

results are personalized in real-time using implicit user preferences. These proposals are

included in a prototype system called CuZero that is evaluated to produce unique search

opportunities unavailable to existing multimodal search systems.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 1

Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis proposes a system framework incorporating several new techniques that bridge

the gap between user interaction and system information capabilities and facilitating the

fast and precise search of multimedia datasets.

1.1 Background

The explosive growth of storage devices and new ways to consume multimedia content have

produced unique opportunities for individuals and businesses alike to both create distinct

video content and consume content from all corners of the earth. The precipitous decline in

price and increased availability of capture devices (personal cameras and mobile phones),

storage media (traditional hard-disk and optical media), and high-speed internet connec-

tivity has allowed users to share and consume both personal and produced multimedia

content. Looking at traditional television consumption, at the end of 2008, the average

viewer watches more than 151 hours per month while those viewers using personal video

recorders (PVRs) watch over 7 hours per month, an increase of 33% from 2007 [83]. This

high consumption rate and growth of non-traditional use indicates that while the average

consumer watches a lot of content, these consumers are increasingly adopting new tech-

nologies that help to capture and browse content specific to their preferences. Looking at

personal content, the number and size of digital photos, which are now digitally retained

for a lifetime, is also so large that additional assistance in managing this content is needed;
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a single camera can now store up to 16 gigabytes of content (up to 120k images) at reso-

lutions up to 10 mega-pixels. Finally, as the sheer volume of available content grows, the

pervasiveness of mobile and streaming solutions are also changing ways that people consume

content. Online and mobile consumption per month is 2.88 hours and 3.7 hours respectively

and the combined number of online streams consumed in single a month has grown to over

11 million, increasing 24.8% between 2008 and 2009 [84].

Although large amounts of multimedia content are increasingly produced and consumed,

a large portion of available content often goes unused. Users want to find archived recordings

of favorite television shows, amusing web clips, or even personal home videos but they

are troubled by the difficulty of finding these videos. This trouble often comes from two

underlying challenges: how to index, or organize, and search the videos in an intuitive and

logical way (i.e. how to search and navigate results) and how to customize each search for

the specific needs of each user (i.e. specific identification of a user’s search target).

Looking at answers to the first problem of indexing and search, numerous algorithms

have been developed to help break apart and analyze new video content. For example,

machines can automatically analyze and segment a produced video (i.e. a news broadcast or

television show) and achieve a 97% agreement with segments that a human would generate

[72]. Similarly, owners of modern digital cameras often enjoy the ability to detect faces in

real-time. This technology, which allows cameras to detect frontal faces for better focus

control, ideal lighting conditions for a picture, and even “closed-eye” conditions, was first

developed as a generic algorithm [36], adapted for face detection [118], and proposed as a

method for automatic construction of custom photo albums [23]. While both tasks may

be slightly more difficult for surveillance footage or user-generated content, like internet

clips or home videos, solutions in these research areas are largely more mature than other

components. A second example that both indexes and searches for multimedia content is

currently quite topical. Algorithms that allow the identification of near-duplicate content

are increasing in popularity and utility with mobile devices. Near-duplicate audio is heard

every time a radio station plays a new artists hit song and can be identified with only

a few moments of a song [120], near-duplicate video occurs every time a single event or

location is captured by multiple people with differing viewpoints like a politician’s public
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address [137],[21] or a music concert [59]. Near-duplicate identification is a specific type

of a multimedia search that has received a great deal of focus because of its applications

in consumer technology and content copyright identification. While these applications are

examples of increasing success, the larger problem of organizing and searching produced

(i.e. archives of all public broadcasts) and personal content (i.e. all personal photos, home

videos, etc) libraries goes largely unanswered. Currently, the state-of-the-art for this field

can be boiled down to either organization by manually specified tags [124] or basic time-

date-location organization as verified in responses to consumer surveys [37].

Contrary to the proliferation of advanced machine representations of multimedia, the

second problem of customized search has not been as widely studied, leading to a lack of

work that directly tackles the interaction of a user and a search interface. Ideally, an inter-

active search system would simultaneously harness both the explicit user actions with the

system and the implicit user preferences available from user navigation and search choices.

Unfortunately, due to complexity of scale or the pace of innovation, interactive systems for

multimedia search are largely available only in academic or industrial research environments

and often place less emphasis on learning long-term user preferences. Acknowledging that

fact, a number of systems that have analyzed tactile (and large scale) interaction during

search [66], collaborative environments where two or more users alternate interaction roles

[89], and even systems that enforce high-speed result inspection [46] and highly dynamic

interfaces [125] have been developed. Each of these systems explores a new technique in

interaction, but by doing so they also decrease intuitiveness for novice users. Web search

engines reside in the middle of this continuum and are hybrid systems that observe both

explicit user activity and implicit user preferences. In a very unique role, Web search en-

gines often present a very simple and intuitive interface: a text entry region, a “search”

button, and links that allow users to jump to different result pages. In this interface, user

actions are most related to clicks for relevant results or navigation difficulties; if a user

wants to exclude or hone-in on certain results he or she must interrupt the search process

and explicitly teach the search system these rules. Recommendation engines reside at the

other end of the spectrum that focus almost exclusively on implicit user preferences for a

personalized search experience. An active field of research, recommendation engines (like
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those for movies [10] and music [76]) harvest information from a large number of user re-

sponses in hopes of discovering agreement between users to collaboratively recommend new

results. One weakness of these recommendation engines is that they are largely relegated

to off-line processes where large resource requirements prohibit the search engine from im-

mediately customizing a user’s search. In summary, local solutions to customized search

exist for many special circumstances, but few have been able to encompass all forms of user

interaction.

The problems discussed here exist for all types of multimedia data from text-only books

or Web pages to rich multimedia videos that are pre-produced or distributed in real-time

from personal cameras. While existing search engines continue to grow in algorithm com-

plexity and quantity of analyzed content, a sensible solution for interactive search is still

unavailable. Fortunately, in the same way that online text search engines revolutionized

information discovery from anywhere in the world, new techniques for multi-level interactive

search utilizes both explicit user interactions and implicit user preferences.

1.2 Motivation

In order to answer all search needs for users in a natural and intuitive fashion, it is necessary

to combine lessons from many of the modern solutions from the previous section. First, a

generic system that provides multimedia search with any arbitrary representation should

be created. For example, a user should be allowed to search his or her personal video

archive by date, textual tags, or even with examples of specific people or scenes that are

important. Second, this system should not blindly execute a search when requested, but

instead allow a user to interactively discover better search strategies as they explore the

available results. Third, as a user engages the system through a single search session, or

through several search sessions, the system should automatically customize the user’s search

to provide highly-related results and minimize the number of system-required interruptions

that divert a user from the primary search task at hand.

Figure 1.1 illustrates the overall flow of a typical multimedia search engine. With the au-

tomated indexing of multimedia sources, interactive search is performed by first formulating
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a query, inspecting results, and reranking those results for a personalized search experience.

The remainder of this section discusses these three interactive search steps and poses moti-

vating questions about how they can each be improved to satisfy the requirements defined

above.

Automated 
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Multimedia 
Sources

Interactive Search

Low-level Features

Query 
Formulation

Result 
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Result 
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Figure 1.1: A typical multimedia indexing and search system. This work is focused on

introducing intuitive and powerful techniques that naturally couple machine and human

actions during interactive search.

Query formulation is the process of describing the tools necessary to answer a search

topic. For example, a well-known method of query formulation for searching the Web is to

type a few keywords into a text entry box. While quite intuitive because a user specifies the

exact keywords that he or she is interested in finding, this method is also extremely simple

and can lead to problems in ambiguity. One counter-example presenting is the search topic

“cruise in manhattan”. With text alone, a system (or human) can identify “manhattan”

as a borough in New York City, but the same system is left to guess about references to

cruise, which may refer to the action of driving, an event involving a riverboat, or a person

like Tom Cruise. Is it possible that the user could help the system with example images,

a specific date range that may help to reduce acceptable answers, or even a description

of the desired scene context? Expanding on the last question, if systems are to obey the

requirement of intuitiveness, are there acceptable generic descriptions of a scene that both
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novice and expert users could agree upon? Specifically, is there a way for the user to

introduce keywords relating to the content of the image, instead of events or spoken words,

like “grass” or “water” that have a well-known visual interpretation yet are generic enough

to represent many different views? During query formulation, the user enters keywords

or submits image examples with no feedback from the system. While it is increasingly

common for a Web search engine to offer keyword suggestions based on other user queries,

what happens if a user’s specific search target is not available? The most common answer

is that the user must simply try the new keyword combination and see if any of the results

are correct, but surely there are better solutions.

Result inspection is one of the most under-utilized forms of user interaction in search

systems. Currently, after formulating a query and executing its search an ordered list of

results is returned. While this list may have some machine-computed indicator of relevance

(i.e. a percentage or rating), the burden is now on the user to traverse the list and make

guesses about parts of the query did and did not work. After this non-trivial guessing

process, the user must then return to query formulation, revise his or her query, and restart

result inspection. This lack of system interaction forces the user to ask two questions: what

did the search engine try to find and what are my alternatives. Given that the system

knows the user’s query before each search, is there not a more intuitive way of organizing

and presenting results to the user?

Result personalization is a process that dynamically reranks (compute customized scores

and reorders) search results to better fit a user’s current search requirements. While person-

alization can be either long- or short-term corresponding to user requirements from multiple

search sessions or only one, a sensible solution must first be proposed. Existing systems offer

the user two unfavorable options that trade-off reranking quality for speed. High-quality

reranking often requires the user to interrupt the search process and explicitly refine his

or her search with new query criterion, like keywords or content examples. High-speed

reranking can produce new results, but the results can quickly drift away from the original

query and search target. Analyzing new reranking techniques from other fields, are there

any solutions that both scale for large problems and produce high-quality results with only

implicit user activity and not additional query modifications?
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1.3 Overview of Approaches and Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows.

• Explicit Guided Query Formulation A new form of guided system interaction

is proposed to best inform users during the query formulation process. Leveraging

hundreds of pre-trained visual concepts [129] and several automated suggestion tech-

niques, the user works with the system to formulate the most relevant and helpful

query based on video content, not just text or other metadata. The suggestion tech-

niques range vary from lexical approaches to statistical data mining to propose a

small subset of visual concepts that the user might have overlooked or been unaware

of. During query formulation, a number of speed and resource optimizations are also

proposed to reduce the maximum perceived search time to an average of five seconds

and keep the user fully engaged in a single, well-informed query formulation session

with nearly instant response times [134].

• Explicit Real-time Query-space Navigation An intuitive query visualization and

navigation system is proposed that traverses not only the result space but also the

query space simultaneously in such a way that multiple permutations of a user’s query

can be evaluated in real-time. After search execution, users are immersed in results to

be inspected. Existing solutions lock a user into a tiresome linear inspection of result or

alternatively jump to tangentially related results, which may further confuse the user.

The unique availability of the proposed real-time interaction system allows the user

to break from trial and error search behaviors and more quickly identify what parts of

a query help and how to improve that query with alternative text, concept, or image

query parts. Maximizing the intuitiveness and ease of query manipulation, a prototype

system called CuZero was evaluated with a number of diverse search topics across

different datasets and multiple examples of usages not possible with other existing

works are discussed. Finally, observing the pervasiveness of mobile technology, a

number of additional speed and application discussion are included to demonstrate the

flexibility of the system and its viability in distributed but collaborative multimedia

search.
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• Automatic Result Reranking A new method is proposed that utilizes user labels

to automatically rerank search results with very high accuracy. Result reranking is

a technique that uses automated algorithms to leverage user preferences (i.e. “I like

this” or “I don’t like this” labels) to personalize his or her search results. Prior works

in the field often select a subset set of all results then require the user to reformulate

his or her query. Other works achieved high accuracy for result reranking but either

required exponentially growing computation times or broke down when the result set

grew too large. In the proposed method, labels over an implicitly defined result set

and data reduction techniques are used so that the user is neither derailed from the

search task at-hand nor asked to wait lengthy periods of time for reanking processes

to execute. This technique is evaluated on two tasks: concept classification of the

TRECVID2008 development dataset and multi-class classification of the USPS digit

dataset. In the realistic TRECVID dataset, a mean average precision (MAP) of 0.18

over twenty concepts is an absolute gain of 350% over an initial nearest neighbor query.

In the traditional but challenging USPS dataset, classification of ten handwritten

digits achieves an error of only 16%. In both cases the proposed approaches can

execute in less than one-sixth of the time required when compared to most state-

of-the-art systems. Also using the USPS dataset, additional analysis is conducted

demonstrating the robustness of the proposed method as compared to these state-of-

the-art systems and as the number of results grows beyond previous computational

limits.

1.4 Organization

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, the fundamentals of

analyzing a multimedia document and indexing it by its machine-computed descriptions is

provided. This chapter also includes the definition of critical representations and introduces

the idea of semantic concepts and multi-modal search. Incorporating automated indexing

and search tools, chapter 3 reviews the components of an interactive search system. This

includes techniques available for users to create queries from search topics, perform mapping
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of keywords into the visual domain, interactively navigate search results, and even indicate

good and bad answers for the search topic with relevance feedback. With this working

knowledge, open problems for interactive search and feedback systems are also presented.

Chapter 4 directly tackles two open problems in interactive search: query formula-

tion and result browsing. By providing a system that informs the user of its capabilities

and a user’s alternative query options, a rich query formulation experience preempts user

frustration and bad search habits that may otherwise surface. Result browsing, although

seemingly a simple process, is transformed from a laborious list-based memory game to

one that encourages rapid exploration of many query possibilities that continue to help the

user understand what it knows about the searched content. In this chapter, a prototype

system abiding by these proposals is also presented and evaluated on a number of diverse

and challenging datasets.

Acknowledging that search results in an interactive system are seldom perfect, chapter 5

closely investigates the topic of result reranking. A unique formulation using dataset exem-

plars for approximation is combined with high-precision, graph-based label propagation to

create a semi-supervised machine learning algorithm that scales to large datasets, requires

only a few user labels, and can be executed in real-time scenarios.

Finally, chapter 6 summarizes the thesis and discusses both conclusions and opportuni-

ties for future work in the presented areas.
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Chapter 2

Review: Content-Based Video

Search

Content-based search, much like other search tasks, requires strong underlying machine

representations for a multimedia document and efficient methods for organizing those rep-

resentations. In this chapter, section 2.1 introduces methods for automatically segmenting,

analyzing, and indexing a video with a discussion of both traditional and state-of-the-art

representations for video. After indexing, section 2.2 introduces methods for searching

directly with video via speech or image content and indirectly by visual concept represen-

tations and section 2.4 demonstrates how multiple representations can be used in various

multimodal search scenarios. Finally, section 2.5 summarizes these foundations and reviews

potential pitfalls from fully automated search.

2.1 Content-Based Multimedia Indexing

Content-based multimedia indexing is a broad description of the process to organize a

dataset (or set of documents) by their underlying components. In multimedia search, a

document is composed not only from text keywords (as are Web documents), but also from

rich audio and video signals. A single audio or video signal can have multiple features, or

descriptions of its parts, where each feature has a representation that a machine can com-

pute and a representation tangible to humans. For example, in content-based multimedia
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indexing, both the color “green” and the spoken name “Barak Obama” can be represented

by canonical features that have distinct visual and aural meanings for both human and

machine.

Unfortunately, from the origins of image retrieval and video retrieval to modern day

research, no work in the field has been able to fully close the sensory and semantic gaps

in multimedia search [102], [24]. The sensory gap is the difference between live perception

in the world and a computational (machine-based) recording. In this context, sensory gaps

can not be overcome with current computer-based interactions because information loss

occurred when the original video signals were captured. The semantic gap is the difference

in information that a machine can extract versus the interpretation of that information by

a person. The semantic gap, also a challenge posed by computational limitations, can be

partially bridged by replacing the information lost in user perception with piece-wise ap-

proximations, as discussed in section 2.1.3. With this representation of multimedia content,

flawed as it may be, the remainder of this section focuses on the discussion of the indexing

pipeline illustrated in figure 2.1. This figure depicts the segmentation of video content into

atomic units of video and audio signals, the derivation computation of viable multimedia

features, and the use of these features to partially bridge bridge the semantic gap with a

large collection of visual semantic concepts.

2.1.1 Content Segmentation

Contrary to static images or text-documents, videos also posses an additional dimension of

time. Naturally, the complexity of video content has given rise to two types of segmentation:

those that preserve syntax structure and those that preserve semantic structure. Within

video, syntax refers to the structure of its parts (i.e. camera, speaker, or scene changes) or

whereas semantics refers to the coherence of the content itself (i.e. a movie dialog about

a character or a single story in a news broadcast). Even today, large disagreements on

semantic structure can exist between humans so a segmentation task may be unreasonable

for a machine. Segmentation with syntactic structure, however, is largely agreed upon and

often pre-defined for highly produced content, like broadcast news and cinema. Fortunately,

stemming from long-standing research in the field, a level of 97% human-machine agreement
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Figure 2.1: The multimedia indexing pipeline: a video is segmented, features extracted,

and is scored by semantic concepts during indexing.

can now be achieved with automated techniques for syntax-based segmentation [72]. Rec-

ognizing the importance of semantic analysis, information lost during initial segmentation

is recovered through alternative approaches discussed in section 2.1.3. Although this thesis

experiments mostly with video-based documents, the term clip is used to represent content

that may be either video- or audio-based in nature.

Clip segmentation can be performed either at fixed intervals (i.e. every ten seconds) or

at intervals that preserve the syntax of content, but both share the goal of obtaining a shot,

or small temporal segment, of content that is highly cohesive in its semantics. The specifics

of shot segmentation algorithms and their relative performance on a closed set of datasets

are omitted from this thesis but are available in other overviews of published work [100].

In this thesis, smaller segments of shots called subshots are computed, which are generally

two seconds or less in duration. Subshots are the smallest time-unit of analysis are thus

represented by a single keyframe. Subshots are a better basis for analysis because they offer

a very temporally short, visually coherent segment of video, which may accidentally be

spanned in longer shot-based segments. To avoid problems related to erroneous segmenta-
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tions, like those caused by camera flashes, advanced graphical transitions, or fades to or from

black, a subshot’s keyframe time is derived from the temporal center of a subshot. After

subshot segmentation, low-level features and mid-level semantic concept scores (discussed

below) and then higher-order statistics can be automatically computed for a clip. Here,

textual content in the document is stemmed and enumerated, similarity between images

is computed, and the frequency and simultaneous appearance (co-occurrence) of concepts

are indexed in a multimedia database for future retrieval during a user search. Content

analysis at the subshot level (instead of the shot or clip level) permits semantic description

at a very granular level and increases the chances of finding near-duplicate content from

other subshots. While subshots are ideal for indexing, they are often too short for humans

to clearly understand the event or activity that is occurring in a single subshot so during

result review shot-level video segments are utilized.

2.1.2 Low-level Features

After subshot segmentation and keyframe extraction, the video and audio signals in subshots

can be analyzed by specific algorithms to extract low-level features. For any given audio

or video signal, aligning the perception of the machine to the perception of a human is

a non-trivial task, embodied by the semantic gap. Low-level features, although not a full

solution allow machines to encode descriptions of a subshot’s video and audio signals for

subsequent processing and are commonly grouped into four general types: metadata, text,

audio, and video.

Metadata is numerical or textual information that describes macro-level properties of

a piece of content. Examples of metadata in Web pages is the title, publication date, or

author. Similarly, personal photos from a digital camera are also described by meta-data

like the capture date and author and with the proliferation of GPS hardware, cameras are

increasingly encoding each image with the geo-spatial position of the camera at the time of

capture. Metadata is generally too vague to search with alone, but in the presence of other

meaningful features, it can be used to quickly filter or reduce the number of results that

must be inspected after a search, as exemplified in section 2.4.

Textual low-level features are most commonly frequency counts of one or more adjacent
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words (n-grams) from a fixed dictionary. This dictionary can include the words themselves,

proper nouns (names), and even the part-of-speech of a word (subject, verb, etc). To reduce

the number of words in a dictionary, a process called stemming is applied, which produces

a common etymological root (i.e. smile from smiling, smiled, smiles, etc.) [90]. Although

these features are derived from words, they can be extracted from transcripts of automatic

speech recognition (ASR), machine translations (MT), closed-caption data (CC) [96], optical

character recognition (OCR) [95], and even high-quality manual transcriptions [40]. Text

features are the de facto standard for online Web search engines, but when applied without

further refinement to video or audio search problems in semantics (will a speaker explicitly

say “sunset” when reporting on a story about the outdoors?) and syntactic (a financial

report about the manufacturer “Toyota” may never contain an image of a car).

Audio low-level features are most commonly associated with speech, such as pitch (for-

mant frequency) and prosody (rhythm and pitch) of a spoken dialogs, but music and en-

vironmental sounds can also be represented with frequency-domain coefficients like Mel-

frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC’s) [77]. For video search, audio features have been

used in concert with visual features for enhanced story segmentation [51]. The use of audio

features for search is limited in this thesis, but their success in audio-based duplicate search

[120] and recommendation engines [76] has shown promising gains in recent work.

While the computational description of a visual signal is still an area of research, visual

features can be used to capture both global (i.e. whole image) and local region (i.e. 200

pixel) signal representations. This work focuses on multimedia indexing with the select set

of visual features briefly described below.

• Grid Color Moments describe the mean, variance, and skewness of pixel intensi-

ties within an image region [108]. Grid color moments analyze an entire image over

a regular grid and compute three moments for each color channel. Color moments

(tempered with an appropriate color space, like LUV) are not as sensitive to illumi-

nation shifts, as long as that shift occurs with a non-chromatic light source. The

grid-based analysis adds a geometric requirement for matching and thereby assures

that visual signals in a scene (i.e. the yellow glow of a sunset over the green grass of

a field) are not dramatically transposed. Another popular color representation is the
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color opponent model [39], which adds additional invariance to global shifts in color

because it captures the relative difference of color channels and has been shown to

work particularly well in near-duplicate scenarios. In this work, images are analyzed

via the color grid moments approach in the LUV color channel with a 5x5 region grid.

• Gabor Texture features are computed from a multi-scale, multi-direction application

of 2D pixel intensity filters [116]. This method for texture approximation was shown

to be more robust than applying template matching with strict pixel-based patterns

because it does not require the pre-computation of a large texture library but it can

still match a diverse set of low frequency (i.e. clouds, rolling hills, etc.) and high

frequency (i.e. buildings, logos, etc.). In this work, the filters are applied at each

combination of 8-orientation and 6-scale settings to capture the statistics of patches.

• Edge Direction Histograms are computed in a two stage process: first derive the

edge map for an image (i.e. via Sobel processing) and then accumulate pixel edge

orientations into a histogram defined by regularly spaced angle intervals [3]. The edge

direction histogram allows for some geometric variance in a visual signal that may

have been excluded by color or texture features (i.e. different patterns from multiple

brick courses, or rows, in a building). This work uses quantizes directional bins at five

degrees and one empty bin for empty pixels.

• SIFT bag-of-features (BoW) harness SIFT or scale-invariant feature transform,

that was originally created to ease the recognition of scenes in computer vision [74].

In a SIFT BoW representation, a three step process is executed for each image. First,

interest point detection attempts to find points of interest by approximating the hu-

man vision system with corner detectors (Harris affine [78]) or multi-scalar gradient

(difference of Gaussian [74]) points. Next, interest point descriptors from a grided re-

gion around each point are computed with a local gradient operator and a histogram

captures the normalized orientations of these gradients. Finally, the entire SIFT vec-

tor is mapped into a visual codebook (or dictionary) utilizing either the soft- [54] or

quantized-weights [88] technique. In this work, a codebook has 500 soft-weighted en-

tries derived from DoG (difference of Gaussian) interest point detection. SIFT BoW
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representations typically use local features computed from grayscale images. Recent

work has shown that the incorporation of color channels and different interest point

detectors can further improve matching performance [117].

Low-level features are often indexed directly in search engines; for every subshot in the

database, low-level vectors are computed and stored. The efficient indexing of these low-level

features is an open challenge because each additional subshot in a dataset requires a number

of different low-level features. Also, compounding the problem of efficient indexing, two large

perceptual gaps exist between low-level machine representations and human understanding

so more natural representations must also be explored.

2.1.3 Mid-level Semantic Concepts

Looking back to the semantic gap, one major struggle for all users of a multimedia indexing

system is understanding how a machine representation corresponds to the content of a clip.

Illustrated in figure 2.2, three conceptual levels of features are generally discussed: low-level

features, mid-level semantics, and high-level descriptions. In this example a subshot from a

news broadcast about soccer is analyzed. A mid-level representation adhering to one or more

human understanding
machine understanding

low-level features mid-level concepts high-level description

crowd
grass

athlete
soccer

...

Penalty kick by Australian 
team for third goal in 
November 2005

Figure 2.2: A contrast of machine and human understandings of multimedia content using

visual low-level features, mid-level semantic concepts, and high-level textual descriptions as

example representations.

physically describable ideas is called a semantic concept. The high-level information about

the specific scoring event or team involved is lost in the mid-level representation. However,
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mid-level descriptions of the content like “crowd” or “athletes” that are not available in

the high-level description may provide a richer semantic description of the image, which are

often quite powerful for content-based indexing. Semantic concepts capture visual low-level

features like the green color and texture of the field and allow it to be described as grass.

Similarly, the collection of all low-level features for the grass, athletes, and crowd can be

described as soccer. Semantic concepts can represent specific objects like cars or people or

general scenes like sunset or forest. Finally, as illustrated these conceptual levels of features

exist at different points in the continuums of understanding for either humans or machines.

Due to this understanding disparity, research in the field has become splintered into a few

discrete schools of thought, summarized below from detailed discussions [45],[24].

• Let the internet do it. Given the abundance of Web users and their willingness to

perform simple tasks, some propose that with a number of labeling games [119], all

images can be sufficiently tagged by human participants with a small set of words,

which thereby reduces the need for any machine-based processing. Even if only a frac-

tion of the online population participates in these games, the availability of multiple

high-level, human-based tags still offer an immediate set of textual features that can

be indexed and searched with existing algorithms.

• Learn the objects first. Computer vision techniques have long focused on creating

exact, physical representations of a particular object. For example, an image of a

restaurant could be described in a machine by some of the features described in

section 2.1.2 or by a composite of multiple objects like a cup, table, chair, plate, food,

etc. Even with the computational resources available today, this detailed and highly

granular analysis of scenes is not entirely practical because it requires a very large

visual ontology (also called a dictionary or library) of objects and each of those object

may have many unique low-level appearances (i.e. colors of cups or shapes of tables)

which add complexity to learning a single machine-based model.

• Map feature regions to words. Conceding that learning a full library of objects is

too complex, some approaches have sought to map a small set of low-level features, or

regions of features, to parts of objects and then generate numerous visual descriptions
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from these more elemental parts [67]. Similarly, one approach called ImageNet lever-

ages the textual object ontology WordNet [31] to build a similarly structured visual

ontology by crawling Web images that correspond to each object category [27]. An-

other approach uses a large number of images, a nearest-neighbor retrieval of regions

with low-level features and a hybrid of probabilistic inferencing and affine warping

processes to transfer region labels to new content [68]. Both of these approaches re-

quire a large number of crawled Web images, however the former task requires only

noisy image-level annotation while the latter task requires a supervised annotation of

regions within crawled images.

• Learn a set of semantic-based concepts well. This approach acknowledges the

difficulty and nuances of all of the above tasks and instead suggest that a small set

of mid-level semantic concepts that should be learned with a high degree of accuracy.

Similar to the above approaches, large ontologies of 1000 [57] and 500 [105] visual

concepts have been defined by a panel of experts and potential users. However, unlike

the data-driven approaches for formulating an ontology above, this ontology is well-

formed and realistic because it was explicitly defined by experts and users. The

drawback of this approach is that from this one solution, two problems are created:

utilizing low-level features to describe these semantics and a burden on the user who

now must inspect the available ontology and choose those concepts that best match

his or her search topic.

Considering the benefits of each practice, the work in this thesis falls into the last, hybridized

school of thought. Although a user must now be informed about available concepts, this

approach avoids potential pitfalls from other solutions by avoiding noisy labels from the

internet, not requiring a multitude of models for specific objects, and applying semantics

to scenes and objects instead of arbitrarily defined image regions. Multimedia search is a

process that inherently involves a user and a search topic so it is intuitive for a user to

choose from a set of semantic concepts that best answer the search topic. Exploring the

definition of LSCOM (Large Scale Concept Ontology for Multimedia [57]), each concept

is first assigned to one of six categories: program, location, people, object, events, and

graphics; corresponding examples for each of these categories are “weather report”, “office”,
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“face”, “car”, “explosion”, and “charts”. A subset of 39 concepts and corresponding image

examples are shown in figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Using the LSCOM ontology and TRECVID2005 dataset, (a) an organized chart

of 39 semantic concepts and (b) diverse, multi-lingual image examples for four selected

concepts.

When properly defined, semantic concepts describe a wide range of visual appearances,

so creating a new concept is not a trivial process. Each concept must be defined and

annotated by humans and then trained by machine to produce a model for classification,

as described in the remainder of this section.

1. The ontology of semantic concepts must be defined and the name and textual defi-

nition of each visual concept should be created so that everyone using the ontology

agrees upon a consistent meaning for its content. The LSCOM ontology is composed

of 1000 semantic concepts [57]. This ontology was defined by a collection of experts in

the computer vision, computational linguistic, library science communities and “user”

community groups like government analysts with the requirement that each concept

be useful (realistic for video search), feasible (capable of being detected), and ob-

servable (frequent in video datasets and observable by humans). Observability of a

concept not only accounts for the raw number of instances in a dataset. It also takes

into account whether a concept is observable by a human user by simply inspecting
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the audio-visual content without needing additional background knowledge (e.g., the

world series championship game vs. a baseball game).

2. With a pre-defined dataset, human labelers are asked to inspect every image in the

dataset and annotate it with a relevant or non-relevant label for each concept in

the ontology. A subset of the LSCOM ontology was used to exhaustively label a

set of multi-lingual broadcast news and train semantic concept models defined as

Columbia374 [129].

3. Low-level features, like those described in section 2.1.2 are computed for the dataset

at-hand. Any low-level feature can be used, but generally a combination of both

global and local features produces the best results in empirical studies [54].

4. Machine learning algorithms that classify content like SVMs (support vector machines

[22],[15]) or HMMs (hidden Markov models [91]) are learned in a training mode so that

analytical models can be constructed to capture the distinct properties of images that

were annotated as relevant and non-relevant. Using typical training procedures to

partition the data into “training” and “testing” subsets, the performance of a model

can be evaluated (deferred until section 2.3). Higher performance scores indicate that

a particular model will be more accurate when used to classify unseen images.

5. To classify (or evaluate) any machine-learned model on new data, repeat this process

starting from step 3, using classifiers in their respective testing mode. The classifi-

cation score for every image-concept pair indicates a confidence score (or relevance

assessment), p(xn; t) for one image, n, with content relevant to one concept, t. Ideally,

this relevance is probabilistic and has a score between zero and one, but SVMs require

a post-classification normalization to abide by this range. In this work, a sigmoid nor-

malization is utilized, where a sample’s raw score sn,t for concept t is normalized with

the equation p(xn; t) = 1
1+exp(−sn,t)

.

Once an ontology is defined and annotated it can be used in a largely automatic sense.

An advantage of mid-level concept classifier scores over low-level features is that each image-

concept pair has only one piece of information to store: a confidence score. Thus, whereas
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additional computations are required when searching among low-level features, concept

scores can be absolutely compared to each other. More specifically, if a user was interested

in finding images that were related to the concept “car”, a system only needs to sort the

confidence scores for “car” and return those results.

2.2 Content-Based Search

Multimedia search evolved as documents grew from words to include images and sounds.

Multimedia search systems are rooted in the information retrieval (IR) community, so prin-

ciples like the execution of a search and performance metrics like precision and recall are

common between the two. A system executes a search, or the process of finding relevant

multimedia documents, given a specific query, q. A query defines the properties of a search,

which may come in the form of keywords, images, or semantic concepts. To this day, neither

systems nor experts can construct perfect queriers for arbitrary search topics, but meth-

ods for both automatically and interactively doing so are explored in the next chapter in

section 3.1. This section introduces common evaluation metrics for multimedia search and

demonstrates how content- and concept-based indexing is used to execute a search.

2.2.1 Query by Content

When querying with a content example, the system attempts to identify documents within

a dataset that most closely match the specified query. For text-only documents, like Web

pages, content is simply the words in that document. One the most commonly used al-

gorithms to measure textual similarity of a query to other documents is TF-IDF, which

computes the ratio of term frequency (the frequency of the query word in a document) to

document frequency (the number of documents that the word appears in). For experiments

in this thesis, a more robust definition that normalizes scores by document length, called

pivoted TF-IDF, is used for all searches with textual queries [98]. CBIR, or content-based

image retrieval most commonly uses visual low-level features to formulate a query. With

visual low-level features, a database, X, of N images can be indexed by vectors of dimen-

sion D, X = {x1, x2, ..., xn} ⊂ RD. With this representation, the distance between a query
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image and any image in X can be computed. Typically, the scores derived in this step of

the CBIR process are quite difficult to understand by humans, so the appropriate distance

metric must be chosen for any given dataset. Common distance metrics used in this work

are the Euclidean or L2 (equation 2.1) and cosine (equation 2.2) metrics.

distEuclidean(x, y) =
√∑

|xd − yd|2 (2.1)

distcosine(x, y) = 1−

[ ∑
xd yd√∑

(xd)2
√∑

(yd)2

]
(2.2)

During a search, the distances between a query image and all images in a database are

computed and returned in increasing order, giving images more distant from the query a

higher enumerated position. However, to align these results with the notion of relevance, it

is often desirable to transform a distance into a similarity score. The most näıve technique

for this is to simply flip the meaning of the score range: similarity = 1−distance. Distances

not in the range of zero to one, like Euclidean distances, may first be normalized by the

maximum distance to a query image. While these distance metrics may be simple, to

accommodate large datasets and minimize computation time, search engines often directly

index the pair-wise similarity scores between images of a database instead of the low-level

features themselves.

2.2.2 Query by Semantic Concept

Searching with semantic concepts is one way to bridge the semantic gap between visual low-

level features and high-level human understandings of an image. As discussed in section

2.1.3, a pre-defined concept ontology allows a multitude of visual concepts to be defined

and used to index a dataset. In this work, a subset of the LSCOM ontology is selected and

the TRECVID2005 development dataset (multi-lingual broadcast news) was exhaustively

annotated to train a set of models called the Columbia374 [129]. With a rich set of pre-

trained concept models, new multimedia clips are segmented into subshots, classified by each

concept model, and indexed by those concept classification scores. When a concept-based

query is evaluated, the system retrieves the scores for all subshots and the appropriate

concept and creates a list sorted in decreasing order such that subshots with a higher

classifier score are correctly assigned a lower rank. For this reason, a concept-based query
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is more intuitive than a content-based query because a single classifier score is directly

presented as a relevance score instead of computing a secondary similarity score based on

low-level features; this property alone helps to close the semantic gap inherent in multimedia

indexing.
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Figure 2.4: Count of training images (from a set of 65,256) and average precision of the

classifiers over all concepts in the Columbia374; concepts are ordered by increasing perfor-

mance and grouped by training image frequency. Most concepts have over one hundred

unique training examples, but classifier performance varies dramatically with the difficulty

of each concept.

Another important benefit of concept-based queries is that concept classifier scores are

produced from machine-learned models that have analyzed tens of thousands of image

examples. This extra layer of machine-learning allows the model to be more robust and

produce an accurate classifier score (as measured by average precision, introduced in section

2.3) for two different images that contain the same relevant concept, as shown with the

image examples in figure 2.3(b). Considering these concepts as potential query inputs,

it is not surprising that performance of a content-based query generally falls short when

compared to that of a well-trained concept classifier. Looking more closely for a cause,

figure 2.4 demonstrates that most concepts classifiers in the Columbia374 were trained

with over one hundred unique image examples. However, as indicated by the first (blue)
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concept grouping, less than 1% of the 61901 training images from TRECVID2005 dataset

had content that was relevant to the majority of concepts. Also observable in this figure

is that even with thousands of examples, the performance of different concepts can vary

dramatically according to the underlying complexity of that concept. Complexity in a visual

concept usually stems from the concept’s object being too small (i.e. a “phone” in an office

setting), the concept having appearances that are too diverse (i.e. the different appearances

of a “flower”), or the variation in imaging environment and condition (i.e. the variety of

backgrounds with a “corporate leader”, lighting conditions, and partial visual occlusion).

Just as a single image can contain multiple relevant concepts, queries can be formulated

with multiple concepts. These formulations can be with simple logical constructs to facilitate

search breadth both wide (i.e. results with one or more relevant concepts from a set) and

narrow (i.e. results with all relevant concepts from a set). The ability to quickly construct

classifier conglomerates creates a rich tool for search systems that can be leveraged to search

and filter content in a number of simple ways [136].

2.3 Evaluating Multimedia Search

Once a query is formulated and a search is executed, its performance (i.e. recall and

precision) can be scored after ordering results by decreasing relevance score. Analyzing the

set of returned search results, R, and the entire database, X, recall indicates the fraction

of relevant results returned compared to all relevant results in the database and precision

indicates the fraction of results relevant in those returned. The function Rel(q,X) returns

the count of results in X that are relevant to a particular query q.

Recall =
Rel(q,R)

Rel(q,X)
(2.3)

Precision =
Rel(q,R)

|R|
(2.4)

Other popular metrics in multimedia retrieval systems include the precision at a certain

depth or P@D where D is the pre-specified depth, and average precision (AP), which

averages precision measured at every hit position up to a certain limit. For search tasks,

both of these metrics are better suited than pure precision and recall because they reward
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lists that have more relevant results at the top (i.e. low depth).

Precision(D) =
Rel(q, {r1, ..., rD})

D
(2.5)

AP (N) =

∑N Precision(n)Rel(q, {Rn})
Rel(q,X)

(2.6)

One surprise to readers unfamiliar with the metric is how low AP scores can be. Whereas a

high precision score would be in the range of 0.8-1.0, a high average precision (at a depth of

1000) might reside in the range 0.2-0.4. It is important to realize that this difference is caused

by the averaging of precision scores, and in terms of research progress, AP gains within of

only 5-10 points are generally considered significant. In some information retrieval works,

AP has also been interpreted as the approximate area under the precision-recall curve.

Objectively evaluating a multimedia search system is non-trivial. Often, the task is

complicated when collecting a dataset with distributions matching real-world scenarios,

minimizing subjectivity in query topics, and requiring large amounts of human inspection

time to evaluate each search result for each query topic. TRECVID, founded in 2003, is an

annual independent evaluation of multimedia tasks ranging from shot detection, concept de-

tection, and video search that pragmatically answers each of these concerns by the National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [101]. Since its foundation, TRECVID has

driven research for many techniques by offering objective evaluations over fixed datasets

and identical tasks. TRECVID datasets from 2003-2006 were each composed of 100-150

hours of international news broadcasts, providing high-quality video and speech transcripts

with well-defined editing styles. TRECVID datasets from 2007-2009 were each composed of

150-200 hours of Dutch documentary and entertainment broadcasts providing lower-quality

video and less uniform editing styles.

Each year, NIST objectively constructs 24-48 TRECVID search topics with content ex-

amples either defined by temporal references into the dataset or static images from the Web.

For each year, the search topics are best answered by different aspects of multimedia search

allowing different systems to truly discover their utility with different query types. For

example the topic “Find shots of Tony Blair” (TV05) may utilize text and near-duplicate

queries, “Find shots of scenes with snow” (TV06) may utilize a concept query, and “Find

shots of one or more people, each in the process of sitting down in a chair” (TV08) may
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utilize a hybrid of concept and motion-based similarity queries. Search topics are released

to a pre-registered community and the top 1000 search results for each search topic are

collected roughly one month afterwards. Each community member can try to answer the

search topics with systems that are fully automated (no human interaction), manually con-

figured (a human specifies the query), or fully interactive (a human is fully engaged). After

collection, results from all members are pooled for each search topic and a subset of those

results is inspected by independent evaluators at NIST. Finally, NIST returns relevance as-

sessments and scores each member’s search submissions with the AP metric. Result pooling

for relevance inspection has one major, and potentially dangerous assumption: only pooled

results are inspected so all relevant results for a query must have been returned by at leas

one community member. Much of the work in this thesis and all of the semantic concept

models are evaluated with benchmark data and ground truth annotations provided by NIST

and the TRECVID community.

2.4 Multimodal Search

Given the basic building blocks for content- and semantic concept-based queries, systems

can answer search topics with targeted multimodal queries that leverage the relevance from

many sources. Searching with one or more modalities can lead to queries that are quite

complex, but the goal is always to find the most relevant results from a dataset. Illustrated

in 2.5, this section discusses the following common strategies for utilizing sets of scored

results from multiple modalities: fusion, filtering, and reranking.

Fusion The most straight-forward technique for combining the results from different

modalities is result fusion. As previously described, queries using low-level features ex-

press similarity to a query, Rsim, and queries using semantic concepts express classifier

probability for a concept, Rconcept,.

Rsim(X, q) = sim(q, xn) (2.7)

Rconcept(X, t) = p(xn; t) (2.8)
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Figure 2.5: Strategies for combining search results or user input: (a) multimodal fusion,

(b) result filtering, and (c) relevance-based reranking.

Result fusion combines the image relevance of multiple modalities, K, into a single list

without additional knowledge about a modality source. This fusion can be accomplished

either by directly combining the relevance score or rank (i.e. position in the list) for each

member of X. Additionally, one of many linear and non-linear methods (like min, max,

sum, etc.) for combining these lists has also been analyzed [9]. Subsequent research found

that regardless of the mathematical operation utilized, treating each result list equally often

lead to poorer performance. Parallel works found that a form of linear weighting for each

result list, here optimized by analyzing a set of training queries, was often quite powerful [7].

Preference, either pre-computed from training data or assigned by a user, can be given to

one modality over another by applying different modality weights, ωk, during fusion. This

may advantageous if the performance of a concept query were presumed to be better than

a keyword query. Equation 2.9 demonstrates a typical fusion strategy including different

modality weightings.

Relfused(X) =
N∑ K∑

ωkR(xn,k) (2.9)

The choice of proper fusion weight is a challenging topic of its own (often referred to as

“feature selection”) and not within the scope of this thesis. Finally, in this work fusion is

computed with the normalized relevance scores of each result list R(X) with the equation
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below.

Rnorm(X) =
R(X)−min(R(X))

max(R(X))−min(R(X))
(2.10)

Filtering Result filtering allows simple logical rules to be constructed and applied with

different search modalities. Filtering is generally useful when a user wants results with

high precision and with a possible sacrifice of recall. The most common logical rules are

union, exclusion, intersection, and difference. After filtering, the final relevance list for this

example should include only the faces of heads of state, which more closely agrees with

the example search topic. For example, if the search topic is “Find shots of politicians

speaking”, a sensible search strategy would be to first search with the semantic concept

heads of state and then filter (by intersection) with the relevance scores of a face detection

algorithm. Similarly, for the search topic “Find shots of basketball players on the court”,

a sensible strategy might use a union of the concept grand-stands and athlete but exclude

results from the concepts golf and outdoors.

Reranking Reranking analyzes the results R from one search (called the working set)

and rescores the images according to user relevance labels or secondary low-level features

and concept classifier scores. Once new relevance scores are computed, they are combined

with the initial scores for the working set with a pre-determined weight, α, according to the

equation below.

sreranked = (1− α)sinitial + αsrescored (2.11)

The variable α facilitates a trade-off between the “stable” initial relevance scores and the

relevance scores from the “dynamic” structure produced from other low-level features or

concept scores. Typically, the goal of result reranking is to greatly improve the precision of a

working set with only a few user-provided relevance labels where the recall for a set of results

is fixed as no additional results are retrieved from the database at large. Result reranking

can be executed both automatically or in user-solicited relevance feedback environments, as

was first implemented in text-based information retrieval systems [130]. This topic is of

particular interest in this thesis and its discussion is continued in the next chapter.
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2.5 Summary

In this chapter, an overview of multimedia indexing and search systems was provided. Much

like human understanding, a machine’s representation of multimedia content can range from

low-level features (such as words or colors) to mid-level semantic concepts (such as general

objects, events, and scenes) to high-level descriptions (such as named entities). As by-

products of machine-based multimedia indexing, gaps in sensory and semantic perception

permeate each of these granularities, so a novel mid-level representation, referred to as

semantic concepts is introduced. With these various representations, a well-defined and

automated pipeline for segmentation, feature extraction, and computation of concept con-

fidence scores for new multimedia documents is reviewed. To evaluate performance of an

indexing system, common metrics from the information retrieval and machine-learning com-

munities like precision, recall, and average precision are were introduced. Finally, methods

to search an indexed multimedia dataset using specific content queries were discussed along

with a few strategies for combining the results of multiple queries. With these foundations,

subsequent chapters explore common difficulties for interactive search systems and how to

gracefully assist users during the entire process.
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Chapter 3

Review: Interactive Video Search

and Relevance Feedback

In the previous chapter, an introduction to common multimedia search tools and their

usage in a system was discussed. Compared to fully automated search using visual low-

level features or semantic concepts selected by a system’s “best-guess”, the results are often

dramatically improved when a human is involved in the process. Contrary to automatic

multimedia search, a user is allowed to not only construct the query but also refine it during

the result inspection stage, thereby guiding the system to the search target and correcting

missteps along the way. Within this thesis, human actions are required for three parts of

an interactive search: query formulation, result browsing, and relevance assessment. This

chapter reviews each of these activities and advances from both automatic and interactive

search environments. Section 3.1 describes how a user can create a fully formed query from

a search topic alone. Section 3.2 reviews methods utilized during the inspection of results

and query refinement. During result inspection, systems often employ methods for relevance

feedback, discussed in section 3.3, which help the machine better approximate the user’s

search target. Finally, open problems regarding each of these topics are reviewed in 3.4.
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3.1 Query Formulation

Query formulation can be equated to the planning stage of any problem solving technique.

A search topic defines a specific information request for the user, whereas the query, con-

structed by a user or automatically, tells the system what initial steps to take to best answer

that search topic. Query formulation is non-trival because it requires the selection of query

modalities like low-level features, semantic concepts, or others computed during content

indexing (as introduced in section 2.1) and the proper weighting of each modality as it

relates to the entire query. This section first reviews various automated query formulation

techniques and then explores the different methods available to users to interactively define

their query.

3.1.1 Automated Query Formulation

In automated query formulation, the system is directly given the text or image criterion

that define a search topic. With this information, the system begins to lexically and sta-

tistically expand and map the criterion to query parameters. Expansion is the process of

deriving multiple keywords or images from one original source through correlation informa-

tion. Mapping is the process that helps to resolve the disparity between two sets of entities.

For example, between the sets of colors {red, blue, green} and {orange}, the best mapping

might be red⇔ orange. Using previous TRECVID query topics (introduced in section 2.3),

figure 3.1 illustrates the needs and a few possible solutions for automatic query formulation.

Image examples provided with a search topic can be utilized directly with content-

based query methods. In this fashion, a reasonable query formulation might consist of

an equal weighting of visual modalities for the given image. For example, if the search

topic is “Find shots of a person walking or riding a bicycle” (TV07) with one or more

image examples, the system can use low-level color and local image features for search.

In a fully automatic scenario, the system must combine evidence from these images to

best compute search relevance. One of the simplest combination methods is the fusion of

these different modalities with equal weights (section 2.4). In another work [80], multiple

overlapping classifiers were trained using several search topic examples. For example, if five
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content examples in search topics

“Find shots of a person 
walking or riding a 
bicycle” (TV07)

A

B

C

A

B
C

equal fusion of 
content-based query

(a)

“Find shots with one or more people leaving 
or entering a vehicle” (TV06)

Car_Crash Car_Racing Exiting_Car 

exact and synonym mapping

definition mapping

Armored_Vehicles Car 
Construction_Vehicles Emergency_Vehicles 

Ground_Vehicles Vehicle

Agricultural_People Business_People 
Emergency_Medical_Response_People 

People_Marching People_Crying 
People_Marching 

keyword mapping to semantic concepts

(b)

class dependent query weights

“Find shots of scenes with 
snow” (TV06)

concepts: 
snow

“Find shots that contain the 
Cook character in the 
Klokhuis series” (TV08)

concepts: 
none

keywords: 
snow

keywords: 
Cook, Klokhuis

keyword concept example

class: concept class: named person

(c)

Figure 3.1: Example search topics and potential solutions via automatic query formulation:

(a) fusion of content examples, (b) expansion and mapping of search topic, and (c) query-

class dependent weighting.

topic examples were provided, instead of training a single classifier with all five samples, the

authors would train three or four models from randomly selected subsets of these examples.

Afterwards, each model is evaluated on the result dataset and there scores are averaged.

An interesting aspect of this work is the use of topic examples as relevant results and

randomly selected members of the dataset as non-relevant results. Although odd at first,

non-relevance to a query is often ill-defined and seldom provided in information retrieval

tasks. In the example above, a list of the semantic objects that are not bicycles would

be infinitely long. Also, most realistic datasets have a low prior frequency (or number of

relevant results) for any one specific search target. Looking at the prior frequency of the

Columbia374 semantic concepts in figure 2.4, only 29 of these concepts were present in 10%

or more of the TRECVID2005 dataset. For these two reasons, random selection of dataset

members is often a reasonable approach for collecting non-relevant examples for machine

learning tasks.

Textual keywords provided for a search topic are also equally important and can be

utilized with keyword expansion and mapping. Although this thesis downplays the fitness of

keyword-based queries for multimedia search topics, several lexical tools can help to expand

a simple description into a rich set of semantic concepts. One of the most commonly

utilized tools is WordNet, a lexicon of English 155,287 words that has a rich ontology
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from hyper/hyponyms (the is-a relationship) and synonyms (similar meanings) and useful

full-text descriptions. Combining the synonyms of WordNet with keyword expansions from

other data sources (like ontological definitions [57], simulated text searches [43], online news

articles [20], or photo sharing sites [126]), a small number of keywords can be expanded and

mapped into a large number of semantic concepts. For the search topic “Find shots with

one or more people leaving or entering a vehicle” it is advantageous to expand and map the

words “people” and “vehicle” to many different semantic concepts. After mapping, a list of

concepts can be culled through mutual information or other statistical analysis techniques

to validate that the mapped concepts coarsely agree. One significant drawback of keyword

expansion and mapping techniques is that a large amount of tuning and customization must

be performed to avoid adding too much noise in the form of extraneous relationships.

Acknowledging that mulitmedia search topics can be defined with both textual keywords

and content examples, many works have been devoted to unifying the automated processes

for both. This topic, often referred to as query-class mapping analyzes all components of a

search topic and assigns (often linear) fusion weights to the different parts of the resulting

query. First, via analysis of several training query topics, query classes are automatically

derived or manually chosen using a latent semantic analysis [128] or joint query semantics

and performance clustering [60] to produce a handful of query classes like “named person”,

“sports”, “concept”, “named person+concept”, “named object”, “scene”, or “general”.

During this class formulation, weights for different query parameters (i.e. text, concept,

and example) are pre-computed. Later, when a new search topic is received, the topic is

analyzed for keywords and semantic concept similarity and the most similar query classes

is chosen and the fully-formed query is evaluated with the class’s pre-computed weights.

Figure 3.1(c) demonstrates how two topics “Find shots of scenes with snow” (TV06) and

“Find shots that contain the Cook character in the Klokhuis series” (TV08) are mapped

to unique query classes. The automated learning and application of query classes offer

promise to the challenging class of problems involving feature selection (which modality to

use). Unfortunately, most query class approaches have been shown to be highly sensitive

to training queries and the number of classes learned. Observing this limitation, recent

work used keyword mapping after disambiguation, distribution normalization for concept
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classifiers, and data mining for content examples avoiding explicit mapping to a single class

or a single set of fixed weights [79].

Automated query formulation uses lexical and statistical tools to compute the best

weights for a set of query parameters. These techniques leverage different modalities and

discover data relationships that may not be obvious to the casual searcher. However, with

each fully automated technique, authors often cite the lack of an approach to all queries in

general and need to retrain their automated method for each new set. In most cases, an

interactive search user can leverage the fully automated “starting point” and further reduce

ambiguity problems from the search topic.

3.1.2 Interactive Query Definition

If two strangers approached each other and one asked for directions to the nearest bank,

would the other respond by drawing a map, pointing in a specific direction, or vocally

enumerating a set of turns? Clearly, the modality used to answer this request would depend

on available resources and familiarity with the request itself. The same statement is true

for interactive video search. As defined in the last chapter, a diverse set of features and

modalities are available to formulate a multimedia query; how they are used to do so is

truly up to the user.

Systems to perform content-based image retrieval have been devised since images content

was first made available to machines. One pioneer of CBIR techniques was the QBIC system

[32], which used user-specified color histograms. In this system, the query is formulated only

using a color spectrum and the relative importance of each color in that spectrum. This

system largely succeeded for 2-dimensional images and drawings, but shortcomings were

exposed with more complex images because the system could coarsely match percentages

of color for the whole image, but it did not know how those colors should be distributed

in the result images (i.e. an object, a region, or the entire scene). Following this work,

effort was shifted to exactly solve this problem by letting the user sketch his or her query.

Using basic shape contours [26] and a hybrid of color, shape, and texture operators [103],

accuracy in CBIR systems grew because the system knew more about the desired search

target. However, perhaps due to the semantic gap (introduced in section 2.1.3), results in
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the system would only sporadically be correct. At this time the system had no proxy to

guarantee that the results had any coherent semantics. For example, a query for underwater

images has a user-sketch with large regions of blue and green, but the search results of this

query contain underwater images as well as outdoor scenes with majestic blue skies and lush

waterfalls in a rainforest. The efficient use of image examples and performance of CBIR

systems continues to improve with the addition of more discriminative features. Capitalizing

on this fact and technological evolution placing digital cameras on modern cell phones, near-

duplicate matching services to facilitate product purchases [33] and find directions [65] have

been created.

Recognizing the difficultly for most users in describing the search target by its parts or

directly acquiring actual examples of the target, active research in the multimedia search

community has largely shifted to representing images and objects within images with words.

Debate over the best learning and labeling methods remain unanswered (section 2.1.3), but

with text-based input, either by keyboard or speech, currently the preferred query input

strategy, most search systems now utilize tools from the text community to lexically map

user keywords to names of objects and semantic concepts. It is no coincidence that the

automated methods reviewed in the last section are directly complementary to this form

of textual query specification. In fact, text to concept mapping and other data-mining

techniques can be quite beneficial to users when applied responsibly. Alternative methods

to select words or semantic concepts for a query have also been presented, like alphabetical

listings or multiple checkboxes, but empirically users are overloaded by the quantity of

available concepts so these methods are not widely adopted.

3.2 Result Browsing

Both automated and interactive forms of query formulation were discussed in the last sec-

tion. Once a query is formulated and evaluated, the main topics of concern are intuitive

result presentation and methods to assist the user to better organize and traverse a large

set of results.
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3.2.1 Intuitive Result Display

Following the standard practice set forth by current Web search engines, most results for

interactive multimedia systems are presented in simple list or grid forms. In these systems,

a user understands that the most relevant result is placed in the top-left corner of a result

page and relevance decreases row-wise scanning right and then down in the page. While

these displays are both tolerable and now expected, alternative forms of display have also

been proposed. A popular technique to more intuitively display results is to first cluster

the results with low-level features and then alter their spatial position according to cluster

membership. A result’s new position can either be aligned to a visual grid [64] or free-form

[69], [82]. In a subjectively evaluated work [69], results in the same cluster were spatially

grouped during display to the user, which empirically assisted users in finding relevant im-

ages more quickly and with higher precision. This work also presented a behavioral study

comparing a system that visually cropped regions of the image (according to a user-interest

operator) and a system that visually enlarged the currently inspected image result (as deter-

mined by mouse interaction). In this work, users only liked the cropping technique but cited

errors from the automated operator. Instead of disrupting the visual grid that users were

accustomed to, another work reorganized the visual with a large set of semantic concepts to

construct meaningful semantic clusters called Visual Islands via dimensionality reduction

and entropy measurement [135]. Again, experiments confirmed that clustering, now among

visual semantics instead of low level features, was helpful for speed and performance and

demonstrated increased ability to remember the semantics of inspected results over non-

organized results. Each of these works focus on changing the result display to more intuitive

to the user, and some have the ability to dynamically update their displays according to

user input. However, few of the above systems allow the user to quickly traverse the entire

dataset. Instead, most systems focus on a smaller pre-computed working result set, so it

is difficult for a user to ascertain quality of the current query with respect to the entire

dataset.
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3.2.2 Organization Interaction

Complementary to intuitive result display is the ability to intelligently traverse a dataset

with respect to those results. Most systems have resorted to using tree or folder-based

paradigms that presume some existing ontology, perhaps due to the nature of the task

and user familiarity with the construct. Now a part of the MPEG-7 standard, early work

proposed that a number of different tags (or textual categories) be available and embedded in

user media so that any search system could quickly recognize these tags [11]. Similarly, other

early works adopted this tree-based approach [61], presented shared category and calendar

viewpoints [1], and allowed users to dynamically define tags based directly on sets of results

[110]. Beyond these data-driven organizational methods, modern works frequently tie a

user’s organizational efforts directly to his or her interaction. Techniques have experimented

with alternative multi-user display configurations [89] and keyboard-free interactive surfaces

like table-top displays [66] or distributed smart phones [99]. All of these approaches reduce

the dependence of a single user on the relevance computations and display of a single

machine. Instead, one or more users assist each other and can move content to a different

region of the system to be re-inspected at a later time or closely examined by an expert.

However, as the lines between multimedia search and interaction blur, particularly with

the introduction of multiple users, it is reasonable to question the effectiveness of multiple

human searchers. Currently, dramatic performance increases over a well-designed, state-of-

the-art automatic or semi-automatic system have not been fully demonstrated.

If the goal of an image retrieval task is shifted to “experience augmentation” instead of

answering a specific search topic, unique applications can be created in mobile environments.

Constantly searching the online photo site flickr [124], results were organized by general

topics (i.e. “topic of the day”), personal experiences, established social connections to

other users (i.e. searching for others’ experiences), and by geo-spatial information that

changes depending on the location of the user. In a similar approach authors of the system

in [65] also organize results by location but created an “augmented reality” display with

the results to facilitate exploration of highly-localized content (i.e. the inside of a specific

house or the different appearances of a single tree over multiple seasons). This form and

application of multimedia retrieval is still in its infancy, but the growth of digital social
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communities and asynchronous mobile technologies already guarantees its future.

3.3 Relevance Feedback

Advanced methods for query expression and search may be available but often a system

can never perfectly match a user’s search target. Relevance feedback is an iterative query

refinement technique that the system can use to better approximate the user’s search target

with relevance (or user preference) assessments. The two main issues regarding relevance

feedback are: how is the feedback acquired and what does the system do with the feedback

once it is available. The remainder of this section discusses common answers to these

questions and provides an introduction to relevant approaches.

3.3.1 Acquiring User Feedback

User feedback describes the relevance of a result to the user’s search target and is commonly

acquired explicitly or implicitly. In this thesis, explicit feedback is a single user label for

a search result, either relevant or non-relevant. Implicit feedback can also use a binary

relevant or non-relevant label, but is also derived from the order of search results from a

user’s query.

3.3.1.1 Explicit, Solicited Feedback

Relevance feedback was first utilized as a method to assuage the burden of result inspection.

In an early relevance feedback work, a two-layer set of algorithms was applied after a user

was asked to rank a small set of results [94]. The first layer evaluated different feature

modalities and distance metrics to select the parameters for each that produced the highest

rank agreement with the user’s annotation. The second layer would then normalize indi-

vidual feature values according to statistical distributions among reranked results. While

this system was fast enough for real-time evaluations, it required the somewhat awkward

process of reordering a subset of results, which may be difficult or arbitrary if all members

of this subset were non-relevant. Recognizing this shortcoming, a new approach called ac-

tive learning was introduced, which utilized relevance feedback to solicit relevance labels
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for the most informative result. In an active learning work [112], SVM (support vector ma-

chine) models were trained with low-level features and relevant (positive) or non-relevant

(negative) labels. The SVM model was then used to reclassify all unseen samples. Those

samples with scores closest to zero (i.e. lowest confidence) were “actively” selected the next

stage of relevance solicitation from the user. Utilizing a small number of iterations and

solicitations, the machine effectively decreased its confusion about the search target and

increased relevance of results, as determined by classifier scores. In a work that efficiently

loaded results and features in a real-time system, multiple rounds of relevance feedback

and active learning were interchangeably executed (even at the user’s request) to quickly

explore a large portion of the target dataset and achieve interactive high AP scores [81].

Active learning has also been successful when used to select samples for large-scale label

annotation tasks, such as those required for annotation of the new TRECVID datasets.

While solving this realistic problem in these datasets, one work analyzed different tech-

niques to solicit annotations [4]. Using the 21k keyframes from TRECVID2007 dataset

of documentary and educational video, 36 semantic concepts selected by NIST were fully

annotated facilitating a few interesting observations summarized below.

• Between sampling techniques using uncertainty-based sampling (optimizing precision)

and relevance-based sampling (optimizing recall) shown in figure 3.2, easy search

targets (semantic concepts in these experiments) demonstrated relevance sampling is

best with less than 15% of the database annotated and uncertainty best with more

than 15%; moderate to difficult search targets showed no preference between sampling

methods. This sampling ambivalence for moderately difficult concepts indicates that

either the learned models were too poor (i.e. the utilized features did not sufficiently

describe the content) or the samples were largely inseparable (i.e. the original feature

space contained samples that were very similar but belonged to both the relevant and

non-relevant classes).

• Prior models trained on slightly related data can help to prevent “cold-start” problems

when annotating new data. This finding validates that when re-annotating existing

concepts for a new domain, old models are still quite useful.
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Figure 3.2: Two active learning strategies and their coverage of a search result set. Even

with careful sample selection, both techniques require many labels and can still miss regions

of the result space with relevant samples.

• The inclusion of multiple features, even if poor in quality (i.e. text features or temporal

neighbors), can help active learning.

• With active learning, near-peak classifier performance could be achieved with the

annotation of as few as 15% or as much as 50% of the total keyframes in a dataset.

This performance guarantee comes from the fact that sample selection with active

learning has generally found over 80% of the relevant samples in a dataset with less

than 40% of the data annotated.

Finally, in a state-of-the-art application of the lessons from this annotation effort, a system

was trained to dynamically propose relevance-, uncertainty-, or temporally-based sampling

techniques during interactive search sessions on TRECVID2006 and boosted the mean av-

erage precision (MAP) score from a 0.07 baseline to an impressive 0.32 peak [75].

While relevance feedback has proven to be quite powerful for both search and annotation

tasks, it usually requires a large amount of training labels. Active learning methods can

reduce this label requirement to 15% of an entire dataset with no significant performance loss

[4], but with datasets that contain tens or hundreds of thousands of results, this inspection

requirement could be quite taxing for a real-time interactive session.
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3.3.1.2 Implicit Feedback from User Actions and Result Ranking

Implicit relevance feedback uses relative differences in result order and scores to ascertain

relevance to a user’s query. Users construct a query to align to his or her search target, so

upon evaluation of this query those results with higher scores (i.e. concept confidence, image

similarity, etc.) should also be more relevant to the search target. In an ideal setting, these

results are perfectly scored and a pseudo-label of relevance or non-relevance can be inferred

for each result depending on its rank after sorting. This technique is called pseudo-relevance

feedback and can be quite powerful, depending of course on the quality of the search system

and initial query. Due to this inferencing process, implicit relevance feedback may be weaker

and sometimes incorrect. However, unlike explicit relevance feedback, pseudo-labels can be

assigned to a far greater number of results (the entire result set) without user-consultation.

In interactive search settings, additional methods for pseudo-relevance labels are available

based on user actions like tabulating the time that a user inspects certain results, counting

the number of inspected results with a query property, or the inspected locations of a results

screen [41], [127].

3.3.2 Reranking with Relevance Feedback

Once explicit or implicit feedback is made available, relevance feedback systems must then

decide how to utilize this additional information. This section introduces three related, but

distinct technical areas that use relevance feedback to construct new models for reranking

individual results, perform feature selection, or propagate these relevance labels to an entire

dataset through result similarity. In all of the above cases, the goal is to reduce ambiguity

for the search system and provide results most relevant to the user’s search target.

Continuing this discussion, a more formal terminology for datasets and their represen-

tation is now provided. A single sample from a dataset X of size N is represented by its

d dimensional feature vector xi. Relevance labels for a single query over the entire dataset

are Y and those for a specific sample are yi. While each method in this section can pro-

duce scores for multiple relevance classes (i.e. classifying an image as inside vs. outside

or dark vs. bright), the techniques in this section assume a single binary class with the

labels yi = {+1,−1} representing relevant and non-relevant classes. Classifiers are binary
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functions f(x) that produce a continuous score depending on classifier confidence. Often,

the sign of this score indicates membership in the appropriate class from above and its mag-

nitude indicates class confidence. Finally, in every query, all samples in a dataset belong to

either the labeled set Xl or unlabeled set Xu depending on the presence of a user-provided

label.

3.3.2.1 Model-based Reranking

Model-based reranking is a subset of techniques that learn new classifier models utiliz-

ing provided relevance labels. Currently, the most prolific machine-learning approach is a

support vector machine (SVM) [22], which produces a discriminative model that has the

following definitions. A linear decision function f(x) = wTx+ b creates a learned constant

offset b and a hyperplane, or decision boundary, w that optimally separates the positive

and negative training samples. In SVM’s, sample points are easily compared in non-linear

forms with the addition of a kernel mapping φ, to project a sample’s features into a high-

dimensional space φ(x). With no loss of generality, the new decision function becomes

f(x) = wTφ(x) + b. In both cases, the hyperplane itself is determined by computing the

largest margin of separation between different classes, as determined by the following equa-

tion.

min
w,b,ε

1

2
||w||22 + C

∑Nl

i=1
εi (3.1)

s.t. yiw
Tφ(xi) + b ≥ 1− εi, εi ≥ 0, ∀(xi, yi) ∈ Xl

Here, εn is the penalizing variable added to each data vector xi, and C determines how

much classification error an SVM can tolerate. As proof of their utility, SVM’s are used in

this thesis to produce semantic concept confidence scores, as introduced in sections 2.1.3

and 3.3.1.1. One problem plaguing traditional SVM learning is that labeled sample set Xl

must usually be quite large for the model to perform well, as demonstrated by the poor

scores of many low-frequency concepts visualized in figure 2.4. Attempting to overcome

this limitation, semi-supervised SVM’s seek to leverage the labels from a small set of results

by manipulating the distances between labeled samples according to their neighbors in the

unlabeled space [12], [38]. In these works, the objective function is modified to select the
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smallest penalizing error (ε̂j , η̂j) for unlabeled samples after assigning each sample to one

of the two classes.

min
w,b,ε,ε̂,η̂

1

2
||w||22 + C

∑Nl

i=1
εi + Ĉ

∑Nu

j=1
min(ε̂j , η̂j) (3.2)

s.t. yiw
Tφ(xi) + b ≥ 1− εi, εi ≥ 0, ∀(xi, yi) ∈ Xl

ŷiw
Tφ(x̂j) + b ≥ 1− ε̂j , ε̂j ≥ 0, ∀(x̂j , ŷj) ∈ Xu

− (ŷjw
Tφ(x̂j) + b) ≥ 1− η̂j , η̂j ≥ 0, ∀(x̂j , ŷj) ∈ Xu

Compared to SVM’s, this method maximizes margin distance for the sample space, instead

of just those points along a hyperplane. Specifically, if the labeled sample count is too small

or the statistical shift between the labeled set and the testing set is large, semi-supervised

SVM’s jointly utilize the density of the feature space and the label space together. Un-

fortunately, the problem size (projected high-dimensional kernel space) of semi-supervised

SVM’s is very large and thus requires both a large amount of time for optimization and

resources for the problem space.

3.3.2.2 Score Smoothing and Feature Selection

In addition to constructing new classification models with relevance feedback, some ap-

proaches perform score smoothing and feature selection to improve relevance scores pro-

duced by the prediction function f(x). Assuming all results reside in a single feature space,

one work attempts to smooth the relevance labeled to one point in that feature space [52].

Using the information bottleneck (IB) principle, this approach computes clusters in the

feature space that best preserve mutual information between the provided relevance labels

and the low-level features of results. This particular work requires pseudo-relevance labels

because one part of IB clustering utilizes relevance scores over a large set of results. While

quite powerful in the right environment, this technique was not successful when rerank-

ing results where scenes with very diverse appearances were in the same relevance class.

However, as cited by the original author, this limitation originates in the low-level features

used and not the IB reranking process itself. A related work strives to fix this problem by

explicitly performing feature selection with pseudo-relevance labels. Instead of using the

rigorous IB framework proposed above, authors in a second work used mutual information
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over features and pseudo-relevance labels to sub-select features used to learn a new SVM

classifier [58]. Here, the features are semantic concept scores and subsets were utilized to

obtain reranked lists with relative improvements of 15-30% MAP using search topics from

TRECVID2005 and TRECVID2006. This approach is fully automatic, using only an initial

result list computation, and wholly unsupervised, relying on pseudo-relevance labels alone,

it does require a lengthy computation of mutual information for structural feature selection

before training. Additionally, this method may fail if either the quality of initial query

results is too poor or the underlying features (semantic concepts) are indiscriminate, both

of which are core weaknesses shared among all methods using pseudo-relevance feedback.

3.3.2.3 Graph-based Label Propagation

A final area of reranking techniques involve graph-based label propagation, which have

recently regained popularity because of their high performance and ease of implementa-

tion. Graph-based methods are built upon neighborhood information from low-level fea-

tures within a given sample space. So, unlike their model-based counterparts, graphs do not

explicitly learn a class-level decision boundary, which may be difficult to optimize and can

lead relevant samples being incorrectly partitioned. Instead, graph-based methods depend

purely on the underlying sample manifold and are often constructed with simple nearest

neighbor techniques and can therefore be reused for an arbitrary number of classes. All

graph-based works rely on the assumptions that the same label will exist for samples that

reside within a cluster or a manifold (proximal points in the sample space). To evalu-

ate a feedback task in a graph-based setting, an initial set of results are considered graph

nodes and their similarity are graph edges. After construction, one or more user labels are

propagated over the manifold to all other samples in the graph. Figure 3.3 illustrates the

stages of graph evaluation from initial collection of samples into a small working set to final

label propagation in the graph. This field often builds on one of two primary techniques:

LGC (local and global consistency) [139] and GFHF (Gaussian field and harmonic function)

[140]. Both methods are mature, but have only been applied to a few multimedia-based

problems [48], [121], [71]. Two reasons for the lack of applied works are: the construc-

tion of a high-quality graph can still be difficult because of sensitivity to distance metrics
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Figure 3.3: Stages of graph-based label propagation: (a) full relevance list from search, (b)

collection of working samples, (c) graph construction, (d) user label assignment, (e) label

propagation, (f) resorted relevance scores.

and dataset variations and that all techniques to-date require exponentially growing O(n2)

affinity computations and cubically growing O(n3) matrix inverse computations.

3.4 Open Problems

Often taken for granted, there are two entities that should be actively working together

in interactive multimedia search: the user and the machine. The user has a specific query

or search target in mind and the machine has a vast multimedia library with a wide array

of features for each indexed item. In almost all multimedia systems, users may struggle

with interactive search systems due to one or more of the following problems: uninformed

query formulation, a disconnection between results and navigation, the blind exploration of

results, and encountering a result dead-end. While some of these problems can be mitigated

with relevance feedback, traditional methods may result in a triage of unrelated results or

exacerbate these problems by shifting user behavior from searching within the system to

teaching it about the search target.

Uninformed Users Introduced in sec. 2.1, the easiest and most familiar expression of

a user query is by textual keywords. With the use of a semantic ontology for multimedia

(such as LSCOM [57]), challenges associated with text-only retrieval like sparse or missing

textual descriptions are avoided. Instead, an ontology provides rich semantic descriptions

of the content were embraced for search by many systems [104], [106], [16]. However, un-
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less the user is familiar with the ontology, its available concepts and their specificity are

unknown during query formulation. Figure 3.4 illustrates keyword and semantic concepts

search methods and the potential difficulties they introduce. First, the choice of the specific

What are the visual concepts available for search?

How accurate are the visual concept detectors?Which query words have a visual representation?

Query Topic: Find shots of something (e.g. vehicle, aircraft, building, etc) on fire 
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Figure 3.4: Automatic search methods and their potential difficulties for users unfamiliar

with the data to search or methods available.

keyword for a search can dramatically effect the result quality of a search system. Unless

intimately familiar with the content itself the user lacks information about which words

would best match the content he or she is searching for (i.e. descriptions of people, places,

objects, scenes, etc.). Second, if using semantic concepts trained with the procedure de-

scribed in 2.2.2, non-expert users will be unfamiliar with the underlying ontology vocabulary

and accuracy of each semantic concept. For example, given the query topic “find images of

buildings at least six stories tall” and the choice of semantically related concepts building

and urban, users may be unsure of which would be more appropriate and more accurate.

As an uninformed user the user is burdened not only with expression of the query but also

learning about the system’s limitations and datasets.

Difficulty in Result Navigation Once search results are presented to the user, there

is often difficulty in efficiently navigating through the system’s results. Typically, search

results from a multimedia database are returned in the form of a list with small thumbnails
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or animated icons for inspection. Within this presentation, there is little information to help

user understand why the search system returned these results, how each image is related

to the different parts of the user’s query (i.e. the keywords or semantic concepts), and

most importantly, how to adjust the user’s inspection strategy to find relevant results such

as fast-skimming to cover a large quantity of results or in-depth browsing of the results.

All of these difficulties arise from the disconnection of the browsing interface and the query

criterion. In existing systems, once evaluated for a search the initial query criterion are lost

and the relationship of results to the selected semantic concepts is not indicated. While

some impressive visualization systems have been proposed to speed inspection of search

results [125], [2] and user studies on search strategies conducted [18], new systems fail to

accurately indicate the influence of and relevance to the original query criterion. Despite the

potential benefits of such approaches, users may often become “puzzled” or “uninformed”

about the specific criteria being used in any given point leading to an equivalent “blindspot”

that will likely disengage users from continued exploration.

Blind Exploration Expert and novice users often need to reformulate a query after its

evaluation and search result inspection. This reformulation process can either be to slightly

refine an existing query, like adding emphasis to a specific keyword, or to dramatically

change the query criterion and evaluate it anew. In both cases, users commonly enter a

blind exploration process and fall back to searching by trial and error, as shown in figure

3.5. In this example, without knowledge about how the results of each semantic concept

relate, the user must iterate through different concepts to discover those most relevant to

the query topic. To preempt this time-consuming strategy the search system should utilize

observations about user patterns and behaviors during previous result exploration and ju-

diciously recommend new strategies during future query formulation and result exploration

stages.

The Result Dead-end When navigation problems are taken to an extreme the user

may enter a catastrophic result dead-end. A limitation enforced by traditional interactive

systems is the order of result inspection. Most implementations allow only linear traversal

of the result list during result inspection and require that the user refine his or her query to
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Figure 3.5: Interaction with a search system where the user resorts to trial and error query

formulation to explore different parts of the data set.

break free of this course. A fixed list definition can frustrate users because items deeper in

a list are generally less relevant than those that precede it, which effectively creates a result

dead end. Providing multiple navigation alternatives, [125] actively updates several lists

based on textual, visual, temporal, and semantic concept similarity to the most recently

inspected result. This novel approach allows users to break away from the static results of

any one query, but it simultaneously diffuses the impact of the user’s formulated query. For

example, if a user begins a query looking for “something on fire”, it would be possible to

find related images by using temporal or textual clues. However, as a user switches between

the different lists, the set of results that are actively being inspected may drift further

away from the original query topic such that the user no longer understands the results at

all. Multiple lists allow a break from the original query, but simultaneously prevent the

user from “anchoring” to a concrete and precise query target. An alternative programatic

solution involves the dynamic reordering, or reranking, of results (introduced in section 2.4)

and this topic is closely examined in chapter 5.

Triage of Irrelevant Results Similar to the “result dead end”, the triage of irrelevant

results naturally occurs because a user’s query seldom exactly aligns with the user’s search

target. Users have become accustomed to result lists sorted by decreasing relevance to a

query. Most users will inspect results at the top of lists even if they feel it is not the best

answer for their search target [41]. In addition to the position of relevant items within a
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list, the sheer volume of non-relevant items in most result lists can be daunting to some

users. For example, for the search topic “find shots of a soccer goal taking place” a di-

rectly applicable semantic concept is available. However, due to the training conditions

and diversity of appearances learned by a concept model, the result list will be clogged

with non-relevant examples due to low-level feature confusion and the generality learned

by the model. Figure 3.6 demonstrates this problem with empirical performances where
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Figure 3.6: Analysis of result relevance producing (a) ideal, (b) degraded, and (c) unaccept-

able result triage conditions where relevance was computed with a single semantic concept

that exactly matched each search topic.

each search topic had an exact mapping to a semantic concept. For comparison, the fig-

ure includes ideal (TRECVID2005), slightly degraded (TRECVID2006), and unacceptable

(TRECVID2008) conditions for result triage. In the the boat and bridge examples, this

figure illustrates that a user must examine over 1000 results to see only 10-20% of the

relevant results, easily exceeding each search topic’s total number of relevant results. Un-

fortunately, results from a semantic concept may quickly move to unacceptable conditions

because search topics infrequently have a perfect semantic concept match under additional

non-ideal conditions (i.e. realistic) and search targets may become increasingly complex or

infrequent in the active dataset.

Teaching is not Searching In any result inspection process users may get stuck in

a result dead-end or in the triage of irrelevant results. A common way to avoid these
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situations is to constantly revise the user’s results by reranking a working result set (figure

2.5(c)) or to issue a new query to retrieve more relevant results, which may not be ideal

in real-time environments. Reranked lists and new queries may be optimized based on

feedback that users have provided through interactive relevance assessments or in more

passive fashions. Relevance feedback, described in section 3.3, is a process by which results

are rescored according to classifier models trained with user relevance labels. These models

are often constructed iteratively and are integrated with an active learning strategy that

selects samples to be explicitly labeled by the user according to some pre-specified selection

criterion as illustrated in figure 3.2. Regardless of the sample selection algorithm, the

system can seldom truly represent a user’s search target by iteratively soliciting result

labels. Instead, each new relevance label is utilized in a point-wise approximation to that

search target. These approximations, no longer directly connected to the user query and

exploration, encourage the user to shift from a fully engaged “searching” behavior to one

that attempts to “teach” the system about the search target. Although often helpful,

teaching is not searching and these approaches can create several long-term problems for

the user: the system may incorrectly exclude relevant results if trapped by a subset of

relevant data, most relevance feedback systems must solicit a large number of assessments

to accurately approximate a user’s search target, and most importantly, the user’s limited

search time and attention are exhausted while teaching the machine about his or her search

target instead of helping to find more relevant results or query strategies.
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Chapter 4

CuZero: Guided and Real-Time

Query Manipulation

In the previous chapter, automated tools for the analysis and search of multimedia videos

were discussed in an interactive environment along with a collection of open problems. Most

of these problems stem from the struggle of the user to fully understand how the system

is searching a dataset and what the system knows about a particular dataset. One way to

assuage pains from this struggle is to naturally inform the user of a system’s capabilities

during his or her explicit interaction. In this interaction, the machine can use many different

tools (i.e. word to concept mapping, a wide array of concept recommendations, and simple

navigation of the result space), all of which inform the user throughout the search process

from query formulation to result navigation.

4.1 Combatting User Struggles in Interactive Search

In this chapter, solutions to three of the open problems introduced in section 3.4 are pro-

posed in a new system framework: guided query formulation to help uninformed users

and dynamic query adaptation to break free of rigid visualization interfaces and avoid

the result dead-end. First, as the user’s textual query is entered, the system assists and

engages the user in query formulation by returning concept-based suggestions in section 4.2.

With human participation, concept suggestions from many automatic mapping methods are
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simultaneously presented to the user as the system’s best answer to the user’s query while

allowing the human user to intelligently select the best concept for query formulation. Sec-

ond, for a dramatic shift away from traditional visualization techniques, section 4.3 proposes

a new interface that allows parallel evaluation and fast inspection of many minor query per-

mutations (slight variations of query criterion). Using two intuitive displays, the user can

quickly inspect a high number of query alternatives in one display and inspect the results

of that alternative in another display. Third, adhering to all of these framework guide-

lines, a prototype system called CuZero was created. Real-time performance optimizations

in CuZero to achieve fast, efficient, and engaging interactive are presented in section 4.4.

Evaluations on example datasets in CuZero that were not previously possible are discussed

in section 4.5. Finally, section 4.6 reviews related work and section 4.7 discusses future

CuZero refinements.

4.2 Guided Query Formulation

Modern search systems attempt to tackle the problems above but often fail to form a

truly coherent solution. In this section, a guided query formulation approach is explored

using textual expression of a query, currently the fastest and most intuitive way for users to

describe their search topic. However, as described in section 2.4, a typical multimedia query

is composed of many different criteria like textual keywords, semantic concepts, and visual

low-level features. Recent works in multimedia for automatic mapping of textual queries into

pre-determined weight settings, or query classes, have achieved success when the class count

is relatively small and the search topics are not too diverse [60], [128], [20]. Unfortunately,

these automated approaches are unreliable for interactive search for two reasons. First,

although empirically derived, it is unlikely that a user would easily recognize and describe

a query topic with any of the automatic query classes. These works found generally similar

classes like named persons, named objects, sports, vehicles, or weather, animals, and general

appearances which utilized different combinations of feature modalities. Aiming to minimize

perceived complexity and maximize user interactivity, focus is given to three basic search

modalities for the formulation of new queries: textual keyword, an image or video content
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example, and semantic concept. Second, the output of these automatic approaches is a fixed

weighting for each of the various search modalities, which is not ideal for interactive search.

For example, the query topic “find shots of something on fire” may assign a high weight to

semantic concept search and a low weight to the video content example. While it would be

easy for the user to change the weights arbitrarily, the process is futile without seeing how

the query results are effected. This problem is avoided by populating an intuitive visual

query space (continued in section 4.3) that the user can directly manipulate during query

formulation.

Guided query formulation embraces the benefits of a strong automated suggestion sys-

tem and the user’s ability to intelligently formulate his or her query. While guided query

formulation is a relatively new topic for video and multimedia retrieval systems, it is an ac-

tive research topic in the information retrieval community at large. First, given the example

above, one might ask whether it is beneficial for the search system to provide many auto-

matic suggestions knowing that some of those suggestions may be inaccurate. Logically, by

soliciting user responses to large numbers of potentially overlapping semantic concepts, the

system is able to reduce confusion about the cognitive target search [28]. Specifically applied

to multimedia search, if users could directly indicate the semantic or cognitive class for a

query, the automated approaches above might be wholly sufficient for query formulation.

Second, specifically addressing the problem of an uninformed user, it is valid to question

whether potentially unrelated suggested concepts truly inform users. In a recent study in-

volving the interactive search of a web page database, users found automated suggestions

useful even if those suggestions weren’t used in the final query because it prompted them

to think about the search topic in different ways [56]. This study confirms that a symbi-

otic relationship between machine and human naturally develops when proposing automatic

suggestions, even if the those suggestions are not ideal.

In this section, techniques to expand a set of user-provided keywords and map those

query keywords to semantic concepts are explored. Utilizing lexical etymological relation-

ships, statistical concept expansion, and data mining techniques, users are provided with

a large relevant set of recommended semantic concepts selected based on their query key-

words. The strength of any suggestion system is based on the breadth of its knowledge.
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The proposed system relies on a large concept ontology of semantic concepts known as

the Columbia374 evaluated on the TRECVID2005 dataset [129]. Approaches described in

this section are generic and could easily be evaluated with a modified set of concepts, such

as those with a specific domain (consumer photos [73]), or those with additional specific

entity detectors (MediaMill 500 [105]). Finally, new visualization techniques to maximize

intuitiveness to all users and conveyance of system information were added during the com-

pilation of these tools into a single interactive display. Adopting a technique used by tag

clouds, each suggested concept is visually scaled by the product of a concept’s frequency

and accuracy (computed from a training dataset in section 2.2.2) to convey its utility to a

user. Although their origin is debated, tag clouds are now ubiquitous in photo sharing cites

[8], social communities, and general information repositories to quickly and visually indicate

the relevance of a tag. Empirically, the usefulness of tag clouds for semantic concepts was

shown in live evaluations of predecessor search systems [110], [16]. Figure 4.1 illustrates the

various components of the proposed query formulation panel.
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Figure 4.1: Proposed guided query formulation using the (a) query formulation panel to

produce semantic concept suggestions via (b) keyword mapping, (c) statistical expansion,

and (d) concept mining.
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4.2.1 Keyword Completion and Expansion

Keyword completion or autocomplete is a technique used by web search engines and browsers

that analyzes the letters from textual input and provides text suggestions to complete a

word based on a fixed lexicon. Word uni- and bi-grams define the keyword completion

lexicon and aide the user in discovering relevant speech phrases. Keyword expansion is a

technique that captures completed keywords, executes a text-based search with those key-

words, computes the most common keywords from the resulting documents, and presents

those keywords with their context to the user. For example, the named entity “Condoleezza

Rice” might be expanded to the keywords “president”, “White House”, and “secretary” due

to relevant news stories about diplomatic efforts around the world by the former United

States Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice. The steps in keyword expansion intersect larger

classes of information retrieval techniques known as query expansion, pseudo-relevance feed-

back and data mining. An analog of the keyword expansion technique for video and image

content is also included and discussed in section 4.2.4.

4.2.2 Lexical and Etymological Keyword Mapping

Utilizing the concept definitions from the given ontology, suggestions are discovered in two

ways, as illustrated in figure 4.1(b). First, the system executes a boolean search (valid if

any words match) against exact lexical matches to stemmed words [90] in names and name

synonyms, as provided by WordNet, for known concepts. Second, the system performs a

search for matches among stemmed definitions of all concepts. Suggestions found while

matching against definitions from an ontology [57] may be less relevant than exact matches

but they may be tangentially related to a topic [87]. For example, with the keyword “sports”,

the concept athlete, “a person whose job it is to perform in a sport”, can be found. The

quality of these matches can vary dramatically based on the specificity of definitions, so this

suggestion set is visually ranked lower than direct name matches. Both of these methods

assists the user to focus in on the exact ontology match that correlates to the query he or

she entered. [31].
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4.2.3 Statistical Concept Expansion

One problem introduced by the use of a large concept ontology is that users can seldom recall

all available concepts. Exacerbating this problem, the semantic description of any scene can

also vary dramatically according the level of detail in an ontology. Prior search systems

have avoided this fact by simply verbosely listing all available concepts. However, this

information overload is unlikely to help the user and does not remove the burden of having

to exactly match a concept name or definition to use it. Two statistical expansion methods

are employed for a given set of existing concepts, as seen in figure 4.1(c). The first method

relies on a fully annotated (relevant or non-relevant) training database for each concept. In

the case of the Columbia374 this database is the TRECVID2005 development set, which

contains 61901 keyframes extracted from 107 hours of 137 broadcast news programs from

English, Chinese, and Arabic stations. Co-occurrence scores for every pair of concepts (X,

Y ) are derived from the probability of agreement in their binary labels L = {+1,−1}.

cooccurr(X,Y ) =
p(Yl = 1|Xl = 1)

p(Yl = 1)
=
p(Xl = 1|Yl = 1)

p(Xl = 1)
(4.1)

While this is a reasonable solution, content from other datasets (like consumer photos, user

generated web content, or surveillance videos) will likely have unique concept distributions,

so the co-occurrence scores learned from the training dataset may not be valid for other

datasets. To overcome this problem, a second method relying on point-wise mutual infor-

mation (PMI) computed over the specific target dataset is also utilized. First, continuous

concept scores computed for each dataset member are quantized into a pre-determined num-

ber of bins B, which is empirically assigned as B = 20 in the proposed system. Second,

scores for each concept are sorted in decreasing order and the median score of each con-

cept is determined. Each concept’s score list is truncated at the median value such that

no scores less than each median are included in future mutual information computations.

Third, the PMI for every pair of concepts are computed with frequency of bin agreement

and proportionally summed across all bins to get the total mutual information between two

concepts.

PMI(X,Y ) =

B∑
b1,Xb1

>median(X)

B∑
b2,Yb2>median(Y )

p(Xb1 , Yb2)log
p(Xb1 , Yb2)

p(Xb1)p(Yb2)
(4.2)
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The intermediary step of score truncation prevents high mutual information scores between

concepts that have a high degree of similarity for only low-scoring concepts as illustrated

below in figure 4.2. Subfigure (a) demonstrates the case where unrelated concepts with

similar score distribution regions can produce a high PMI score. This behavior is expected

because PMI is computing bin-to-bin frequency comparisons without regard to where in the

distribution two bins occur. However, the true goal of this concept expansion method is to

identify more concepts with a high co-occurrence of presence (i.e. high concept scores). To

emphasize this particular type of co-occurrence between two score distributions, a threshold

for each concept is applied to remove low-scoring and potentially noisy concept scores. In

subfigure (b), the resulting PMI demonstrates the effectiveness of score truncation in elim-

inating poorly aligned concept score distributions. Choice of the median as a truncation
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Figure 4.2: Histograms of two concept score distributions and the effect of median score

truncation. Without score truncation, (a) concepts with regions of similar score distribu-

tions that are not truly correlated could be incorrectly identified as related (higher PMI).

After score truncation, (b) concepts without similar high-score distributions are identified

as unrelated (lower PMI).

threshold for each concept guarantees that a sufficient number of high-scoring items, the

most reliable basis for mutual information computations, are preserved in the distribution

because only the lower half of the original distribution is discarded. Although computa-

tionally sound, mutual information scores can also be negatively influenced by underlying

poor classification scores on the target dataset as discussed. Thus, both recommendations

from label co-occurence and mutual information computations are returned to the user and

he or she is allowed to intelligently select relevant concepts.
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4.2.4 Data Mining for Dominant Concepts

Traditional text-based or synonym-based mapping to a concept vocabulary may be unsat-

isfactory if there is no directly relevant concept. For example, in a query for specific named

entity like “Eiffel Tower” it is possible that no concept mapping exists. While most tech-

niques correctly map famous political figures to concepts like politics, speakers, or heads of

state, it is unlikely that the names of buildings or locations have similarly suitable matches.

Using automatically computed visual classifier scores, data mining methods can determine

the most relevant concepts for a set of results. One work performs feature selection using

pair-wise mutual information to select only the most useful concepts for model learning

[58]. Forming the basis for CuZero’s data mining, another work identifies strong corre-

lations between concepts and results by utilizing statistically computed thresholds [136].

Both works automatically discover helpful concepts from a pre-determined set of results

and their concept classifier scores. In this thesis, concept suggestions are provided using the

top N results from a textual search and the scores for all concepts S. Here, the number of

top results is adjusted based on the quality of text results. For datasets evaluated in this

thesis, the best empirical setting was found to be N = 40. Next, a simple voting scheme

is employed where a single vote is given for every concept T = {t1, t2, . . . , tk} that has a

score sk above its pre-computed threshold τk. The threshold τk is the mean score of all

the M top-ranked database entries for each concept. Again, M was empirically tuned to

M = 4000 for the evaluations in this thesis. Typically, M is much smaller than the total

number of samples in a dataset (commonly 5%) and an in-depth discussion of the need for

score truncation is given in section 5.2.5.1. Finally, all votes are tallied and normalized by

N to produce a dominance score πk, which can be used to rank the most dominant concepts.

To summarize, this algorithm analyzes the top results from a search and proposes that a

concept is dominant if it has many high-scoring results in that list.

πk =

∑N count(sn,k ≥ τk)
N

(4.3)

Dominant concept suggestion is useful because it may provide previously overlooked con-

cepts because of a perceived tangential relationship (i.e. concepts bleachers and benches

from the keyword “basketball” ). Therefore, the data-driven nature of these suggestions
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offers a valuable connection between the user and system. Unfortunately, the shortcom-

ing of this approach is that suggested concepts depend entirely on the quality of results

returned from an initial query. Without a valid set results from a textual search, there are

no available results or concept scores for data mining.

Relevance-based Concept Suggestions A natural extension of concept data-mining

for query formulation is data-mining using relevant results. Once a user has assigned rel-

evance labels within the system, the semantic concept scores for those results can be used

to provide additional concept suggestions. While this additional technique may seem un-

necessary – why would a user need the system to describe results already deemed relevant

– concept suggestions provided here can further inform the user and help to reduce system

uncertainty about the search target. For example, with the search topic “find shots of a

soccer goal being scored” the concepts soccer and athlete may be too generic and lead to

many non-relevant shots of general game play. However, after the user finds a relevant

result, the system can automatically suggest the additional concepts crowd and walking or

running. While it is possible that these concepts may be suggested by other methods from

section 4.2, the application of data-mining to only relevant results guarantees that suggested

concepts are highly relevant to the user’s search target.

4.3 Query Space Exploration

Guided query formulation informs the user about what he or she is searching, but additional

steps are required to best answer how to search while breaking free of rigid navigation

problems. Towards that effort, a query space exploration panel is introduced, allowing

users to arbitrarily manipulate a visualization of the current query and immediately see

its effect on results. While humans are capable of understanding weightings for different

parts of a query (i.e. assigning more importance to textual search results than to semantic

concept results), manipulating and visually representing these weights can be burdensome.

Prior work allowed a user to visually vary query parameters with a small set of predefined

setting pairs like no faces and only faces or outdoor and only outdoor [19]. While this

interaction frees the user from meticulously altering numerical weights, non-expert users
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may not understand the underlying meaning of this control or the control has no numerically

expressible form as discussed [97]. Ideally, users should be able to strategically arrange

different parts of a query allowing a better exploration of how the results of each query part

interact.

This section describes methods to enable interactive exploration and instant refinement

of a user’s query. Using an intuitive visualization of the query in one visual panel, complex

decisions about manipulating weights of different query parts and their effect on result

inspection are implicitly made by the user during interaction. Additionally, with a visualized

query, several methods can be utilized to directly refine and expand the query itself.

4.3.1 Creating and Manipulating a Query Space

In this thesis, the user’s interaction with his or her query space is considered integral to a

successful interactive search system. Avoiding a strict navigation strategy, CuZero allows

the parallel exploration of query parameters without the execution of subsequent searches.

During the result browsing stage, a second visual panel instantly updates with a precisely

defined set of results, allowing content relationships in the query to be understood and used

to further refine the query itself.

4.3.1.1 Query Parameters as Visual Anchors

With the departure from text-only interfaces, more intuitive and natural ways to manipulate

user queries can be investigated. As a user constructs a query as described above, each part

of that query is represented visually with an icon or anchor. The underlying representation

of each anchor is a list of results scored by relevance to the query and sorted by decreasing

relevance. This relevance has different derivations depending on the modality (image, text,

concept, etc.) being compared as discussed in section 2.2. This anchor representation

differs from previous works because it describes the relevance to a single query part and

not a combined form of the query, allowing users to clearly understand how the system is

searched, whether it is content-based image similarity utilizing low-level features or semantic

concept classifiers utilizing complex learned visual models. Next, a 2D map, called the

query navigation map is introduced to spatially organize a user’s query as shown in figure
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4.3. In the proposed system, users may intentionally position each anchor or allow the

system to automatically position them with the shown heuristic order. The horizontal and
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navigation map

placement of 
selected anchors 

6 4 5

2 * 3

8 71

explorable cells of 
query navigation map
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Figure 4.3: A proximity-sensitive query navigation map derived from fixed anchor placement

and a spatially quantized navigation map.

vertical dimensionality (Gx×Gy) of cells in the query navigation map can be set arbitrarily.

More cells in the navigation map allow increased spatial granularity and query weighting

possibilities. In typical computer-based displays, values for both variables are five or seven

but they can be reduced as available display space permits.

These visualization guidelines are used in algorithm 4.1 to realize a user’s query space in a

rigorously defined query navigation map. First, the query anchors A = {a1, ...ak} are placed

and the number of cells are determined C = {c1, ..., cj}, the system computes the weight

ωj,k with respect to each anchor on a specific cell at grid position (x, y) with the algorithm

below. Note that the weight ωj,k is a non-linear transformation of each a cell’s distance,

dj,k. In this work, the distance is Euclidean or dj,k = distEuclidean(cx,yi , ax,yk ). An additional

parameter defining the weight’s Gaussian decay, σ, is set to close to one (σ = 0.99) based

on empirical validation. Finally, for easier comprehension by the user, anchor weights in

all cells are normalized by the maximum weight for that anchor. This step guarantees that

only on the exact cell that contains a specific anchor has a weight of one (ωj,k = 1) . This

cell weight formulation results a simple query map relationship: points closer to an anchor

are more like it. With this naturally intuitive computation, the process of delicately mixing

different query anchors, regardless of their original modality, is completely hidden from the

user. In the proposed system, the user is constrained to eight simultaneous query anchors,

but the framework is generic enough to handle any arbitrary number. This restriction is

imposed because the addition of additional anchors may decrease the intuitiveness of the
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Algorithm 4.1 Anchor weighting formula for each cell in query navigation map
Input: Map cells C, query anchors A, and Gaussian re-weighting factor σ.

1. Compute the distance dj,k between cell position cx,yj and anchor position ax,yk .

2. For each cell j and anchor k, compute Gaussian weight, ωj,k = 1
σ
√
2π
exp

(
−dj,k
2σ2

)
.

3. Normalize all cell weights by max weight for each anchor, ω′j,k =
ωj,k

max(ωk)
.

4. If any weight ω′j,k = 1, then ax,yk = cx,yj , so assign zero to other weights for cell j.

5. Derive cell priority from maximum weight, ρj = max(ω′j,1, ...ω
′
j,k).

query navigation map as differences between results becomes hard for the user to discern as

discussed in the next section. Finally, each cell is given a priority, ρj , that is larger when it

has a large weight for any anchor in the navigation map. Mostly used in subsequent system

operations for planning and caching, this cell priority assumes that users will first navigate

to cells near anchors. If this assumption does not match observed user, it can be optimally

tuned during this weight computation stage.

4.3.1.2 Relevance Planning from Query Anchor Relationships

The need to quickly inspect and combine different query parameters can now be satisfied

by visualizing those parameters as anchors on a 2D map. In a process called planning,

image results for different parameter combinations are assigned to cells in the map using

fusion techniques introduced in section 2.4. Recall that linear fusion is a process that uses

a set of k modality weights to compute cumulative relevance of a result xn. In each cell,

multiple modalities contribute to a single relevance score Rel(xn) for each result, allowing

many parameter relationships to be explored within the query space. Using algorithm 4.1,

normalized weights for each anchor in the navigation map ω′j,k are utilized in equation 2.9

to produce an anchor-weighted fusion of results within a cell.

Relfused(cj ;X) =
N∑ K∑

ω′j,kRel(xn,k) (4.4)

Contrary to previous search systems, for a user to see a wide breadth of query permuta-

tions, a search need only be executed and planned once with this formulation. For example,

using the query in figure 4.3, a user could move the query inspector horizontally between
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the concepts road and explosion or fire. The browsed results would update to show cars in

these dramatically different scenes. Similarly, moving vertically between the concept anchor

for car and the image example and the results for each cell would vary to show the effect

of looking for images similar to that specific specific car versus a general car concept. Due

to the Gaussian decay applied to each anchor, the user can even inspect results as if an

anchor was removed from the query space (i.e. the relevance scores for that anchor have

no impact on the results) by moving the inspector far away from that anchor. All of these

movements in the query space represent underlying permutations of the anchor’s fusion

weights. Fortunately, the system knows the exact positions of anchors and dimensions of

the navigation map so relevance scores for most permutations can be planned in a single

batch process and be delivered to the interface without additional latency. Boolean anchor

filtering, illustrated in 2.5(b), and non-linear fusions are not currently available in this for-

mulation, but is considered one possibility for future work discussed in section 4.7. Finally,

on platforms with limited computation resources, optimization strategies can minimize re-

quired planning operations by monitoring user modifications to the navigation map when

replacing or moving query anchors, as discussed in 4.4.2.

4.3.1.3 Suppressing Repeated Exposures

One effect of the query anchor fusion proposed above is that the same results are repeated in

multiple cells with various relevance scores. While this effect can help a user to understand

contrast between anchors by showing persistent results that have high relevance scores for

multiple anchors, it can also decrease the total number of results that the user can inspect.

The latter effect can cause a decrease in search performance (a lower recall) and frustrate

users when results from non-relevant anchors dominate many cells in the query navigation

map. Looking empirically at the behavior of users with regard to visual ranking, other

work utilized computer vision-based techniques to observe the gaze position of users when

searching for Web documents [41]. This study’s experiments found that even if a result had

low-relevance to the user’s search target, if it had a top ranking in the result list, users would

often inspect it more closely. Returning to the query navigation map, while the system can

not easily determine if results are non-relevant for a specific navigation cell, with repeat
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suppression it can reduce the opportunities of the misleading the user by guaranteeing first

page uniqueness. Fortunately, with a minor addition to the fusion algorithm, both the

performance and frustration problems can be addressed. Processing cells according to their
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Figure 4.4: Using direct fusion to render results from multiple anchors will lead to many

repeated exposures. With repeat suppression, the first visible page of results is guaranteed

unique across all cells in the query navigation map. Note that top page results in lower-

priority cells skip results already used in higher-priority cells.

priority, ρj , a total of P results for the first page of each cell can be greedily consumed from

all available results. Thus, when using equation 4.5.3.2 to compute relevance scores for a

cell, a result that has already been included in the top P of another cell is omitted from

the lower priority cell while it does not have P unique results. After the P -th position is

filled for a particular cell, relevance computation continues as usual (without suppressing

repeats) so that deep exploration by the user still includes results in order of decreasing

relevance.

4.3.2 Refining and Expanding a Query Space

If a search topic is particularly difficult for a user or no good query can be formulated, the

number of results to inspect may be too large. Even with limitless indexing capacity, certain

search topics may require the triage of thousands of results because result relevance scores

are too similar, the search target is visually too small or vague and misses detection, or the

time needed to inspect each result is lengthy (i.e. reviewing a video for a specific motion).
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Asserting that the retrieval performance of automatic methods is bounded, one work pro-

posed that the best solution for interactive systems was to maximize the user’s inspection

throughput [46]. In an extreme browsing approach, during a fifteen minute interval, as few

as one or as many as nine image results were displayed to the user each second, permitting

an inspection of 2000-5000 image results depending on user familiarity with the system.

While this technique does push the throughput of an inspection task quite high, the system

did not allow the user to stray from the initially computed list. In this thesis, a number of

powerful interactive strategies are used in real-time evaluations to facilitate fast inspection

and relevant result discovery. Strategies discussed in this section leverage multiple indexed

feature modalities the for fast metadata filtering and similarity exploration, refinement with

query expansion snapshots, and browsing observations to passively apply relevance labels.

4.3.2.1 Metadata Filtering and Similarity Exploration

As discussed in section 2.4, filtering is a natural technique to reduce the size of a result set in

consideration. The type of filtering used (exclusion, union, or intersection) depends heavily

on the data being considered but all types aim to prune non-relevant results. For example,

if a search topic is “find images of a New Year celebration” it might make sense to employ

an intersection filter to retain results with a date between a week before and a week after

January 1st. With this filter, even if text-, example-, or semantic concept searches return

non-relevant results, the date filter would reduce the number of inspections required. In

figure 4.5, the search topic “find students in regalia” is subjected to a logical filtering strategy

to exclude results without faces and only allow results from certain times of day and days

of the year that common for graduation ceremonies. While filtering can be performed with

scores from semantic concepts or even low-level features directly, well-defined and consistent

metadata is also quite precise. This precision comes from the potential for instant loss of

recall with the use of any filtering strategy. Specifically, a miss (a feature was not found)

from a hard exclusion or inclusion requirement is impossible to recover from and thus the

recall score of available results may be diminished. Figure 4.5 also demonstrates a secondary

result panel that is shown when the user double-clicks on a single image. This sub-panel

allows the immediate inspection of related results from a number of different similarity
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Figure 4.5: Query space navigation and result filtering interfaces in the CuZero prototype.

This example shows how the similarity results for an image-based query can be filtered for

the presence of faces at a certain time of day and a small range of months over many years.

evaluations. For each feature modality available in the system (including those discussed

in section 2.1.2), the system displays the most relevant results. One additional feature

modality available for video-based datasets is the story. Introduced as part of content

segmentation in section 2.1.1, stories represent a higher-level syntactic boundary available

in video content. Relevance scores for a story-based exploration are based on the temporal

proximity of the image’s source subshots and shot.

4.3.2.2 Query Expansion

When inspecting results, it is likely that the user will find a particularly promising image

example, even if it does not exactly match the user’s search target. Traditionally, when the

user enters this state, he or she must decide whether starting a new query with this result

is worthwhile. However, with the flexible query space utilized in this thesis, the user can

refine their query to include the result as another query anchor and use any of its low-level

features as the reference for relevance computations. This refinement process, demonstrated

in figure 4.6, is referred to as query expansion because it adds a new anchor to the query

space that was found during result exploration of an existing space. Query expansion also

helps to overcome the challenge of expressing a search topic that did not include image
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Figure 4.6: Query expansion using inter-result similarity and a refined navigation map.

examples. Examples may be unavailable if a topic is complex and difficult to describe (i.e.

the interaction of many objects in several different ways) or it describes a very unique event

that does not have an accurate example (i.e. a game-winning goal for a soccer match that

has not yet occurred). Finally, query expansion helps to iteratively refine the query space

and hone-in on the exact search target of interest. Limited only by the number of cells in

the query navigation map, the user can utilize different feature modalities from numerous

content examples to ideally describe his or her search target in the system. However, if

carried to an extreme, the use of too many image examples can clutter the query space

and combined results degrade if many marginally relevant examples are utilized. Thus, an

alternate solution is to only utilize results that the user has currently marked relevant as

single anchor as discussed below.

Query Expansion Snapshots A query expansion snapshot is a unique form of query

expansion that computes relevance using all of the results the user has currently marked

relevant. Similar to general query expansion, snapshots leverage content similarity instead

of keywords or concepts to compute relevance. In the CuZero prototype, the relevance

scores in a snapshot Relsnapshot(xi) are weighted differences of similarity to all members of

the relevant X+ and non-relevant X− result sets.

Relsnapshot(xi) =
1

|X+|
∑
x′∈X+

R(xi, x
′)− γ

|X−|
∑

x′∈X−
R(xi, x

′) (4.5)

In the equation above, the weighting γ is generally set to one of three values to change the

influence of non-relevant results. Typical values and their interpretation are: zero to ignore
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non-relevant influence, one-half for a soft penalization, and infinity for the complete exclu-

sion of results with high similarity to non-relevant results. One benefit of query expansion

snapshots formulation is the aggregation of relevance across many labeled results into a

single anchor, thereby simplifying the query space and increasing user understanding. A

second benefit of query expansion snapshots is the ability to compute and exactly preserve

query expansion with only relevance labels available at a single point of time during the

course of the search process. Over time, the user may become fatigued and forget what

he or she was searching for because of overly complex interfaces or the overuse of query

expansions. Either condition can cause a large drift away from the original search target.

An easy way to safeguard against this behavior is to constantly “synchronize” a user’s set of

relevant results for the current search via query expansion snapshots, as illustrated in figure

4.7. Comparing snapshot to problems in other environments, one frequently used feature
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Figure 4.7: Snapshots of multiple query expansions to refine query navigation map.

is the ability to undo an action. For example, in word processing and database operations,

there may the need to restore an environment to a previous state. While not impossible to

incorporate this ability into interactive search, one must ask whether it is appropriate to

revert the search environment to a prior state, knowing that a truly interactive system is

both informing the user and minimizing system confusion of the user’s target throughout

the search process. Snapshots organized by creation time or a user-provided name, elegantly

avoid the mixing of user states while also allowing the user to save and recall query anchors

that strongly agree with his or her relevance labels.
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4.3.2.3 Passive Browsing Observations

Methods discussed in this section rely on relevance labels explicitly provided by the user to

refine and expand a query space. Passive browsing observations, however, permit the system

to work with the user to gradually apply relevant and non-relevant labels to a large number

of results without explicit user actions. In this work, user movements within the query

navigation map create a unique opportunity to passively observe and estimate relevance

from behavioral preferences. One observation from query navigation is exact knowledge

of anchor weights for the cell that the user is inspecting. Through the course of a user’s

interaction with the system, simple statistics for sojourn time or total results inspected in

one or more cells can be accumulated and correlated against the anchor weights for those

cells. Assuming the user is fully engaged by the system during a search, the level of interest,

and thereby anchor-specific relevance, to the user’s search target can be approximated with

these statistics alone.

In addition to observations from the query navigation map, the system can also apply

passive or implicit labels to results that the user has inspected in the browser panel as

discussed in section 3.3.1.2. In traditional search systems, results are displayed in a single

grid-based list. Thus, if a user wants to see more results related to their current query he or

she needs only to visually scroll through that list. Taking advantage of this deeply engrained

behavior, this work gives credence to the user action of browsing and scrolling results and

records which results have inspected and in what order. Carrying this assumption further,

the system can assign soft relevance labels to the results that have been inspected. Using an

entirely passive observation, the system can also assign a non-relevant label to any results

that the user has inspected and not labeled relevant. One modern work employs passive

observations but attempts to explicitly identify the area and duration of inspection for

each result that a user inspects [127]. Utilizing computer vision-based techniques to track

user gaze time and location, results were personalized. A prediction model for predicting

relevance is constructed using the gaze location and duration for words in Web documents

for TF-IDF based retrieval, rectangular image regions for low-level similarity retrieval, and

cumulative region similarity in videos. In almost all cases, the user-assessed relevance of

personalized results was higher than the original, non-personalized version. Work in this
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thesis does not depend on gaze information, so exact performance claims for relevance

assessment are deferred for future work. Initial experiments show that using soft relevance

labels (like the passive observations above) boosts performance when reranking results,

which could be utilized in subsequent work discussed in chapter 5.

4.4 Achieving Real-time Interaction

A prototype system called CuZero was implemented to embody all of the ideas proposed

in previous sections. During its implementation, several critical changes were added to

minimize user perceived latency. Real-time interaction is a critical tenant of modern search

systems. Latency in interaction combined and response times for search executions not

only effect the usability of a system but also the cognitive state of its user. Using manual

information management systems and cognitive studies as a reference, one work theorized

the limits for various tasks that an effective search system must embody [14]. The execution

times defined in this early work closely follow the attention spans of users for different

tasks in a system and have been accurate enough to serve as upper limits for computer-

based systems for the past two decades. The accuracy of these numbers can be attributed

to their nature: human perception and cognition and not dependence on a certain user

interface or search system. Subsequent work validated these response times through real-

world search scenarios with mobile device users and provided additional findings that relate

to the influence of environmental stimulus, which is unique to mobile users [85]. The

combined results of both studies are summarized in table 4.1. As indicated, the traditional

upper limit for single-task latency has been 10 seconds, but according to the follow-up study,

mobile users already need smaller response times due to environmental distractions.

The CuZero Pipeline To guarantee real-time interaction for search systems, which nat-

urally require additional computation to support interactivity, operations must be run in

parallel and asynchronously wherever possible. Implemented in the CuZero prototype, the

pipeline illustrated in figure 4.8 has been constructed to meet these requirements. CuZero’s

processing pipeline also comfortably fits the standard distributed search system models with

a single, large scale content and computation server and one or more light-weight, browser-
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task type timeline user’s cognitive state

perceptual processing 0.0 - 0.1 s instant interface updates with little or no latency

during interaction

immediate response 0.1 - 1.0 s maintained, continuous thought flow; no longer

working closely with the data

unit operation 1.0 - 10.0 s maintained attentional focus on dialog with sys-

tem; user expects visual feedback for task duration

and may want to perform other tasks

throughput limited 4.0 - 8.0 s maintained visual focus on system before switch-

ing to environment (mobile)

4.0 - 15.0 s intermittent visual focus on system from environ-

ment while checking for task completion (mobile)

1.0 - 15.0 s maintained visual focus on system before switch-

ing to environment (laboratory)

Table 4.1: Time limits for system interaction and corresponding user cognitive states

grouped by task. Initially collated from cognitive studies on perception, this experimentally

confirmed table now defines the de-facto standard for human-computer interactions.

only clients. For discussion, the steps in this figure are categorized into three main areas as

described below and then explored more deeply in the remainder of this section.

• Query Formulation Query formulation takes user input in the form of textual key-

words and uses a retrieval methods in the database to provide suggestions and ex-

pansions for both keywords and concepts from a known ontology. Keyword expansion

utilizes keyword stems to search videos and provides potential phrases that are cor-

related to the words entered thus far. Concept suggestions are found by analyzing

the ontology in the system using lexical cues or other information-based methods to

provide more parameters for the query that the user may not know of.

• Search Execution Search execution embodies the algorithms that actually perform

image and video retrieval, usually on a server with adequate computation resources.

Searches can be executed asynchronously (while the user is still formulating the query)

or serially (when the query is finalized) to retrieve a set of results for the query
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Figure 4.8: CuZero’s asynchronous pipeline.

navigation map (section 4.3.1.1). After a search is executed, results for each cell of

the navigation map are planned (section 4.3.1.2) and that planning is packaged into

a dense data representation for transfer to the client.

• Result Exploration In result exploration, the user begins to navigate the query

space and inspect results. Before exploration begins, the planned results must be

transmitted from the server and unpackaged and images or videos must be rendered to

the user’s client system. Specific information for a single result (i.e. metadata, speech

transcripts, etc.) are also downloaded to the client in this stage, but to optimize data

transfers the download is done on-demand.

4.4.1 Query Formulation

Inspecting table 4.1, all interactions with the CuZero interface should be executed in frac-

tions of a second to ensure that a user’s experience is engaging and does not disrupt his

or her thought flow. Fortunately, many of the techniques during query formulation already

adhere to these limits. Additional optimizations during query formulation were created to

provide immediate visual feedback to the user so that he or she is not interrupted during the

perceptual processing of the search topic and interaction with the query navigation map.

Suggestions and Expansions As a user enters his or her query, the text entry compo-

nent is monitored for both a maximum idle time (here 1.5 seconds) or they key-press of a
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spacebar, which specifically delineates keywords. When either trigger is found, the client

executes asynchronous requests to map the user’s query to concepts suggestions and to pro-

vide keyword completion and expansion options, as defined in section 4.2. These requests

are made asynchronously so that they can be restarted or aborted if the user performs

trigger actions.

Cell Weights and Planning On-Click During query formulation, users are presented

with concept suggestions (illustrated in figure 4.1). When the user selects (or clicks) a

semantic concept, it is immediately added to the navigation map and the initiates a re-

quest to re-evaluate the query. On the server, results from each query anchor are locally

cached so only unique anchors are evaluated. Afterwards, the server proceeds to re-plan

cell relevance scores and transmit results for re-rendering, which can be done in a batch

mode or incrementally for changed cells, as described in section 4.4.2. Additionally, once

the client receives a planning update for a single cell, it begins to render the images for

that cell into a hidden page. This rendering is also performed incrementally and at a rate

that typically goes unnoticed by the user in terms of responsiveness of the client interface

and transmission resources required. This technique is highly effective because users are

commonly idle for several seconds while carefully formulating their query from automated

concept suggestions instead of directly executing a new query with only a few anchors.

4.4.2 Search Execution

Fast search execution is essential to keep the user engaged with the system. CuZero allows

a user to manipulate a query by moving a representative parameter (i.e. a query anchor)

anywhere in the navigation space. Repetitive search operations are avoided when the user

moves query anchors by caching each search operation on the server so that the results are

immediately available for subsequent planning and packaging operations. Other real-time

optimizations include a mode that only updates the query navigation map on the user’s

client after significant changes and provides a multi-resolution solution for low-resource

platforms.
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Incremental Processing Optimizations CuZero allows users to change the query navi-

gation map during formulation at-will; these changes may include add, remove, or rearrange

operations. While this freedom is crucial to query formulation, the time cost for re-executing

searches, re-planning result lists for the navigation map, and re-rendering can be prohibitive

if performed for every navigation map change or for thousands of users simultaneously. In-

stead, CuZero monitors user changes to the navigation map in the formulation panel and

computes new cell weights but the planning and rendering stages are selectively executed

for each cell, cj , if its cumulative weight change, δj

δj =
K∑
|ωnewj,k − ωj,k| (4.6)

exceeds a pre-determined stability threshold. This threshold is heuristically chosen to guar-

antee that the user’s modification did not significantly modify the previously planned and

rendered query navigation map layout.

Multi-Resolution Updates for Low-Resource Platforms In addition to minimizing

resources required for the query formulation stage, some platforms may have one or more

of these limitations: low bandwidth, low computation power, or limited storage resource.

As the distinction between classic computing resources and mobile services is continually

blurred, efforts have been made to easily allow CuZero to run on next-generation platforms.

Due to throughput and computation limitations, it may be infeasible to quickly transfer a

large amount of dynamic (or dense) data onto a low-resource client. For example, although

mobile networks are constantly being improved, the transmission of a full planning matrix

may take too long and could degrade the user experience. Similarly, to maintain a small

resource footprint that is also malleable to user needs, it is also impractical to pre-cache a

large amount of data, as required by the rendering stage. Thus, an alternate planning and

rendering algorithm was created that allows a multi-resolution update of the user’s query

navigation map in such a manner that the user can immediately begin result inspection

after only a portion of the planned navigation map has been transferred. As shown in

figure 4.9, multi-resolution updates require that a single navigation cell be planned only

once for the lifetime of the query providing a prioritized, but immediately usable navigation

space. In this figure, first the results for the center cell, ‘a’ are transmitted from server to
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d

incremental planning updates transmitted over time

Figure 4.9: The evolution of a multi-resolution update, allowing immediate access to the

navigation map even in low bandwidth environments.

client. Next, the results for cells ‘b’ and ‘c’ are transmitted to the client thereby augmenting

the client’s spatial resolution of the navigation map. The process repeats where the server

keeps a record of which cells have been transmitted and continually partitions those cells

into equal pieces until all results are delivered. With this algorithm, the transmission of

results for only a few cells at a time requires much lower instantaneous bandwidth but still

offers the user an instant browsing experience and a realistic navigation map that gradually

increases to full resolution.

4.4.3 Result Browsing

Rendering results to the user’s client system is the most time-consuming process because it

requires that a large number of images or videos are downloaded and locally cached in the

client. Without going to extreme measures to cache all possible results, this system delay is

unavoidable so real-time optimizations in this section attempt to predict user actions and

give priority to responses to those actions. Additionally, facilitating the user’s interaction

with all available data to quickly find relevant results, several interface-based actions are

performed only on-demand.

Priority-based Planning and Rendering While computing anchor weights for each

cell in the navigation map in algorithm 4.1, a priority score, ρj , is also derived. CuZero

plans, transmits, and renders each cell according to its priority. After search execution,

if a user tries to explore a cell that has not yet been rendered, the system will halt other

caching operations and immediately render that cell. An adjustable time-out counter is
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implemented to accommodate clients that have multiple processor cores and to prevent the

client from being overloaded if the user erratically jumps between un-rendered cells.

Intuitive Interactions Common actions like labeling a result relevant or non-relevant,

reviewing its metadata (or speech transcripts), or inspecting a multimedia animation (or

non-static form) are all forms of click-free operations. Users can quickly inspect and label

image results by hovering over an image anywhere in the interface allowing for fast inter-

action with the system without actively focusing on a keystroke or clicking within a small

visual region. Additionally, both the query navigation map (figure 4.3) and the result panel

(figure 4.10) are simultaneously displayed so there is no attentional break when the user

switches between breadth- and depth-based explorations of the results at hand.

result browsing 
for current cell

query space 
visualization

click-free 
metadata 
review 

Figure 4.10: Examples of real-time interfaces implemented in the CuZero prototype: query

manipulation and result browsing page. Various caching strategies are used to achieve

instant responses in both interaction modes.

Continuous Scroll Rendering To minimize rendering time and resources used, CuZero

does not cache all possible image results for each cell in the query navigation map. Instead

only the top results on the first visible page (a customizable parameter) are rendered and

cached on the client. However, to accommodate deep browsing within a particular cell

(i.e. a specific anchor weighting), CuZero employs a continuously scrolling interface that

dynamically renders more results as the user inspects and depletes the current set of items
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in the cache. It is important to note that cells are already planned and only rendering of

unseen results is completed on-demand. Every time the interface detects a scroll operation,

CuZero verifies that two additional pages of unseen results are rendered and cached in the

cell’s scroll buffer. This dynamic loading reduces demands on the system that the user is

not interested in while guaranteeing the instant availability of results for the specific query

permutation the user is inspecting.

4.4.4 Design Principles

The previous sections detailed all tasks involved in CuZero search pipeline. To put these

functional requirements and optimizations into a realistic perspective, the average execution

times over many tests is summarized in table 4.2 for an empirical reference of throughput

bottlenecks.

task time (s) percentage description

keyword assistance 2.67 6.90 keyword completion and expansion

concept suggestion 3.23 (average) 8.36 map query into concept ontology

6.16 (mining) 15.91 map query into concept ontology

0.31 (all others) 0.81 map query into concept ontology

search execution 3.25 (average) 8.40 average time over all modalities

4.22 (text) 10.91 pivoted TF-IDF computation

0.13 (image) 0.32 retrieval of most similar content examples

5.40 (concept) 13.96 retrieval of results relevant to concept

relevance planning 0.16 0.40 assign cell relevance scores to results

packaging 0.37 0.96 summarize scores and results

transmit 0.21 0.56 download data to client (same machine)

unpacking 0.03 0.07 loading scores and results into client

rendering 28.76 74.34 downloading first-page images to client

(total) 38.69 100.00 -

Table 4.2: Profiled execution time of various CuZero pipeline tasks.

Overall, there are three guiding principles for the optimizations created in CuZero. First,

whenever possible, the system should be caching data while idle. There are instances where
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the user is preoccupied by cognitive tasks like query formulation and result inspection in a

single cell that can be utilized by the system to execute a search or render results on the

user’s system. Second, where latency and responsiveness are critical, incremental operations

can be utilized. In the above discussions, incremental operations were proposed for low-

resource platforms and situations where the user’s actions did not substantially modify the

query space. Third, the tantamount requirement for an interactive system is that perceived

responses to user actions should be instant. Referring back to table 4.1, for a user to have

no perception of the underlying computations in a search system, each action within an

interface should execute in less than a second. This is an upper time limit for which the

user’s thought flow is not interrupted by latency due to the system. Most image and video

search systems violate this requirement and a user becomes disengaged and less willing to

deeply inspect the results in those systems. CuZero was designed with each of these real-

time optimizations in mind and provides the necessary status updates or visual indicators

where extended delays are unavoidable. In subsequent chapters in this thesis, these goals

are also adhered to so that CuZero is accessible to a wide audience of users using a variety

of platforms.

4.5 Experiments

CuZero was implemented with the above proposals and evaluated over a number of datasets.

This section presents observations to both quantitatively justify the proposed methods using

objective evaluation metrics from TRECVID2008 as well as free-form evaluations that seek

to answer challenging search topics by any means necessary.

4.5.1 Overall Analysis

TRECVID is an annual international evaluation of numerous video-based tasks. As de-

scribed in section 2.3, TRECVID fosters a spirit of innovation in multimedia research and

provides an objective environment for task evaluation of both industrial and academic

systems. In this section, the TRECVID2008 dataset consisting of educational and docu-

mentary videos in Dutch were used to analyze the performance of an expert and novice
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user across twenty-four search topics. These topics were selected and assessed by NIST as

part of the TRECVID evaluation and performance is provided in terms of inferred average

precision. Inferred average precision is an approximation of average precision used to reduce

the amount of assessment time required for a particular task [132].

Figure 4.11 presents the performances of both an expert and novice user at different

interactive stages in CuZero and by each search topic. The first subfigure above demon-
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Figure 4.11: Performance of expert and novice user interactions with CuZero on

TRECVID2008 search topics. Inferred average precision (IAP) is shown both at differ-

ent stages of interaction with CuZero across search topics and for each search session’s final

results. The second figure also indicates the number of anchors used in the query navigation

map during each user search session.

strates that each stage of interaction with CuZero improves search performance. Consistent

performance improvement is observed starting from just the query anchors provided by

the user during query formulation (section 4.2) to a full query space navigation and ma-

nipulation stage (section 4.3) to a result list from automatically expanded queries (section

4.3.2.2). It is interesting that these performance gains are also consistent for both expert

and novice users. One unexpected outcome of this evaluation was the fact that the novice

user regularly outperformed the expert. The second subfigure provides more insight on

this topic by indicating IAP scores and the number of anchors used in each search session.

Correlating these two figures, this performance disparity can be explained by an interest-

ing phenomenon: the novice user consistently used more anchors during query formulation
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and navigation. Unaware of the technical impact of adding another anchor to the query

space, the novice was able to inspect more diverse sources of query relevance (i.e. more

concept anchors or more image example anchors). The expert user, on the other hand,

was more conservative in the choice of anchors, which lead to a higher MIAP after the first

“formulation” stage of interaction, as confirmed by the first subfigure. In summary, while

demonstrating CuZero’s utility, this unexpected performance disparity demonstrates that

the CuZero prototype is easy to understand for novice users while simultaneously leveraging

the strengths of its multimodal query formulation and navigation foundations. Although

not discussed here, additional informal experiments also confirmed that the passive obser-

vations from a user’s search session can further improve result relevance and are a promising

direction for additional work.

The results presented in this section demonstrate that the combined CuZero environ-

ment assists users in more effectively formulating and executing searches. In the following

sections a closer analysis of CuZero’s independent components is also provided in the objec-

tive TRECVID environment. First, a quantitative analysis of concept suggestion methods

demonstrates the need for guided query formulation and then the implicit utility of the

query space to simultaneously explore multiple queries is examined.

4.5.2 Concept Suggestion Analysis

At the core of CuZero’s interactive query formulation, the outputs of many automatic tools

are utilized to provide a richer user experience and diverse set of concept suggestions. As

expected, the methods introduced in section 4.2 exhibit both strong and weak performances

when measured with the diverse TRECVID2008 search topics. As a post-analysis process,

oracle performance (IAP) was computed for each search topic and every available concept.

Next, up to four concepts were recorded for each suggestion method when executed with the

original text from each topic as provided by NIST evaluators - not the CuZero users. The

upper limit for performance in this experiment is the oracle (or highest scoring) concept

for each topic. As a baseline for maximal human performance, an expert also manually

suggested four concepts for each search topic. Figure 4.12 plots the average relative perfor-

mance of each suggestion method including manual selections, using oracle performance for
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each topic as a maximum score reference.
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Figure 4.12: Average relative performance of concept recommendations and oracle concept

scores for each search topic. The absolute performance as a black line demonstrates the best

possible performance for each topic and the relative method performances, as vertical bars,

demonstrate performance shortcomings of serveral methods. The varying performance levels

of these methods across topics demonstrate that neither a single automatic recommendation

method nor human expert is universally best and that a guided search session is required

for ideal performance.

From results in this figure, four important observations can be made that all support

the need for a user in the query formulation process. First, these results confirm that no

one concept suggestion method is universally ideal. Correlating these results to the overall

results in figure 4.11, there are instances where lexical and synonym matches or ontology

definition matches are ideal like “map” or “food and drink”. This figure also demonstrates

that on average, recommendations from the visual data mining method are never best and

those from mutual information are infrequently so. However, in CuZero users ultimately

select concepts to use from all suggestions, so it may be unwise to wholly discard these

methods. Second, topics that produced weak concept recommendations from either lexical

and synonym matches or ontology definition matches often produced poor recommenda-

tions with co-occurrence and mutual information expansions like “microscope” and “baby
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stroller”. These are sensible results of concept expansion because if initial recommenda-

tions for expansion are irrelevant for a search topic, there is no way for these automated

tools to correct erroneous expansions. Third, even if a search topic is correctly matched

to a concept via direct matches (both lexical- and description-based), disparities between

training and evaluation data for these concepts or semantic intent of the search topic can

lead to poor performance like “b/w photo” and “talking on street”. Without an interactive

user in the query formulation process to filter automatic recommendations, some topics

are guaranteed to perform poorly. Finally, even a human expert can sometimes choose

incorrect concepts to answer a search topic. In the topic “map”, the manual suggestions

were good but the combination of too many concepts weakened the overall score. The topic

“sitting in chair” contained sensible manual suggestions but the automatic methods using

statistical knowledge about the dataset identified concepts that performed better. Each

of the aforementioned automatic suggestion methods were chosen to give diverse, accurate

recommendations with only textual input. However, the results in this section demonstrate

several unrecoverable failure cases that could be avoided with a guided query formulation

process where the user observes system responses (and limitations) and selects the best

query concepts accordingly. In CuZero, concepts that seem appropriate but perform poorly

for a specific search topic may still be selected by the user, but during the stage of query

space exploration these poor performers can quickly be identified and avoided.

4.5.3 Query Space Analysis

The query space exploration techniques presented in this work offer a unique opportunity to

simultaneously explore many different query permutations without the additional time and

resources required for evaluating them individually. As discussed in the previous section,

some amount of query formulation will result in poor relevance for a specific search topic.

Fortunately, with the intuitive spatial separation of different parameters in the query space

(section 4.3), avoiding these local pitfalls is almost trivial. Utilizing the TRECVID2008

dataset, two experiments in this section validate the the need for quickly exploring multiple

query permutations and the demonstrate that 2D configuration of the query space offers

sufficient coverage of underlying high-dimensional query spaces.
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4.5.3.1 Simultaneous Query Permutations

Experiments in this section demonstrate that instant query space exploration is both nec-

essary and fruitful. The exact selection and placement of query components (as anchors)

created during the user sessions for TRECVID2008 were recorded and analyzed. Figure 4.13

demonstrates the performances of a few best and moderately performing search topics for

analysis. In each subfigure, the lighter, yellow color indicates strong performance and the

darker red color indicates poor performance. To understand the similarity in interactions

between different types of anchors, concept-based anchors are illustrated with triangles and

image-based anchors are illustrated with squares.
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Figure 4.13: Visual performance analysis of user-formulated query spaces. Each graph

illustrates the effect of combining multiple anchors in a query space for different search

topic. Anchor positions are indicated with triangles (concepts) or squares (image examples)

and inferred average precision is higher in yellow regions than red regions.

Several observations also arise from the inspection of this figure. First, the diversity of

these query spaces demonstrates that finding the highest performing combination of concept
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and image anchors is non-trivial. For example, there are the simple cases of a single anchor

dominating performance (in subfigures (a) and (d)) that a user could easily select with

a single query formulation and evaluation round. But there are also complex cases that

require a combination of multiple anchors to find the highest performance (in subfigures

(b),(c),(e),(f)) that are only feasible with the intuitive query space navigation presented

here or with tenuous weight permutations by the user. Second, sometimes a combination

of multiple weak anchors (in subfigures (b),(c),(f)) can produce a cell of high performance,

which is an observation that may appear counter-intuitive at first. However, this finding

actually supports the need and use of many semantic concepts to fully formulate a query.

For example, to answer the topic “cars driving on a road” the highest performing query may

contain the concepts car, road, highway, and outdoor. Actual search examples demonstrating

this effect are explored in more detail in section 4.5.4. Finally, these examples demonstrate

that in the CuZero prototype evaluated with the TRECVID2008 topics, semantic concepts

used as anchors generally perform better than images used as anchors. This observation

may indicate that the relevant results were not very similar or that the distance metric

and low-level features used to represent the query image were insufficient. These potential

problems are deferred for future work because they are independent of the proposed CuZero

system.

4.5.3.2 Efficacy of Query Space Projections

One inherent limitation of CuZero’s 2D query space exploration is that it cannot represent

all permutations of a high-dimensional anchor space. This limitation is inherent to the 2D

visualization of the query space, which can not simultaneously account for more than three

dimensional variations.

It is important to recognize that CuZero can represent any configuration of up to three

anchors because the user only cares about the rank of results not the absolute scores. Recall

from equation that fused result scores for each cell are derived by applying a simple linear

weighting scheme. Consider the scenario where the user has three anchors, A, B, and C,

and the corresponding weights for any cell in the query space are ωA, ωB, and ωC . To
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compute the fused scores any cell, the weight combination would simply be the following.

Relfused(X) = ωARel(xA) + ωBRel(xB) + ωCRel(xC)

If only the relative ranking of the results matter and not the actual fused score Relfused(X),

it is possible to normalize the weights of each anchor such that they sum to a total of one

(
∑
ω = 1) without effecting the ranking as in the following equation.

Relfused(X) =
ωA∑
ω
Rel(xA) +

ωB∑
ω
Rel(xB) +

ωC∑
ω
Rel(xC)

Although there are three weights in the above equation, there are truly only two unknown

values because the sum of all weights must sum to one. Using this second condition, a

simple substitution can be performed to reduce the original 3D space to only 2D with no

loss of information so that one query space map represents all permutations of the given

query.

Relfused(X) =
ωA∑
ω
Rel(xA) +

ωB∑
ω
Rel(xB) + (1− ωA∑

ω
− ωB∑

ω
)Rel(xC)

This substitution can be performed on high-dimensional spaces to reduce them from N to

only N − 1 degrees of freedom, but the current 2D implementation of CuZero’s query space

lacks the ability to visually the entirety of those spaces simultaneously.

Acknowledging this query space limitation in CuZero, it is important to understand

how much utility (in terms of achievable performance) is lost in real-world situations. Uti-

lizing the TRECVID2008 dataset and the manual concept suggestions obtained in section

4.5.2, another experiment was conducted comparing the performance of equal weight fu-

sion, weighting combinations possible in the CuZero query space framework, and weighting

combinations with no spatial constraints. For each search topic, four manually suggested

concepts were utilized as the possible anchors and different methods were utilized to select

anchor weights for use in equation 4.5.3.2. For the equal fusion method, scores for each

concept anchor were averaged and evaluated. In the CuZero method, the four anchors of

each topic were placed at the corners of a query space and the performance was evaluated

for each cell in the query space. To find the ideal weighting, the maximum cell perfor-

mance was retained from all corner-based spatial permutations of the four anchors. In
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of anchor weighting methods with manually chosen concepts.

Ideal unconstrained performance, indicated by the solid orange line and right-side scale,

was found by searching all anchor permutations using a set of quantized weights. Similarly,

ideal CuZero performance was found by evaluating all cells of possible query spaces. The

best CuZero (green) and equal fusion (blue) relative performances are plotted to quantify

actual performance shortcomings of these methods.

the unconstrained method, a grid search was performed where the possible anchor weights

independently assume all values from the set ω ∈ {0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0}.

Figure 4.14 plots the unconstrained absolute performance (IAP) and relative perfor-

mance of the fusion and CuZero methods. The figure verifies two important claims: equal

weight fusion is often relatively poor and CuZero’s weighting is often near ideal. In this

experiment, equal weight fusion produced near-ideal performance in only one search topic.

Section 4.5.2 demonstrated that finding the right set of concepts for a search topic is quite

difficult, so it is not surprising that equal weighting of a set of manual concepts is non-

ideal. Also, given that the concept anchors for this experiment were manually chosen by

an expert, one can confirm the importance of varying weights for different concept anchors

if near-optimal performance is desired. The results in this figure verifies that performance

achievable with anchor placement and weightings in CuZero’s query space are nearly equal

to performance achievable in an unconstrained environment. Comparing specific perfor-
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mance levels, CuZero achieved performance greater than or equal to 95% of unconstrained

performance in 16 of 24 topics and the average performance over all topics was 87%. Addi-

tionally, comparing performance levels of CuZero and equal weighting, CuZero levels were

consistently higher.

The discussion and findings in this section explored limitations of CuZero’s query space

with respect to anchor weighting permutations. While the query space projects the anchor

space to a 2D plane, this section verified that high performance regions of those anchor

spaces are possible in CuZero. It is important to note that performance values in figure 4.14

are computing with the ranking of the fused result scores, rather than their absolute values.

This condition permits fused score normalization, performed here by dividing by the sum

of all anchor weights used in the fusion process. This normalization can effectively reduces

some higher-dimensional spaces (i.e. 3D or less) into a 2D query space by eliminating one

degree of freedom. Future revisions of CuZero may explore non-linear projection techniques,

but these alternate projection techniques must be tempered by user comprehensibility.

4.5.4 CuZero Freeform Prototype Evaluations

In an alternative evaluation setting, the goal was to test the CuZero prototype with truly

challenging video search topics. These search topics included complex scene descriptions,

motion requirements, and even traditional topics that most benefited from text-based ap-

proaches. These datasets in this evaluation were chosen for their size, diversity, and the

general difficulty posed for interactive search. From these evaluations, the successes and

remaining challenges of CuZero were analyzed as they apply to three different data domains:

broadcast news, personal photo collections, and complex video surveillance.

• TRECVID: High Quality Text and Concept Scores The annual TRECVID

evaluations, are excellent opportunities to benchmark new methods for multimedia

indexing and search. In this work, broadcast news datasets (TRECVID 2005-2006)

and documentary datasets (TRECVID 2007-2008) were evaluated in CuZero. In each

multilingual news dataset, 120 hours of video have both relatively good textual data

(from speech recognition and machine translation) and satisfactory semantic concept

scores. In each documentary dataset, 166 hours of video have little textual data and
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generally low- or medium-accuracy semantic concept scores.

– “Find shots of US Vice President Dick Cheney” - textual searches returned either

hit or miss results, largely from poorly aligned speech transcripts, but when com-

bined with semantic concepts flags and press conference accuracy was dramati-

cally improved. While face-based filtering improved result accuracy somewhat,

the most fruitful actions were came from query expansions (section 4.3.2.2) and

temporal navigation within a video program for related shots (section 4.3.2.1).

– “Find shots of a bridge” - perhaps unsurprisingly, the exact semantic match

bridges did not yield highly relevant results. However, using co-occurence and

mutual-information expansion techniques additional concepts building, urban

scenes, and residential buildings – all of which, when explored with the query

navigation map, helped to find highly relevant shots of bridges in the correct

visual context.

• Flickr+Panoramio: Rich Metadata Flickr is a website created in 2004 that sup-

ports the upload of user-submitted content with geo-tagged references. As of July

2009, Flickr hosted over 3.6 billion images from bloggers and users abroad to express

their thoughts and views [124]. Unlike general web image, unique attributes of flickr

content are that it is purely user-submitted content (i.e. no advertisements), usually

high-quality, tagged with user-provided keywords, and often freely available for non-

commercial purposes. Panoramio, created in 2005, similarly allows the upload of user

content but generally with the requirement that all images include geo-positioning

metadata. To assert the effectiveness of the CuZero prototype with different low-level

and meta-data features, 11258 Flickr images and 1229 Panoramio images (a total

12487 images) were crawled using the tags “Columbia University” and a geo-positon

at Columbia University during February 2009. Of these images, 3313 images had valid

geo-position metadata, 12466 had valid time-date metadata, 20 semantic concept de-

tectors were evaluated, and all images had one or more textual tags.

– “Find images with students in regalia” - while, these textual tags resulted in

poor textual tags for search, the data-mining approach did find the semantic
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concepts person and daytime outdoor. Using these two concepts, a secondary

filtering using the dates around typical graduations (June 15 - August 15) and

auto-detected face information yielded high results. An example of this topic

being evaluated is available in figure 4.5.

– “Find images of the landmark San Remo” - textual results for this landmark were

erroneous, but example images could be found. Once an example was found,

utilizing query refinement and a geo-position filter, images around Central Park

with the San Remo from different angles were correctly found.

• YouTube: Complex Video Examples Youtube has become a premier Web reposi-

tory for user-generated web content ranging from high-quality excerpts from commer-

cially produced content to unedited home-video uploads. To measure the effective-

ness of example-only queries, CuZero was injected with a large number of long-range

surveillance content. A textual search with the phrase “UAV” was executed and 61

videos were crawled for a total of 29 minutes and 4990 keyframes and evaluated with

33 semantic concept detectors.

– “Find shots of people running near vehicles” - utilizing visual low-level global

features and local object motion extracted from the example query clip, the

CuZero prototype was able to correctly find images of both people running and

vehicles driving. With the introduction of other semantic concepts road and

urban, different city- and desert-based scenes could be identified.

In these evaluations, CuZero was tested in several capacities. First, evaluations of both

fused text- and concept-based search and concept only search were verified in TRECVID

datasets. These datasets provide realistic search scenarios because of the large dataset sizes

and the creation of search topics derived from the data itself. Next, filtering techniques

utilizing date and geo-position metadata were combined to create a pruned, high-precision

set of results from a large set of loosely tagged user images. Finally, using video examples as

primary query parameters, hybrid events were accurately detected and differentiated with

the aide of semantic concepts.
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4.6 Related Work

This chapter proposes guided query formulation and intuitive query navigation to solve the

user struggles introduced in section 4.1. While combined solutions themselves are unique,

the methods incorporated into each do draw from a larger pool of related work, mostly

derived from automatic search approaches.

Query Formulation The basic intent of guided query formulation is to automatically

inform users of alternative and potentially useful query parameters. In CuZero, keyword

expansion is achieved by searching for matches within the database of automatic speech

transcripts from the target video. Another keyword expansion method tries to overcome

this limitation and find highly relevant named entities (i.e. people, events, locations) even in

the face of poor speech recognition [20]. In this method, a corpus of external documents (i.e.

online news publications) not included in the user’s target dataset are collected for the same

period of time as the user’s target data. Next, histogram intersections are performed on

the sets of documents returned from text-only search on the target and external corpora.

Finally, the most frequent names of people, locations, and events that exist in both the

external and target datasets are discovered and proposed as new keywords to the user.

Unfortunately, the keyword expansions from this method are limited named entities and

this expansion is not possible when the target data and the collected external documents

occur at different times.

A second component in CuZero’s query formulation panel is the suggestion of concepts

from a known ontology with user provided keywords. In concept suggestion, the challenge

is mapping a possibly unlimited number of keyword inputs to a smaller set of semantic

concepts. Fortunately, recent work has proposed an elegant mapping of keywords even

when even when they are out-of-vocabulary (OOV), or not available in the existing dataset

or ontology definitions. This work uses two distinct corpora to find the most probabilistic

match between the known ontology and new user keyword [126]. A new metric called

“flickr-distance” is derived based on Jensen-Shannon divergence (similarity between two

distributions) that constructs a latent semantic mapping from available flickr tags into a

target set of semantic concepts. According to authors, the advantage of using flickr, as
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opposed to other news or textual corpora, is that the keywords come from a domain with

visual content. As with data mining techniques, concept suggestions from this keyword

mapping process may discover concepts that the user might otherwise overlook.

In addition to text-based suggestions, other works also verified that semantic concept

selection utilizing classifier-based scores generally produces higher performance. One fully

automated system evaluated many of the proposed for query formulation techniques in a

comparative study [79]. This study compared textual approaches such as lexical mapping,

keyword expansion, and statistical expansion. Whereas the mapping and expansion meth-

ods mirrored formulations from this thesis, the statistical expansion technique proposed

semantic concepts based on mutual information scores between transcript keywords and

classifier scores. Authors reported a performance gain of 17% when utilizing concept classi-

fier scores for concept expansion. Topics that involved a specific named entity experienced

some performance loss because the search topic’s text was already so precise. Fortunately,

these findings strongly agree with the techniques included in CuZero. A second set of eval-

uations in this paper also propose complementary approaches to the data mining technique

proposed in this thesis. First, if the search topic provides a set of visual examples, the au-

thors propose a number of statistical tests to select the semantic concept that most agrees

with the visual examples. Contrary to the data mining method in section 4.2.4 that recom-

mends concepts for each visual example, this method attempts to align suggested concepts

with the complete set of examples. While the author’s method can be fruitful if the exam-

ples are fairly consistent, aggregated statistical tests may fail if the examples are diverse

or produced erratic semantic classifier scores. A second technique proposed by the authors

is the use of concept classifier scores to rerank a set of results. After relevance scores are

computed for a set of results, a technique referred to as probabilistic local context analy-

sis (pLCA) re-scores those results based on the agreement of classifier score distributions.

Reranking a set of results with a second set of information is a powerful technique that au-

tomatically improves coherence between results. Due to its strength and importance to the

search process, its application in the CuZero framework is discussed in detail in chapter 5.

Although the techniques described here were originally proposed for automatic search, any

technique that can add unique and query-related concept suggestions, particularly those
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that utilize content properties well, can be utilized in a guided interactive environment to

ease uninformed user struggles.

Query Navigation and Manipulation There are two dominant veins for query explo-

ration: automated dimensionality reduction for navigation in the raw feature space and

highly interactive user interfaces that facilitate the query space manipulation. While both

approaches are quite active in the research community, few approaches have looked at the

problem jointly. First, works in dimensionality reduction are often rooted in pure data

analysis techniques. The application of traditional techniques like principal component

analysis (PCA) for a 3D or 2D representations [50], [111], multi-dimensional scaling (MDS)

[93], or self-organizing maps (SOM) [64] results in a new lower-dimensional space that

a user can navigate through various interaction techniques. Beyond these classic data-

analysis techniques, improvements have been proposed to supplementally organize these

lower-dimensional spaces (by hierarchy [17] and clustering [107]). With all of these ap-

proaches, users often struggle to use the interactions because the results are organized in

a way that is not intuitive. For example, a user may understand that images with simi-

lar color features may be grouped together, like that of a white rabbit and a snowy field.

However, that same user may question why all rabbit pictures and all snow pictures are not

organized together instead if he or she is actually looking for a picture of only snow, rabbits,

or the combination. While the introduction of semantics into visual search is a relatively

new topic, work by the author of this thesis has demonstrated that users can navigate more

quickly and have a higher recall of the semantics themselves [135].

Although CuZero is the first systems to allow simultaneous query navigation and ma-

nipulation, other works solely focusing on query manipulation, or the process of changing

a query after a search has been executed, have yielded promising innovations. One recent

interactive search system allows query manipulation by immediately switching to an alterna-

tive query definition [25]. In this work, the image result that the user is currently inspecting

is used as the input for a number of query alternatives or “threads”. These threads, derived

from visual similarity, temporal proximity in a video, etc. allow the user to immediately

manipulate the query by changing it entirely. While this approach is fast and allows a
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few query alternatives to be shown simultaneously, it can be disorienting to users because

all results currently displayed will instantly change as the single result under inspection is

modified. Query space manipulation need not be direct, as in the last work and this chap-

ter. Instead, the user can provide an individual relevant and non-relevant assessment or

relevance feedback that allows alternative projections of the feature space to be presented to

the user, as illustrated in figure 2.5(c). For example, [133] proposes a method that divides

the low-level feature space into multiple subspaces and applies machine learning techniques

to produce new relevance assessments. Another work proposes a similar approach, but in-

stead relying on subspace partitions alone, the system visualizes the subspace directly so

the user can provide guidance on how results should next be partitioned [82] in a process

called active learning (section 3.3.1.1). Active learning approaches have been utilized in

both an offline labeling tasks [113], [4], and increasingly online in real-time search systems

like [82], [75]. The revival of relevance feedback and active learning approaches has come

as machine learning techniques push the possibilities of automated systems, in terms of

speed and performance. However, as with the application of any fully automated approach

to interactive systems, problems regarding scale (the size of the search database), required

label or judgement counts (how many user assessments), and robustness to noise (erroneous

labels or poor features) increasingly challenge the pace of these new approaches. Real-time

query manipulation, either by directly changing query parameters or by providing relevance

labels to the system is the largest distinguishing factor between the traversal of automatic

search results and a truly interactive system.

4.7 Summary and Future Work

In this chapter, solutions are offered for traditional problem of uninformed users caused by

user in-familiarity with the search content and available search tools and the problems of

blind exploration and disconnection of query criterion. Using two unique interactive search

approaches, guided query formulation and intuitive query space exploration, the user and

search system work together to avoid the above problems and answer a multimedia search

topic in real-time. The query space exploration approach proposed in this chapter permits
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intuitive and seamless combination of any search strategies. These strategies may include

traditional mutimodal approaches (similarity from visual low-level features and semantic

concepts) as well as previously unavailable strategies involving the evolution of a user’s query

over time. At the time of writing, this approach is the first of its kind, in that it allows

instant, simultaneous exploration of multiple query permutations in a single interactive

environment. This chapter also demonstrated the utility of a large-scale concept ontology

for both query formulation and result browsing tasks. Such ontologies have been fruitful in

other works for automatic search, but the interactive exploration of independent concept

scores and their relationships has seldom been closely explored. Finally, a prototype system

called CuZero was created to explore these new approaches and was optimized to run in

real-time in traditional client-server platforms as well as low-resource mobile platforms.

As a preliminary work, there several future directions available. First, as new multime-

dia content is ingested for search, an expansion of the concept ontology and inclusion of

additional suggestion techniques could benefit CuZero. For example, if the concept ontology

was expended to include hundreds, if not thousands, of additional concepts the likelihood

of finding a relevant and useful concept to match user queries would also dramatically in-

crease as proposed by other works [47]. Similarly, as the concept ontology is expanded,

textual mapping techniques available to the user could also be expanded. One shortcoming

of the existing system is that there is no method to grow the vocabulary of lexical mapping

functions for new terms. For example, as new terms like “iPod” or “crowd-sourcing” are

created, the existing system has no strategy in place to account for these out-of-vocabulary

terms. Fortunately, recent works have begun to explore strategies for expanding a vocabu-

lary that for multimedia and visual terms [126]. Finally, as mentioned in section 4.3.1.2, the

current query exploration system can not accept non-linear or boolean fusion permutations.

Referring to figure 4.3, query permutations can be computed where three anchors are fused

(A1 +A2 +A3) but not filtered (A1 +A2 −A3), where the latter case excludes results with

high scores for A3. Just as anchor fusion allows the exploration of combined anchors, anchor

filtering in the query navigation map allows a user quickly prune results.

In conclusion, example scenarios, possible only in CuZero were evaluated across a num-

ber of diverse and challenging datasets. These scenarios demonstrate CuZero is an ideal
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platform for exploring the interaction between low-level similarity-based queries and mid-

level semantic classifiers on complex data sets, like aerial surveillance or unstructured user

generated videos from the web.
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Chapter 5

Automatic Reranking with

Relevance Feedback

In previous chapters, innovative new multimedia search strategies allowed a user to formu-

late and evaluate his or her query through explicit, informed interaction. However, even

expert users of an interactive system with the best indexing strategies can produce results

with low query relevance in the face of poor low-level features or a very large dataset.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the typical process flow when using an interactive search system.

First, for a given search topic, the user is directly involved in query formulation. After

formulation, the search is executed and a subset of samples from the multimedia database,

called a working set, are given relevance scores. Second, the working set is interactively

explored and inspected by the user. During exploration, the user provides relevance feedback

both by explicitly labeling results and through actions performed during exploration. Third,

a reranking system uses the relevance feedback provided by the user to rescore and reorder

the working set of results. This reranking is automatic because the system utilizes existing

user-provided information about the search target from the query and labels to rescore

the working set of results. These two explicit interaction and automatic reranking stages

are iterated as long as the user continues to see improvements in result relevance. In this

thesis, the prototype system CuZero introduced in chapter 4 is utilized to evaluate all

explicit interaction with the user.
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Figure 5.1: Process flow of the CuZero multimedia interactive search system. Proposed

methods utilize relevance feedback from explicit interaction sessions to automatically rerank

results for increased search target precision.

In this chapter, a new method for automatic reranking with relevance feedback is closely

examined with the constraints of a real-time system. First, section 5.1 continues this intro-

duction by discussing the need for reranking algorithms, existing state-of-the-art solutions

for rearnking, and a brief reintroduction to graph-based label propagation. Section 5.2 in-

troduces several techniques using exemplar in graphs that offer a dramatic speed-up in graph

construction and evaluation while trading-off only small amounts of performance when com-

pared to traditional graph-based formulations. Next, section 5.3 evaluates each technique

on both well-known and difficult classification datasets. Finally, section 5.4 discusses related

work and section 5.5 offers concluding remarks and future directions for exemplar graphs.

5.1 Recovering from Imperfect Search Results

Interactive search systems help users to define precise queries for a specific search topic.

However, regardless of the skill and effort involved in query formulation, not even state-

of-the art systems can retrieve results that perfectly align with the user’s search target.
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For example, search target misalignment may naturally occur because of differences in low-

level features or variations in mid-level concept distributions between two related but not

identical samples in a multimedia database. While these errors are expected and tolerated,

a straightforward exploration of results may result in a long triage of irrelevant results,

an open problem described in section 3.4. Fortunately, with additional user input (or

relevance feedback) these errors can often be corrected to produce results more relevant to

the user’s search target. The remainder of this section describes a few existing solutions

utilizing relevance feedback and then describes the topic of this chapter, graph-based label

propagation, in more detail.

5.1.1 Modern Reranking Solutions

The goal of relevance feedback-based reranking techniques is to improve the search target

precision of a predetermined set of results. Unlike general relevance feedback, the result

set is implicitly defined by another search process, so the number of items in consideration

is less than the entire database and the maximum recall score is fixed. Following the

terminology introduced in section 3.3.2, each sample in the result set X has a real-valued

feature vector xi that is used to compute a relevance score si with the function f(x). For

any one search topic, the set’s true relevance labels are Y where each sample has a binary

value yi = {−1,+1} for any given search topic. Finally, all samples initially start in the

unlabeled set Xu and are reassigned to the labeled set Xl as the user assigns relevance labels

during explicit interaction.

With these formal definitions, a diverse set of reranking solutions have been created.

Perhaps the longest running and most well-known field uses traditional model learning

scenarios. In section 3.3.2.1, support vector machines (SVM’s) are trained and evaluated in

traditional supervised settings [22],[15] and semi-supervised settings [12], [38], all of which

aim to maximize distance between a decision boundary and the set of labeled samples

to learn new prediction functions f(x). Two alternatives to constructing new relevance

functions are the manipulation of the relevance scores si or the feature vectors xi of the

current set of samples. Discussed in section 3.3.2.2, selected works either smooth predicted

scores using the information bottleneck (IB) principle [52] or perform feature selection
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with point-wise mutual information. Finally, harnessing the power of underlying manifolds

in a result set, recent work in graph-based label propagation [139], [140] is introduced

in section 3.3.2.3. Instead of using labels to minimize decision boundary error in high-

dimensional spaces, graph-based approaches use the relationships between samples to allow

fast propagation of an collection of labels Xl to all other samples in the set Xu. In recent

works, impressive classification performance has been achieved with the propagation of very

few labels in handwritten digit, face, and concept classification experiments [71], [122].

An important property of any automatic reranking solution is that it does not disrupt

the user’s exploration process by soliciting for relevance labels. While many of the above

solutions sufficiently rerank a set of results, often a large number of relevance labels is re-

quired. To fulfill this requirement, systems traditionally perform one reranking iteration

and then ask the user to label more results to better resolve search target ambiguity. Mod-

ern works have also sought to solve this problem with the introduction of active learning

techniques into relevance feedback. Introduced in section 3.3.1.1, an active learning system

proposes results for inspection based on their estimated relevance and usefulness for the

search system. Its incorporation into result inspection can resolve confusion about the most

ambiguous or most similar samples depending on the respective precision and recall objec-

tives of the user. One relevant study conducted while annotating a large dataset (over 20k

images) demonstrated that employing active learning (a special type of relevance feedback)

in any fashion is better than blind relevance feedback [4]. Active learning can be integrated

into any relevance feedback system, so while it is out of the scope of this thesis, it can be

considered an improvement for future work. Unfortunately, any system initiated action can

be perceived as a distraction from the real task of result exploration and inspection can

lead to lost time and possible user confusion. This open problem is strongest in interac-

tive search environments using relevance feedback because teaching is not searching as

introduced in section 3.4.

Works in each of the above classes have achieved success in reranking scenarios, but

graph-based label propagation has consistently achieved high performance with a small

number of labels. Due to these achievements, the remainder of this chapter focused on a

deeper analysis of this approach and its fitness in real-time environments.
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5.1.2 Real-time Limitations for Graph-based Label Propagation

While strong performance with graph-based label propagation has been shown [139], [140],

little attention was given to the time requirements for these approaches. Critical to a

real-time environment, both graph construction and label propagation times for large scale

datasets must be considered for inclusion into an interactive system.

Among all steps in graph construction two tasks are known to have non-constant time

requirements: computation of nearest neighbors and the matrix inverse for propagation.

First, considering a dataset of size n, nearest neighbor computations in multimedia have

been efficiently solved with a number solutions from cluster-based indexing [63] to high-

dimensional hashing [114]. Respectively, these two methods require computation times of

O(log n) and O(nρ) where ρ is a pre-determined ratio less than one. The other large

computation requirement is for an inverse of a square matrix of size n is O(n3). New

techniques have been proposed that approximate inverses or speed up this computation

for largely sparse matrices but they may not scale when n takes on a realistic multimedia

database size on the order of 106.

Although graph construction can typically be performed off-line, or before a user pro-

vides labels, time required for label propagation must be included to approximate the re-

sponsiveness of an interactive system. At the time that relevance labels are provided, label

propagation uses a single matrix multiplication; for k relevance classes (typically k = 1 in

search environments), the computation time is O(n2k). Of course, some short-cuts could

be taken to exclude samples from the propagation process if those samples are not among

the immediate neighbors of a labeled sample [121].

Considering these time requirements, it is apparent that a compromise of performance

for speed up may be necessary. The cubic inverse computation time is the most costly step in

graph-based formulation and evaluation, and this time exponentially grows with the number

of samples considered. Acknowledging this fact, this chapter defines an approach to reduce

the number of samples n included in the inverse with an alternative graph formulation. This

new approach, called exemplar graphs, harnesses the power of graph-based label propagation

with real-time execution constraints and is the central theme for this chapter.
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5.2 Relevance Feedback in Exemplar Graphs

Traditional relevance feedback methods are often plagued by execution time concerns for

large datasets or potential user disruptions as a minimum number of relevance labels are

collected. Recent works in graph-based label propagation have shown to be quite effec-

tive for classification tasks with few labels, but time requirements for graph construction

and evaluation are not suitable for interactive environments. This section fully reviews

graph-based label propagation (section 5.2.1) and introduces the concept of cluster-based

exemplars as a dataset quantization technique to reduce graph construction and evaluation

time (section 5.2.2). Through this approximation, the total number of nodes required in

a graph can be dramatically reduced while losing little or no propagation performance in

both a näıve (section 5.2.3) and closed-form (section 5.2.4) solutions.

5.2.1 Sample Manifolds in Graphs

As introduced in section 3.3.2.3, graph-based works assume that samples in the set X

lying along a manifold have similar labels Y . With this assumption, an optimal prediction

function F ∗ can be found that minimizes an objective function Q between user-provided

labels and labels that are proposed that are propagated by the manifold itself. With this

optimal prediction function, labels can be propagated from samples that have labels Xl to

those that do not Xu. The LGC (local and global consistency) approach [139] is primarily

used in this thesis and its formulation is discussed below because of its straight-forwardness

and the ability to control the tradeoff of manifold vs. user label influence.

1. An undirected weighted graph is constructed G = (V,E,W ) where V is a set of

vertices (the samples), E is a subset of edge weights E ⊆ V × V connecting adjacent

vertices with W as a non-negative, real-valued weighting function R+ measuring the

strength of each connection.

2. Pair-wise distances between all vertices in the graph dij are computed. The distance

metric is typically Euclidean (equation 2.1) but this framework can generically accom-

modate alternatives. From these distances, construct an adjacency matrix A ∈ Rn×n
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using the distances dij from only the smallest k distances for each vertex i, as sym-

bolized by Ni. From this step, the common annotation of k-NN is derived, which

indicates a graph or list with edges only for the k nearest neighbors. The parame-

ter σ is an empirically derived normalizer from the k-th neighbor of each sample i,

σ =
∑n

i=1 d(xi, x
i
k)/n.

Aij =


exp(−d(xi,xj)

σ2 ), if j 6= i, j ∈ Ni

0, otherwise

(5.1)

3. With the adjacency matrix A ∈ Rn×n, compute the symmetric weight matrix W =

(A+AT ) and zero its diagonal values such that Wii = 0. Symmetric weight matricies

are increasingly standard in graph-based works because they offer increased stability

and can recover incorrectly truncated edges in the graph .

4. Next, derive a square diagonal matrix D ∈ Rn×n by computing the sum of each sample

row and assigning it to the diagonal, Di 6=j = 0, Dii =
∑n

j Wij . With this matrix,

compute the smoothness matrix S ∈ Rn×n, which characterizes the sample manifold as

S = D−
1
2WD−

1
2 . Note that S is symmetric, normalized, and that self-reinforcement

is avoided because the weight matrix’s diagonal was first set to zero.

5. A prediction function F is estimated on the graph to minimize a cost function. Here,

the cost function Q(F ) enforces a tradeoff µ between the smoothness matrix and the

fitting constraints provided by the user’s labels in Y . In this implementation, each

assumes a value of Yi = {−1, 0,+1} representing a state of non-relevant, unlabeled,

or relevant with respect to the user’s search target.

Q(F ) =
1

2

 n∑
i,j=1

Wij‖
1√
Dii

Fi −
1√
Djj

Fj‖2 + µ

n∑
i=1

‖Fi − Yi‖2
 (5.2)

6. To minimize the cost function and obtain a closed-form solution F ∗, execute the
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following algebraic steps noting the substitutions α = 1
µ+1 and β = µ

µ+1 .

F ∗ = argmin
F∈F

Q(F ) (5.3)

δQ
δF

∣∣∣∣
F=F ∗

= F ∗ − SF ∗ + µ(F ∗ − Y ) = 0

F ∗ − αSF ∗ − βY = 0

(I − αS)F ∗ = βY

F ∗ = β(I − αS)−1Y (5.4)

7. With a unique classification function F ∗ pre-computed for a fixed set of samples, any

new user labels can be quickly propagated through the graph by assigning non-zero

values to their correct row in Y . The smothness and fitting tradeoff can be modified

as necessary, where α = 0.99 in most experiments [139].

As previously mentioned, traditional LGC is not viable for real-time environments because

of the crippling cost to perform a matrix inverse in equation 5.4. For a whole dataset of 20-

60k results or even a pruned working-set of as few as 2000 results in real-time environments,

additional refinements are necessary if LGC is to be harnessed for automatic reranking tasks.

5.2.2 Content Exemplars

As discussed above, the largest time bottleneck in graph-based label propagation is the

inverse computation of the smoothness matrix. If the original LGC algorithm is to be

directly used, the most sensible solution is to reduce the size of the smoothness matrix in

terms of sample count n. For this task, the focus of this discussion is turned to dataset

approximation; i.e. representing a full dataset of size n with a smaller subset of size m.

Once a viable approximation method has been selected it is applied to map samples to a

smaller dataset. To minimize information loss during this mapping, two unique graph-based

approaches are described. Finally, with these new formulations, the process for evaluating

novel data (samples outside of the original graph) is introduced, an ability unavailable with

classic graph-based label propagation.
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5.2.2.1 Dataset Scaling with Alternative Representations

Representations that accommodate large-scale datasets have been an active research topic

since the origins of signal sampling theory. Modern wireless transmission protocols, dig-

ital video compression, and even popular digital forms of audio distribution have each

embraced techniques to reduce dataset requirements by adopting solutions that closely ap-

proximate original signals. In multimedia indexing and retrieval the technique in vogue may

oscillate, but data reduction is a common theme: nearest-neighbor analysis [5],[131],[62],

clustering and quantization [103],[63], spectral clustering [34], principle component analysis

and multi-dimensional scaling [115],[64],[93], kernel-based approximation methods [30],[138],

high-dimensional hashing [21], [114], and graph-based methods [139], [137], [121].

The above works demonstrate the extensive research on this topic, but few approaches

address the exact problem posed in this thesis. Here, the goal of dataset scaling is to intelli-

gently reduce the number of samples (nodes in the graph) from a dataset of X to a smaller

dataset of size X̃. Of all of the reviewed approaches, this goal aligns very closely with that

of clustering and quantization. Clustering methods directly analyze a dataset to produce

groups of samples with coherent features. In information retrieval, clusters are generally

organized with a tree-like hierarchy. Starting from a root node, branches are computed

from two or more clusters, and leaves exist at the extremities of clusters that have no other

branches. The central tenet of clustering is the use of a consistent distance metric to group

samples in the feature space, but the specific metric and procedure for using raw features

has seen alternative derivations [34]. The cost of traditional clustering is O(log n) because

both parent and sibling nodes in the tree must be traversed for distance computation.

Fortunately, recent formulations have demonstrated that distances can directly be used in

organization of and in the case of bounded feature values, pre-computed hash functions can

further reduce computation requirements with vantage-point trees [131],[62].

Exemplars have however seen uses in other machine-learning methods as “core sets”

that aide both cluster formulation [5] and minimize the size of a learned model [42], [30].

The challenge in these works is determining the correct count of exemplars and the correct

selection of those exemplars from the larger dataset. In this thesis, the latter problem is

addressed with clustering through a vantage-point tree [131], where a fixed number of exem-
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plars m are selected after clustering all members in a working set. Determining the correct

count of exemplars, on the other hand, is left as a trade-off parameter for performance versus

computation time. Vantage-point trees help to pick the best exemplars from a set but the

number of exemplars directly effects the construction time required for graph-based label

propagation. Subsequent experiments in section 5.3.3.2 vary this parameter while main-

taing reasonable construction times for real-time performance. The next section continues

this discussion with a closer look at quantization and its utility for content exemplars.

5.2.2.2 Exemplar Mapping

In classic signal theory, quantization seeks to approximate a large number of continuous

values with a smaller set of fixed symbols; in this thesis, the goal is the same. Exemplars

are samples chosen from the dataset through clustering without knowledge of their relevance

to a specific search topic. Afterwards, an application of quantization, referred to as exemplar

mapping, represents all samples in a dataset X = {x1, ..., xn} ∈ Rd with a smaller subset of

those samples in an exemplar set X̃ = {x̃1, ..., x̃m} ∈ Rd. To fully support the graph-based

formulations, two independent linear mappings are utilized to map labels between original

sample set Y and the exemplar set Ỹ . First, a matrix to map into the exemplar set is

defined as E = {ej ∈ Rn, j = 1, ...,m} such that

EY 7→ Ỹ . (5.5)

A second matrix to map labels out of the exemplar set and back to the original samples is

also defined as H = {hi ∈ Rm, i = 1, ..., n} such that

HỸ 7→ Y. (5.6)

While these two mapping matrices can be computed in a number of ways discussed below,

it is important that both mappings emphasize samples in X̃ that are close to samples in X

and not a dense mapping between all members of both sets. Figure 5.2 illustrates results

of a cluster-based exemplar selection and the process of mapping a single original sample

into the exemplar set using its similarity after truncation and soft-weighting.

Contrary to mappings from feature analysis methods like an Eigenvector decomposition

discussed in section 5.2.2.1, the derivation of the exemplar set directly from the original
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exemplars

exemplar 
classification 
boundaries

target 
sample

(a) toy exemplars and partitioned sample space

mapping to samples 
from exemplars

regression fit or 
soft-weighting (H)

raw exemplar 
similarity

select k-nearest 
exemplars

(b) exemplar similarity and final mapping weights

Figure 5.2: Selection of exemplars as representative samples (a) and mapping out of the

exemplar set to an original sample (b) from full similarity, filtered by the k-nearest neighbors

to a soft-weighting scheme. In both graphics, each region’s color indicates the most similar

exemplar and the extent of its neighborhood.

samples minimizes information loss during two important mapping operations. First, if

new samples outside of X are introduced (as is often the case with query content from

the Web), they can easily be mapped into the exemplar set instead of re-computing a new

Eigenvector decomposition. Second, artifacts caused by outlier samples created with an

Eigenvector-based projection are avoided when mapping out from exemplars with H. Here,

exemplars are actual samples selected from the original dataset and not derived from a high-

dimensional embedding so there is less error during label propagation within the graph’s

manifold. While the impact of this second point is less obvious with discussion alone, it

should be noted that the effects of mapping artifacts are greatly magnified in manifold-based

score propagation scenarios.

To construct the mapping matrices, a number of solutions are available ranging from a

dense mapping, to weighted quantizations, to linear regressions. First, the most straight-

forward solution computes distance between exemplars and original samples. With metrics

defined in section 2.2.1, the transformation matrix mapping out of the exemplar space could

be expressed with sample affinity as

Hij = exp(
−d(xi, x̃j)

σ2
) (5.7)

where σ is the mean of all distances between samples and the corresponding exemplar. This

simple approach provides a dense mapping where exemplars are represented by composites of
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all samples and vice versa. This representation is problematic because the original features

of an exemplar are difficult to represent with the multitude of samples. To avoid this

problem, an approach similar to the graph-based approaches discussed above is adopted,

where both E and H are composed of only the K nearest neighbors within X and X̃

respectively. This choice is a reasonable because beneficial properties of k-NN have been

shown for other learning techniques [49]. In the equation below, N is a sorted list where

Ni(k) is index of the k-th neighbor of the original sample xi in the exemplar space X̃.

Hij = αk exp(−
d(xi, x̃j)

σ2
), j = Ni(k) (5.8)

The weighting αk is applied to each neighbor in the list N , and to achieve weightings equal

to equation 5.7 above, all K neighbors would use a vector of ones {α1 = 1, ..., αk = 1}. A

second family of solutions from previous multimedia works have applied similar non-linear

mappings for sample quantizations. In recent bag-of-words (BoW) and bag-of-feature (BoF)

approaches, SIFT low-level features introduced in section 2.1.2 are pre-processed with a

similar quantization step [54], [88]. Pre-computed codebooks are utilized to map the high-

dimensional SIFT interest points with both soft- and hard-weightings into a smaller set

before being summarized in an image-level histogram. A third set of solutions acknowledges

ideal sample mappings are seldom produced when directly using sample similarity from

equation 5.8, and instead turns to traditional regression methods to appropriately map

between sample sets. To empirically validate this choice, experiments in section 5.3.3.1

further explore the impact of several mapping techniques mentioned above.

In this thesis, the linear mappings are computed with a modern approach called ridge

regression [44], [13], which uses a single decomposition for eigenvector analysis instead of

an iterative fitting procedure. Looking specifically at H, for the purpose of regression each

original sample from X is treated as the d-dimensional response V and the k nearest exem-

plars from X̃ are considered the samples U . Using this nomenclature, a linear regression

problem attempts to find a function

f(u) = aTu+ b

that minimizes the residual sum of squares RSS(a) =
∑m

i=1(f(ui) − vi)
2. Taking the

derivative δRSSridge(a)/δa = 0, the solution is a = (UUT )−1Uv. When fitting the k nearest
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exemplars to the d-dimensional sample the number of features is greater than the number

of samples to fit. Unfortunately, this condition causes the solution to become singular and

the problem is ill posed. Ridge regression therefore imposes a penalty on the norm of a

with

RSSridge(a) =
m∑
i=1

(aTui − vi)2 + α‖a‖2.

Once again, taking the derivative on the residual, the final solution is the mapping

a = (UUT + αI)−1Uv (5.9)

and UUT +αI is no longer singular [13]. The choice of the identity matrix in the regularizer

gives preference to solutions with smaller norms. It should be noted that when computing

a mapping matrix, regression is performed for each sample and its k nearest neighbors.

Informal experiments not included in this write-up show that performance is slightly better

with this sparse regression mapping as opposed to a dense regression between all members

of X and X̃ although computation time is slightly worse. Finally, the above discussion was

provided only for the mapping H and these computations are symmetric for E.

5.2.3 Näıve Exemplar-based LGC

Recall that a closed form solution F ∗ was derived for graph-based label propagation. Using

the properties of LGC, this solution was presented in equation 5.2 and is repeated below.

F ∗ = β(I − αS)−1Y

As discussed in the previous sections, the direct application of this equation on large scale

datasets would be impractical for an interactive environment because of the cubic com-

putation time required by the inverse of S ∈ Rn×n in this equation. While conventional

applications of LGC evaluate this equation off line [139],[121],[71], it is not practical to do

so here because the samples to be used are unknown before users start the search process.

Fortunately, using dataset scaling techniques discussed above, a new method called Näıve

Exemplar-based LGC (NE-LGC) can be formulated that preserves the power of LGC while

utilizing the smaller set of exemplars for all graph operations.
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In all graph-based works, it is critical to guarantee that a manifold exists among nodes

in a graph. Without this manifold, label propagation will be meaningless or very noisy

at best. Fortunately, exemplars selected from a working set of results should still preserve

sample manifolds for two reasons. First, samples in a working set are found by the best

efforts available of a retrieval system. While this means that some parts of the original

manifold may be lost or under-represented in the working set, the most relevant parts of that

manifold should be preserved. For example, if the manifold relationships around a search

target was available but weak in the original set, the working set should help to intensify

those relationships by pruning unrelated (i.e. non-relevant) samples. As long as a system

does not return randomly-selected results, these relationships around the search target are

implicitly intensified by the similarity criterion (i.e. content similarity, semantic concept

relevance, etc.) used for their retrieval. The use of a working set as a practical solution to

this problem is further investigated in section 5.2.5. Second, if their number is sufficient,

content exemplars derived from clustering techniques also preserve sample manifolds. While

no current data reduction technique can guarantee perfect reconstruction, exemplars chosen

with respect to sample density in the original dataset inherently provide support for the

manifold. Subsequent experiments in section 5.3.3.3 measure the effect of exemplar count on

label propagation peformance. Utilizing these assumptions, figure 5.3 demonstrates a simple

adaptation of LGC that directly constructs the manifold on exemplars instead of samples

from the working set. Here, the set of content exemplars X̃ selected by clustering from the

raw samples in 
working set

n x d

high dimensional  
feature space (d)

exemplar

(a)

similarity between 
all samples

n x n

exemplars

(b)

classic LGC 
manifold graph

n nodes

weak similarity
strong similarity

(c)

exemplar-based
manifold graph

m nodes

weak similarity
strong similarity

(d)

Figure 5.3: Adaptation of classic LGC, illustrated with three neighbor connections: (a)

exemplar selection from raw features, (b) similarity between all samples, (c) classic LGC

graph construction, (d) exemplar-based graph construction with a subset of samples.
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original dataset X are directly used as vertices V in the undirected graph G = (V,E,W ).

Thus, the adjacency matrix A ∈ Rn×n computation from equation 5.1 is similarly modified

to compute distance among only the exemplars themselves A ∈ Rm×m as in equation 5.10.

Aij =


exp(−d(x̃i,x̃j)

σ2 ), if j 6= i, j ∈ Ni

0, otherwise

(5.10)

Now that the function F ∗ operates on exemplars, it is necessary to map original samples

and user-provided labels from X into the exemplar space. Fortunately, this mapping process

can be readily implemented with the matrices H and E introduced in section 5.2.2. Recall

that the mapping matrix allows both propagated labels to be mapped into the exemplar

space (equation 5.5) and samples to be mapped out of the exemplar space (equation 5.6)

similar to works using Nyström approximations [123]. The adapted form of equation 5.4

with the application of the mapping matrices to the function F ∗ is now provided in equation

5.11 below.

F̃ ∗ = f∗(X̃) = β(I − αS)−1Ỹ

EY = Ỹ

F ∗ = HF̃ ∗ = Hβ(I − αS)−1EY (5.11)

One argument against NE-LGC is that the function F ∗ was not modified to account

for the exemplar mapping process. This omission places a large burden on the ability of

the matrices E and H to accurately map labels in and features out of the exemplar space

and that mapping may not necessarily be symmetric. Mapping into a lower-dimensional

space (i.e. the exemplar space) is analogous to sub-sampling a signal, but mapping out of

the exemplar space attempts to recover lost information, which may produce overly noisy

results. This second “mapping-out” process is commonly referred to as blind deconvolution

and super-resolution and has been actively studied by the multimedia community for many

years [6], [35], [86]. Each solution proposes a unique approach for recovering information

from a low-resolution source that could be included as part of this exemplar framework, but

these refinements would require additional constraints or knowledge about the signals and

are deferred for future work. Unlike the blind deconvolution works, the original features
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of samples in X and X̃ sets are always available, so accurate E and H matrices can be

computed when labels are provided during the label propagation stage.

5.2.4 Exemplar-based Graph Regularization

Observing potential limitations of the NE-LGC method above, alternative graph-based

approaches were also investigated. Information loss in the NE-LGC approach comes from

the fact that the smoothing matrix S includes no information specific to the mapping

matrices. As discussed in the last section, information loss can occur in either direction while

mapping between the exemplar and original sample spaces. Fortunately this information

can be better preserved by constructing an affinity matrix on the original feature space

and biasing that construction with user-provided labels in the exemplar space, henceforth

referred to as EGR (exemplar-based graph regularization).

Exemplar-based graphs for relevance feedback are proposed for real-time environments

because of their reduction in both time and resource needs. Although ideal for speed gains,

the mapping of labels into and out of the exemplar space X̃ can result in noisier propagated

labels. One way to avoid this problem, the adjacency matrix is constructed over the original

sample space X such that A ∈ Rn×n. Using the full adjacency matrix, the original LGC

objective function from 5.4, can be updated with a substitution of the Laplacian matrix

L ∈ Rn×n for the diagonal evaluation of the weight matrix, L = D −W .

Q(F ) = (1− µ) trace(F TLF ) + µ
N∑
i=1

‖Fi − Yi‖2 (5.12)

A second way to reduce information loss from projection of a large sample space into a

reduce exemplar set is to bias graph construction with label information. Specifically, the

difference between sample labels Y and their label predictions F can now be divided into

labeled (Yl, Fl) and unlabeled cases (Fu, Yu) respectively.

Q(F ) = (1− µ) trace(F TLF ) + µ‖Fl − Yl‖2 + µ‖Fu − Yu‖2

While unlabeled samples Xu may provide information about manifold smoothness, it is

undesirable to manipulate the cost function with this unlabeled information. For example,

if the available unlabeled samples greatly outnumbered labeled samples, the lowest-cost F
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could be biased towards neighborhood smoothness of unlabeled samples at the loss of more

useful neighborhood information from the labeled samples. For this reason, all terms using

unlabeled samples are dropped from subsequent formulations, as shown below.

Q(F ) = (1− µ) trace(F TLF ) + µ‖Fl − Yl‖2

To adapt this formulation to use exemplars, the traditional function F is replaced by the

product of the mapping matrices H in an exemplar-based function G. It should be noted

that for the prediction error, only rows for labeled samples Hl are used in this substitution,

which correctly match elements of the mapping matrix H to the provided labels Yl.

Q(G) = (1− µ) trace(HTGTLHG) + µ‖HlG− Yl‖2 (5.13)

Now, this complete cost function can be minimized for a closed form solution of EGR.

G∗ = argmin
G∈G

Q(G)

G∗ =
(
(1− µ)HT

l Hl + µHTLH
)−1

HT
l Yl (5.14)

The NE-LGC formulation of F ∗ (in equation 5.11) differs from the final EGR formula-

tion of G∗ (in equation 5.14) in two significant ways. First, graphs for NE-LGC are only

be constructed once for an entire dataset. EGR graphs, on the other hand, are constructed

dynamically according to new labels that are provided. Second, NE-LGC utilizes an adja-

cency graph constructed directly in the exemplar space X̃, which may encounter sampling

errors. EGR, on the other hand, computes the adjacency graph on the raw sample space

X and then maps that graph into the smaller exemplar space.

One recent work using prototype vector machines (PVM) [138], proposes a formulation

similar to equation 5.14. This work was derived from kernel-based approximations, and not

from the exemplar approach in section 5.2.2. In this work, the authors express the label

function as

F ∗ =
(
c1H

T
l Hl +HTLH + c2H

T
uHu

)−1
ElYl. (5.15)

In this formula both c1 and c2 are constants and the matrices H and E represent dense

sample weightings for exemplars, called “prototypes” in the PVM work. With only a cursory
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comparison, it is apparent that these two formulations are similar. The first difference is the

PVM’s formulation includes influence from unlabeled samples. As discussed in derivations

of equation 5.13, these unlabeled samples may negatively impact the sample manifold by

artificially requiring smooth neighborhoods over unlabeled samples. In PVM work, this term

is often set to zero during evaluations. The second difference is that PVM expresses H and E

as different approximations in formulation. However, during evaluation these two matrices

are set equal to each other (E = HT ) in a dense mapping (i.e. all entries are non-zero)

into and out of an exemplar domain. PVM authors justify a dense matrix representation

by citing Nyström approximations that have little or no squared error compared to original

samples [123]. In practice and the illustration in figure 5.2, sparsity is critical in the mapping

matrix to reduce the influence of labels from unrelated exemplars on distant and unrelated

samples. Due to this similarity, specific performance comparisons of the proposed exemplar

approaches to PVM are included throughout in section 5.3.

5.2.5 Label Propagation to Novel Data

One powerful function of exemplar-based graphs is the ability to propagate labels onto any

sample set, including both subsets of the original sample space and samples outside of the

original set entirely. Unlike traditional LGC or GFHF formulations, the proposed NE-LGC

graphs are constructed on the sampled exemplar space X̃ and samples are mapped into this

space with the matrices H and E. EGR graphs are initially constructed on the original

space X and then mapped into the exemplar space with the matrix H. Thus, to evaluate

the labeling function of either the NE-LGC or EGR methods on a single sample x, one need

only the corresponding rows of H and E.

f∗(X) = HF ∗ = Hβ(I − αS)−1EY

g∗(X) = HG∗ = H
(
(1− µ)HT

l Hl + µHTLH
)−1

HT
l Yl

With this additional mapping step, the proposed techniques can break free of the closed

dataset problem associated with by LGC and GFHF. To propagate labels onto new samples

outside of the original space, only the corresponding exemplar mapping is required providing

that the manifold of the original sample space X is also representative of the new samples.
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This unique ability allows exemplar graphs to propagate labels to out-of-set samples beyond

implicit relevance feedback for reranking
(mapping and label propagation)

exemplar labels (m) map 
to weighted samples (n)

n x m

user-specified
 label class 

non-relevant

relevant

graph-based label 
propagation

reranked 
samples 

l

n

map 
exemplar
labels

rearank 
samples
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propagate

exemplars

sa
m
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es

Figure 5.4: Relevance feedback for reranking with exemplars. User labels are propagated

through a graph then mapped back to a set of samples for a user-specified reranking.

the initial working set without requiring additional graph construction or additional labels,

as illustrated in figure 5.4.

5.2.5.1 Result Pruning for Real-time Performance

With the ability to propagate a few user labels to novel sample points, the discussion focus

is returned to the issue of scale. Scale effects the utility of a multimedia search system by

effecting a user’s interaction experience and the ability for the system to computationally

personalize that experience. In the first case, users may understand that a system has

indexed millions of hours of video or all of the images on the Web, but if that system’s

responsiveness is bogged down (search techniques failing under stress of the dataset) or

relevant result recall is low (inappropriate indexing shortcuts to accommodate scale issues),

its perceived performance will be dismal. Similarly, all interactive systems strive to provide

their users with the most relevant results possible. In a single search session, a system can

learn how to customize results based on explicit user interaction, increasing user fulfillment

and decreasing time used in the search process. To support the approaches described above,

this section examines result truncation as a practical retrieval approach and its implications

on a realistic search dataset.

Most relevance feedback systems will provide reranking scores for an entire dataset, but
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often a more pragmatic approach may be to only rerank results in a reasonably sized working

set. The working set of results is defined as the most-relevant subset of results currently

computable given a user’s specific query. A high relevance assumption is valid because the

results were derived from the system’s best automated retrieval process given all available

information. Upon first consideration it may seem that a loss of recall is inevitable when

limiting the reranking processes to a small partition of the dataset. However, such concerns

can be partially alleviated by the empirical observations that with a large collection of visual

concepts for search, every subshot in a dataset appears in small top lists associated with

one or more concepts.

To defend against the loss of recall, it is essential to verify that reduced indexing depth

still provides adequate dataset coverage for a diverse set of query formulations. In this

thesis, queries are most frequently derived from semantic concept scores and low-level con-

tent similarity. Table 5.1 demonstrates that realistic video datasets from different years of

TRECVID evaluations can be almost completely covered by one or more concepts and one

or more feature modalities with only 5% of the indexing depth. A single sample (i.e. an

dataset (size) con sim con sim con sim con sim con sim

depth 0.5% 1% 2.5% 5% 10%

TV05 (64256) 69.3 99.3 89.4 99.7 99.4 99.9 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0

TV06 (119490) 71.8 99.7 90.5 99.9 99.3 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0

TV07 (22084) 76.1 95.9 92.0 98.0 99.2 99.3 99.9 99.7 100.0 99.9

TV08 (112388) 27.8 99.4 87.8 99.8 98.9 99.9 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0

Table 5.1: Precent of coverage of all subshots with concept- and similarity-based indexing

over various TRECVID datasets with different indexing depths.

image) is considered covered if its position in a ranked list is lower than a specified thresh-

old. For example, with an indexing depth of 10% and a dataset of 100 images, a coverage

score of one means that each of the 100 images appears within in the top 10 results of

one or more of the available indexes. Accordingly, the coverage percentages reported above

utilize the Columbia374 semantic concept scores and similarity scores from low-level grid

color moment features. For coverage with similarity scores, each subshot in the database is

used as a query against the remainder of its dataset.
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A subshot is considered covered in a dataset even it appears only once across all indexes

at a specified depth. Exploring the implications of this computation more deeply, figure 5.5

shows subshot coverage in the TRECVID2008 dataset versus the number of appearances

in a concept or similarity result list. In other words, this figure illustrates the distribution

of subshots across one or more truncated result lists. From this figure, one observes two
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Figure 5.5: Subshot coverage and appearances in concept and low-level similarity result

lists of the TRECVID2008 dataset at different indexing depths.

distinct behaviors from the concept and similarity indexes. For concepts, at the 5% indexing

depth, about 90% of all subshots appear with repeats in at least five concepts and at the

10% indexing depth, over 90% of all subshots appear in at least ten concepts. Given

that there are only a few hundred concepts available, these small numbers empirically

demonstrate that the result lists for each concept are fairly diverse. If this were not the

case, the concept coverage figure would slowly asymptote to one instead of exponentially

climbing at small concept counts. Analyzing the same coverage task with low-level color

similarity, the result lists are far less distinct and therefore experience a high number of

repeat appearances before achieving full dataset coverage. At the 2.5% indexing depth,

about 55% of all subshots appear with repeats in 500 or more result lists. For example, if

any sample were chosen at random, there is a 55% chance that this sample would appear

in the truncated similarity list of over 500 other samples. While 500 repeated entries seems

wasteful, it is only 0.4% of the total TRECVID2008 dataset so these repeats are miniscule

compared to the storage costs of the entire dataset. With this analysis, an explicit tradeoff

has been verified: if indexing depth is reduced, the number of diverse concepts and feature
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modalities must be increased to achieve adequate dataset coverage so that no subshots are

unavailable during subsequent search sessions – both of which are satisfactory solutions for

the real-time guidelines set forth in section 4.4.

5.3 Experiments

In this section, the proposed proposed algorithms NE-LGC and EGR and two state-of-the-

art algorithms, LGC and PVM, are evaluated with a number of different conditions by

varying graph related and exemplar related parameters. Experimental classification per-

formance is reported on both a multi-class dataset (US Postal Service, USPS, handwritten

digit recognition) and multiple single-class retrieval problem (concept classification on the

TRECVID2008 development set [101]). Figure 5.6 demonstrates class samples from these

two datasets. The USPS dataset consists of roughly 200 hand-written examples for each of

(a)

airplanes bridges flowers mountains singing

(b)

Figure 5.6: Examples of datasets used in reranking experiments from (a) USPS handwritten

digits and (b) TRECVID2008 development data for high-level feature classification.

ten digits with features coming from greyscale pixel values, for a total of 2007 image samples

of 16×16 pixels concatenated into a single 256 dimensional vector. The TRECVID dataset

consists of 43616 keyframes extracted from documentary and educational videos where each

class is one of 20 exhaustively labeled semantic concepts like bridge, airplane, and flower.

The features for each sample are a 500-dimensional BoW SIFT histogram derived from dif-

ference of Gaussian interest points, as computed for the CU-Vireo374 classifiers models [55].

Unless otherwise noted, performance for parameter tuning experiments is reported using

the USPS dataset because of its well-known nature and a dataset size that is reasonable for

working set analysis. The default parameter settings for different techniques are included
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in table 5.2 and are modified only during tuning for a specific experiment. Finally, for each

parameter setting, 200 sets of randomly selected labels (20 runs with 10 relevant and non-

relevant labels per class in each run) were evaluated with each algorithm to eliminate the

chance of over-fitting. Parameters for the PVM approach were found through an exhaustive

search of the parameter space with the same validation process.

parameter setting technique description

µ 0.9 LGC, NE-LGC, EGR tradeoff parameter for smooth-

ness and label influence

k 5 LGC, NE-LGC, EGR number of neighboring samples

for graph construction

m 500 NE-LGC, EGR, PVM number of exemplars for use in

exemplar-based technique

c1, c2, β 100, 0.1, 2−5 PVM custom-tuned cost parameters

Table 5.2: Default parameter settings and their description for experimental evaluations of

state-of-the-art and proposed relevance feedback algorithms.

5.3.1 Overall Performance

This section provides performance numbers and execution times achieved under optimal

conditions for the USPS and TRECVID datasets. These optimal conditions were found by

exhaustive parameter searches with cross-validation as described above.

5.3.1.1 Quantitative Performance

While most experiments in this section were performed on the smaller USPS dataset, overall

performance is also reported for the concept classification task on the TRECVID2008 de-

velopment dataset in an effort to validate that the exemplar-based approaches are suitable

for large, realistic datasets. It should be noted that the TRECVID experiments have classes

that are not mutually exclusive, so mean average precision (introduced in 2.3) is utilized

to report performance over the set of 20 concept classes. In each TRECVID experiment,

working sets of 2000 samples (as described in 5.2.5.1) are derived using one randomly chosen
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positive sample as queries for each class. This sample is used as a query over the entire

dataset to get an “initial” result list so that the 2000-sample working set is non-random.

This is an important difference from the USPS experiments, because this extra step requires

different graphs to be constructed for each pair of class and experiment. Figure 5.7 illus-

trates the mean classification error over 10 USPS digits and mean average precision over

20 TRECVID2008 concepts. In this figure, the number of labels indicates the number of

relevant and non-relevant labels included. For example, a setting of 5 indicates 10 total

labels. In the TRECVID2008 experiments, relevance scores in the baseline approach use

the equal fusion of content similarity (section 2.4) of all samples with relevant labels.
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Figure 5.7: Graph-based reranking performance demonstrating (a) mean classification error

for the USPS multi-class dataset and (b) mean average precision of concept classification

for the TRECVID2008 development dataset.

While both experiments show consistent performance gains as additional labels are in-

cluded, the relative ranking of methods is different due to the evaluation metric. This

paragraph examines multi-class classification of the USPS dataset. The relative ranking

of different approaches in this figure also allude to ranking in future parameter variation

experiments: the proposed EGR, classic LGC, proposed NE-LGC, and finally PVM. This

observation is reassuring because it verifies that the proposed methods are comparable (NE-

LGC) or better (EGR) than the classic LGC approach, with less than 5% absolute difference.
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A second observation demonstrates that each approach generally shows improved perfor-

mance with more labels. This steadily decreasing error rate validates that NE-LGC and

EGR behave similarly when compared to classic LGC and that both approaches effectively

propagate both small and large numbers of relevance labels.

Turning to performance in the TRECVID2008 experiments, an interesting effect is ob-

served. Contrary to the strict sample-based classification error used in USPS experiments,

the performance metric used here is based on ranked relevance scores across the dataset.

While both experiments assign a relevance score to each sample in X, in the TRECVID2008

experiments relevance scores across the entire working set are used to rank results and pro-

vide a single average precision score. This metric demands that relevance scores are not

only class-accurate but also globally consistent among a single working set. The effect of

this metric is demonstrated by the dramatically different performances between different

approaches as well as the bottom ranking of the NE-LGC approach. First, the EGR demon-

strates a 42% relative shortfall when compared to classic LGC. Although EGR performance

continues to climb with more labels, its AP is worse than the baseline CBIR approach

for tests with fewer than 5 relevance labels. Although deferred for verification in future

work, this specific finding may not be that unexpected knowing that the constructed affin-

ity graph in EGR uses only 5 nearest neighbors to any one sample. Second, NE-LGC AP

scores are consistently worse than the baseline AP scores. This observation demonstrates

that propagated relevance scores for NE-LGC are highly localized and there is very little

score normalization across all samples. Although some information loss was expected (all

samples of X are now represented by a linear combination of a smaller X̃), this severe AP

loss relative to the baseline method renders NE-LGC unacceptable for global result rerank-

ing. Briefly mentioned at the end of section 5.2.3, it is apparent that the mapping-in and

mapping-out process has a detrimental “blurring” effect on propagated labels. In EGR,

blurring naturally occurs because the labels from a single exemplar are distributed to a

number of neighboring samples with the linear transform H. NE-LGC exacerbates this

problem by first mapping in the labels from X into X̃ with a second transform in E.

While the results of these two experiments do not perfectly agree, performance based

observations help to conclude that EGR is a viable substitution for classic LGC for all
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reranking tasks and NE-LGC is viable for the case of strict classification tasks. As the

introduction of this chapter indicates, these conclusions are reached by tempering perfor-

mance with runtime considerations for use in a real-time environment.

5.3.1.2 Runtime

In this section, summaries on graph construction and evaluation time are reported. Each

approach was implemented with no attempt to optimize code and evaluated with Matlab

2008b on a 2.4GHz Dual Core CPU. In table 5.3, the clustering, construction, evaluation,

and total time required for each approach is reported in seconds. To avoid any artificial

performance gains, over 20 test executions on the USPS dataset were averaged for the times

below. This table demonstrates that compared to the traditional LGC, other approaches

approach clustering construction evaluation total

LGC - 178.89 0.04 178.93

NE-LGC 11.90 4.98 0.62 17.5

EGR 11.90 40.96 2.21 55.07

PVM 11.90 43.71 1.92 57.53

Table 5.3: Average runtime in seconds for construction, clustering, and evaluation of two

approaches from prior works and the approaches proposed in this chapter on the USPS

dataset.

evaluated in this chapter can execute between three to seven times faster. This speed

savings makes many of the approaches practical for real-time evaluations while trading

off some portion of performance. All approaches besides LGC also require some time to

select exemplars, which is identified by the “clustering” times. It should be noted that

authors of the PVM approach claim that random selection of exemplars is also sufficient,

although this scenario was not evaluated. Instead, to compare technique performances on

equal footing, the cluster-selected exemplars from the NE-LGC and EGR approaches are

also used for PVM. A final difference from LGC is that all other methods require a non-

miniscule (although still small) amount of time to map samples and labels respectively into

and out of the exemplar space. While this mapping process is accomplished with a matrix
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multiplication, for large sample counts this cubic O(n3) or at best, a bounded O(n2log n)

time may become an important factor [92].

5.3.2 General Graph Variations

With any LGC based graph, the choices of appropriate neighborhood size and tradeoff

parameter settings play a critical role in final algorithm performance. The following sections

present a number of experiments that catalog the effects of different parameters used for

each approach. These tuning experiments are presented to demonstrate that algorithms

from other works have been adequately evaluated and the handful of required parameters

are generally robust to setting variations. Also in this section is an experiment analysis of

error when using unequal counts of labels from relevant and non-relevant classes.

5.3.2.1 Graph Neighborhood Size

Selecting the right neighborhood size is a non-trivial task in graph formulation. For accu-

rate manifold representation in a graph, it is critical to express enough edges (similarities)

between the right number of nodes (samples) such that a sample has sufficient influence

from its neighbors, but only those neighbors that are within a reasonable distance. Typ-

ically, datasets are represented within graphs using every sample and its nearest three to

five nearest neighbors. Those datasets with a weak underlying manifold structure must of-

ten increase this neighborhood size for acceptable performance. Figure 5.8 illustrates that

different neighborhood sizes have little effect on the error rates of graph-based approaches

evaluated. From this figure, the notable findings are that the performance of LGC and

PVM methods suffer dramatically with only neighbor in graph construction. Not surpris-

ingly, including too few neighbors can prevent a graph from accurately connecting sample

neighbors. Similarly, the inclusion of too many neighbors can pollute the constructed graph

by incorrectly creating edges between samples of different classes. The graphs in this fig-

ure also confirm that although the PVM approach uses a dense exemplar mapping, its

underlying graph is still susceptible to the same pitfalls in LGC based approaches.
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Figure 5.8: Classification error over existing and proposed graph-based methods when vary-

ing the number of neighbors during graph construction.

5.3.2.2 Tradeoff Parameter

The tradeoff parameter controls the influence of graph smoothness and the provided class

labels and is inherent in all LGC formulations as shown in equation 5.2. In previous works,

the tradeoff parameter µ is often chosen to highly favor provided sample labels. Figure 5.9

confirms that increased reliance on sample labels consistently yields better performance for

all of the methods evaluated here.
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Figure 5.9: Classification error over tradeoff adjustments favoring manifold smoothness or

label-based influence.

5.3.2.3 Unbalanced Classes

When searching datasets like internet images, user generated movies, and surveillance videos

that are “in the wild”, it is common for the number of relevant samples to be greatly out-

paced by the number of non-relevant samples. For annotation and classification tasks, this

disparity is generally referred to as unbalanced classes. Unbalanced class situations are

detrimental to all machine learning approaches. Relevance feedback and reranking tasks

can also suffer from unbalanced class scenarios and this effect on the proposed approaches

is explored in figure 5.10 below. All parameters for these two USPS classification exper-
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Figure 5.10: Classification error when the number of labels for each class are unequal.

iment sets are exactly the same. The only difference is that labels utilized in the second

experiment set were chosen randomly from all classes, requiring the reporting of the num-
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ber of total labels instead of the number of labels per class. In this figure, the relative

performance of approaches in this figure does not perfectly agree with observed patterns

in other experiments in this chapter. When an unbalanced number of labels are available,

EGR performance is significantly lower than expected. Looking back at the formulation of

EGR in equation 5.14, this behavior may not be so surprising. Inside of the inverse of G∗,

the subset of labeled samples is used to influence the smoothness of the mapped affinity

graph with HT
l Hl. If an insufficient number of samples from one class are included, graph

smoothness will be biased towards that class. This bias is removed as unbalanced classes

are better filled out, as confirmed by the convergence of balanced and unbalanced EGR

performance as label count increases.

5.3.3 Exemplar Specific Variations

Whereas the last section analyzed the performance gains by varying several graph param-

eters, this section analyzes the effect of parameters unique to exemplar-based approaches

including exemplar count, exemplar mapping strategies, and a discussion about the effect

of exemplar density. During this analysis, formulations from other works using exemplar

mapping (PVM classification [138]) and feature quantization are also evaluated.

5.3.3.1 Mapping Techniques

The mapping technique proposed in section 5.2.2 is only one of many ways to construct pro-

jections between the original sample space and the exemplar space. Two main properties

can be altered in the mapping process: the weighting scheme to account for neighbors in

the space and normalization of the each sample’s mapping vector. In this work, normalized

ridge regression was chosen for performance robustness, after experimental validation in

this section. Using equation 5.8 as a template, several mapping techniques listed in table

5.4 were evaluated for determining the mapping coefficients in H and E. For these equa-

tions, k is the number of nearest neighbors in the exemplar space, N is an ordered list of

decreasing similarity. Normalization in these equations means row-normalization, such that

each column is divided by the sum of its row hij = hij/
∑

j hij .

To provide an objective scoring of each technique, mapping matrices E and H were
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computed as described in section 5.2.2.2 and average error and AP scores were calculated

after applying these mappings to a known label set. In twenty tests, a random dataset

was constructed with 2000 samples and 256 dimensions per sample. Binary relevant and

non-relevant labels Y were randomly assigned to all samples in each set, where the size of

each relevant class was only 10% (or 200 samples), which better simuluates the TRECVID

and USPS datasets. Finally, for each random dataset, performance scores were averaged

over five random label configurations. This process effectively evaluates the information

loss from mapping in Yin = EY and mapping out Yout = HYin with each technique. This

technique mean error mean AP equation

regression 0.082 0.323
hij = regress(xNj(i), x̃j)

normalized regression 0.082 0.378

exponential weighting 0.098 0.313 hij = 1
2i−1 exp(−d(xNj(i), x̃j)/σ

2)

linear weighting 0.099 0.273 hij = k−(i−1)
k exp(−d(xNj(i), x̃j)/σ

2)

equal weighting 0.100 0.217
hij = exp(−d(xNj(i), x̃j)/σ

2)
normalized equal 0.100 0.236

Table 5.4: All exemplar mapping techniques evaluated for performance. Average mapping

fitness was evaluated with synthetic datasets using mean error and mean average precision.

table indicates that the regression-based mappings best preserve sample labels through

both mapping stages, which is not surprising because regression finds the best fit for each

mapping. It is interesting to note that even in such a simple mapping test, all techniques

experience some loss of information both in terms of pure classification (mean error) and

relative ranking among different results (mean AP). Unfortunately, these numbers also

indicate that the performance of any graph-based exemplar approach is bounded by errors

from this mapping process.

Comparing mapping techniques with experiments on the USPS dataset, the impact of

each is more clearly seen in figure 5.11. In NE-LGC experiments, there is a clear error

stratification between techniques, where performance improves between equal, linear, expo-

nential, and finally regression techniques. Across all label counts, this ordering is roughly

stable for NE-LGC. In EGR experiments, mapping choice has less of an effect on resulting
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classification error. Here, error differences for the most labels varying less than 2.5% in

absolute error. The relative order of these techniques in terms of decreasing error is also

stable, with the exception of normalized regression.
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Figure 5.11: Classification error for exemplar mapping and normalization techniques.

5.3.3.2 Exemplar Count

Exemplar count refers to the dimension m or count of X̃ selected for mapping of the

original sample space X. These selection and mapping processes are sample reduction

techniques, so the same set of rules is applied to choosing the best exemplar count. With

too few exemplars, the sample space in not sufficiently covered, potentially missing pockets

of low-density samples. With too many exemplars, the savings in computation speed and

resource requirements that motivated exemplar-based approaches are lost. Figure 5.12

demonstrates performance tradeoffs for larger exemplar counts using the USPS dataset of

2007 original samples. These graphs demonstrate that both NE-LGC and EGR benefit

from larger numbers of exemplars. The error reduction from increased exemplar count

begin around 15-20% when incrementing from 100 to 200 exemplars (a 100% increase),

but this error reduction falls to less than 5% when increasing from 400 to 500 (only 25%

increase). While experiments could have continued to contain an equal count of exemplars

and samples, the corresponding construction and evaluation times reported in section 5.3.1

would no longer be suitable for real-time environments. Returning to the PVM graph in
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Figure 5.12: Classification error over various exemplar counts for different methods.

figure 5.12, performance indicators agree with those from PVM authors citing that increased

exemplar count has few benefits. This figure also indicates that the density of the exemplar

mapping H can play a large role in performance and continued discussion is provided in

the next section.

5.3.3.3 Exemplar Density

While different mapping techniques can be applied, the most important factors in exemplar-

based approaches are exemplar count and mapping density. The EGR and PVM approaches

use different parameterizations and approximation techniques but at their core they are

strongly related. Even with this strong similarity, the PVM approach exhibited weaker

performance than EGR throughout experiments in this section. The root of this problem

stems from the number of exemplars influencing the label of a sample in the original space.

While prior works (including the PVM approach) use exemplars to approximate original

samples in the feature space, these experiments have shown that it is not appropriate to

use all exemplars to approximate samples in the label space. Figure 5.2 demonstrates this

essential aspect that allows NE-LGC and EGR approaches to outperform PVM. Looking

at this problem more abstractly, this problem can be likened to the semantic gap between

representation and understanding. Just as semantic concepts were introduced in section

2.1.3 to combat shortcomings with low-level feature indexing, a sparse exemplar density is

required to overcome differences in semantics that are not fully captured by graph-based

manifold techniques.
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5.4 Related Work

This chapter proposes near real-time solutions for utilizing relevance feedback and reranking

that use sample exemplars for efficient dataset scaling and high-quality label propagation

in graph-based formulations. A review for several dataset scaling and feature reduction

techniques was included in section 5.2.2.1 so the remainder of this section is devoted to

additional works that focus on high-quality relevance propagation among exemplars with

only a handful of relevance labels.

Central to the approaches in this chapter is the efficient use of a graph. Few approaches

have sought to optimize construction and evaluation time, as done in this chapter, and

have instead focused on refining graph structure to correct missteps in user labels and noisy

feature data. First examined in section 5.3.2.3, it is commonplace for classes to have unbal-

anced label counts. One work for the classification of cell phenotypes utilizes incremental

updates of F ∗ by dynamically re-weighting the influence of user labels Y according to a

sample’s degree (or density) in the graph [121]. While this approach can help to balance

class influence, the use of a node’s degree within the graph could introduce dangerous arti-

facts if the attributed labels are noisy or both relevant and non-relevant samples are very

proximal in a dense sample neighborhood. Subsequent work by these authors proposed a

self-diagnosis procedure that dynamically switched operational modes between label cor-

rection and normal label propagation [122]. In the initial label correction stage, label

propagation is performed, but instead of returning new relevance scores, the method would

correct labels that strongly disagreed with the resulting relevance. After some stability

criterion is met, the method would return begin normal label propagation but with a much

cleaner label set.

Complementary to work analyzing label quality in a graph are related works that focus

on graph properties themselves. A recent work attempts to guarantee very a high-quality

graph through incorporation of a few rules during construction [71]. First, instead of step 3

in section 3.3.2.3 which makes creates a symmetric weight matrix, the authors enforce the

following symmetry constraints utilizing the nearest neighbor lists Ni and Nj for sample xi
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and xj respectively.

Wij =


Aij +Aji, if j ∈ Ni and i ∈ Nj

Aji, if j /∈ Ni and i ∈ Nj

Aij , otherwise

This alternate formulation for W strongly rewards those edges between nodes (samples) that

have each other in their respective k nearest neighbor lists. A third rule proposed enforce

a unit-normalization of of the weight matrix such that W1 = 1 to ensure that this matrix

is doubly stochastic. With a doubly-stochastic matrix, the problems of unbalanced classes

labels and incorrect influence of samples from different classes in the same neighborhood are

significantly mitigated. While all of these solutions could be integrated in future revisions of

NE-LGC and EGR, special care must be given to verify that the above graph optimizations

still apply in the exemplar space.

Finally, the current performance gap between classic LGC and the proposed NE-LGC

and EGR methods can most likely be aided by additional study of deconvolution techniques

to refine the mapping process. This bridge to other signal processing literature is necessary

because it is unlikely that direct mapping techniques alone, like the proposed sparse exem-

plar mapping or dense mapping PVM method, will sufficiently resolve disparities between

exemplar and traditional performances. One promising work in this area involves the in-

clusion of multiple sources to better deconvolve the original signal [86]. In application to

this work, multiple sources could be multiple exemplar sets and the signal to deconvolve is

the relevance labels over the various exemplar sets. A second work uses a set of examples

available during training for reconstruction of the original signal [35]. While this technique

may only directly apply to pre-defined classes like semantic concepts or handwritten digits

and not general search targets, the benefits of its supervised nature may be able to outweigh

problems introduced by dynamically selecting exemplars.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, solutions are offered that reduce traditional problems of irrelevant result

triage and the wasted time during search target teaching sessions. Using automatic relevance
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feedback instead of dramatic query refinement or expansion, only a few relevance labels are

required from the user to achieve high-quality label propagation over a large set of samples.

The techniques proposed in this chapter differ from traditional ones because they have been

simultaneously optimized to accommodate both large scale problems (either in the sample

space or feature space) and low-latency requirements of real-time environments with the use

of strategically chosen content exemplars directly from the searched dataset. By choosing

exemplars from the dataset, the proposed graph-based approaches use a semi-supervised

analysis to exploit relationships between both labeled and unlabeled data. Benchmarking

against existing state-of-the-art work in graph-based LGC, the proposed methods offer

hybrids requiring one sixth of processing time (NE-LGC) and realizing 101% of classification

performance (EGR) with non-optimized implementations. Both of the proposed approaches

were benchmarked on a well-studied multi-class digit recognition problem and a real-world

semantic concept classification problem, demonstrating robustness in both semi-supervised

environments.

This chapter presented two real-time approaches as suitable candidates for integration

in to the CuZero prototype system discussed in the last chapter. This combination is both

feasible and complementary. Thanks to the minimal processing time required to quickly

rerank any one search target such approaches can be introduced with little additional latency

to the user. Also, due to the graph-based label propagation along a sample’s manifolds,

initial errors from retrieval methods using low-level features or non-customized semantic

concept classifier scores can be corrected. Future work could also involve the revision of the

proposed exemplar methods to account for additional robustness in the exemplar mapping

process, graph construction [71], or label correction [122]. The latter problem will almost

always occur in search systems because labeling errors may be introduced by users that are

trying to quickly evaluate a new search topic. Poor performance often occurs if these errors

are not corrected or identified with automated processing.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, three major proposals that were discussed: guided query formulation, real-

time query space exploration, and reranking results with label propagation. This chapter

summarizes the main ideas, discusses contributions and then concludes with future direc-

tions of research for these topics.

6.1 Summary of Thesis

This thesis investigated a number of problems associated with the efficient and engaging

execution of a multi-level interactive video search system. Several of these fundamental

problems were addressed and their solutions are reiterated here. When possible, these

solutions were also integrated into a prototype system called CuZero, which was evaluated

both formally by an expert and novice user and informally with a number of challenging

real-world data sets.

6.1.1 Guided Query Formulation for Informed Users

To help users discover the most relevant keywords and semantic concepts to answer a search

topic, guided query formulation was proposed. Input from the user is mapped into a set of

mid-level semantic classifiers that are automatically suggested by the system. This map-

ping process not only uses lexical matching techniques but also discovers related concepts

using statistical co-occurrence and data mining techniques. The suggestion process offers
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the system’s best guess at related concepts but does not force any of these suggestions into

the user’s query. This helpful and informative approach facilitates a truly interactive and

guided query formulation. Leveraging the user’s ability to quickly see and interpret vi-

sual disparities, suggested concepts are visually scaled according to performance and prior

frequency on training data and frequency. As a fall-back suggestion method, the user’s

input is also evaluated and expanded with a text-only search to discover related keywords

in the target dataset. All of these methods help novice and expert users alike to better

understand the content of the target dataset, in terms of relevance to the user’s current

input and expected performance with a set of automatically suggested semantic concepts.

Comparing these automatic concept suggestion offerings to state-of-the-art solutions, this

thesis presents the most comprehensive tools for mapping including lexical, statistical, and

on-line data-mining techniques.

6.1.2 Intuitive Query Space Exploration

Available during both query formulation and result exploration, an intuitive visualization

called the query navigation map was introduced. In existing result inspection interactions,

a user may not understand how the returned results relate to his or her selected query

criteria. This confusion is one problem that can lead to a potentially frustrating blind

inspection of results. With the proposed query navigation panel, all utilized query criteria

(query anchors) are visualized on a 2D grid and users have a direct understanding of what

query anchor contributed to the currently inspected set of results. Further, this query space

can also be manipulated by the user to construct his or her query. This formulation allows

full control of the number of anchors and their respective proportion of influence, which is

ultimately evaluated to produce relevance scores for result browsing.

6.1.3 Simultaneous Exploration of Many Query Permutations

The visualized query space introduced in this thesis also helps the user to avoid the process of

trial-and-error search. Navigation in the query space gives immediate feedback for different

combinations of the different query criterion so the user always knows what part of the query

is helpful or hurtful. The visualization utilizes an intuitive 2D display, so even novice users
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can easily grasp the only usage instruction “closer to a query anchor is more like it”. Using

a non-linear transformation of 2D Euclidean distances, the system can easily compute the

influence of each anchor and derive the correct relevance scores for results from the target

dataset. The query navigation map also offers a straight-forward solution to the fusion

of results from multiple query modalities. For example, search results from text, concept,

low-level feature, and other query modalities can easily be combined and displayed with no

modification of the navigation panel’s algorithms. Evaluations of CuZero on a number of

difficult datasets discover beneficial query configurations that were previously not available

with conventional search systems.

6.1.4 Real-time, Automatic Reranking with Relevance Feedback

Finally, even with these innovations in query formulation and query space navigation, search

results available to a user may not perfectly align with his or her search target. Thus, a

new graph-based approach using efficiently selected exemplars was introduced to person-

alize search results according to small numbers of user relevance labels. First, in modern

literature graph-based techniques like LGC (local and global consistency [139]) have been

shown to achieve very high performance with only a few user relevance labels because they

leverage the similarity of results along an underlying sample manifold. Unfortunately, the

construction of most graph-based techniques is plagued by matrix operations with high

computation and resource requirements. Combatting this problem, original sample sets

are approximated with a small-scale set of exemplars and a sparse mapping between these

two sets is computed. Two unique formulations optimized for speed and performance were

presented and their performance was evaluated on a realistic concept classification dataset

(TRECVID2008 development) and a well-known hand-written digit dataset (USPS dig-

its) and contrasted against current state-of-the-art methods. In USPS evaluations, the

proposed methods were able to execute in one-sixth to one-third of the required time and

achieve respective performances from 96% to 101% of the state-of-the-art. In a search-based

TRECVID reranking task, the performance of the graph-based exemplar approaches were

less than those seen on the USPS dataset, but still showed gains over a nearest neighbor

baseline. Findings indicate that these approaches are viable for real-time environments that
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where very few relevance labels are available, making them ideal for integration into future

versions of the CuZero prototype system.

6.1.5 Major Contributions

The major contributions summarized from this thesis can be attributed to a few critical

topics in interactive search.

• Guided, informed query formulation defined a comprehensive system that eases

both system and human efforts for query formulation. This natural symbiosis famil-

iarizes users with the system’s capabilities and search data and allows the system to

quickly get relevant query parameters from the user.

• Instant inspection of multiple queries removed the burden of parameter tuning

from the user and provide an intuitive visualization for diverse query exploration.

With this approach, users spend more time inspecting potentially relevant results and

little or not time figuring how to explicitly find them.

• Automatic reranking with relevance feedback delivered a personalized result

ranking without breaking the user’s thought flow and concentration on the search

topic. The proposed state-of-the-art label propagation approaches can quickly rerank

large datasets with only a handful labeled samples.

6.2 Future Directions

In future work, additional refinements to CuZero could be integrated to further enhance

either query formulation, result exploration, or relevance feedback. The query formula-

tion stage was designed in such a way that it can easily accommodate other suggestion

techniques without modifying the underlying algorithms. Similarly, modular algorithms in

result browsing allow fast evaluation of alternate techniques for planing influence of query

anchors or visualizing results with additional consideration to result cognition by users (i.e.

altering spatial layout to facilitate faster inspection times). Finally, the proposed relevance

feedback technique can be further enhanced by using rearnking to bootstrap subsequent
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machine learning methods to further improve predicted relevance scores with no additional

cost to the user. The remainder of this section details these revisions to serve as practical

examples of easy refinement steps within the modular CuZero framework.

6.2.1 Query Formulation

The use of a textual mapping process can be problematic due to the natural evolution of

vocabulary. Similar to the “flickr distance” discussed in section 4.6, a new technique has

proven to be an effective way to harvest a large lexicon for mapping and simultaneously

apply that mapping in a sensible way [53]. This approach simultaneously bridges unknown

vocabulary from an external source while tempering that vocabulary for the user’s active

dataset. Additionaly, the suggestion methods in section 4.2 cover a range of statistical

and lexical techniques, but an organically grown source of content suggestions can come be

derived from long-term user experiences. For example, if a user is acting as an analyst or

librarian, it might be useful to let the user construct their own library of formulated query

navigation maps that can easily be used in query formulation for a new search topic – even if

it is only tangentially related. One particularly powerful argument for allowing a navigation

map library is the idea of a superanchor. A superanchor is an iconic representation of an

entire query navigation map: it captures the defining query anchors of a query, the weights

of those anchors, and their spatial configuration. Superachors could then be easily be

reused in subsequent query formulations explicitly recalled (by the user) or as a suggested

query anchor itself, emulating an additional semantic classifier, as illustrated in figure 6.1.

Using the concept of a superanchor, the CuZero prototype could also quickly bootstrap

personalized media filters for unseen data that have not been indexed into the archive. In

addition to the configuration of a user’s query (and query anchors), a users’s labels over seen

data could be leveraged to construct a fusion strategy and score threshold so that unseen

data could be analyzed with existing tools and quickly filtered to reduce the quantity of

data a user must inspect. A final, more passive way to discover new query suggestions, is

often referred to as collaborative filtering, which uses both long-term relevance learning and

similarity across prior queries [56]. Confirmed by empirical studies of online Web document

queries [109], [29], example features for collaborative filtering experiments can come from
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Figure 6.1: Archival and modular reuse of a query navigation map as a superanchor.

formulated queries (71% of previously selected documents had the same query keywords)

or result selections (for the same user, 35-40% of documents selected were selected before;

for different users, 7% repeated selections). In a non-passive scenario, collaborative filtering

could also be accomplished with either the superanchor or personalized media filter methods

above, which could be passed between users and iteratively refined.

6.2.2 Result Visualization & Exploration

In addition to suggestions during query formulation, query exploration techniques in chapter

4 may also be further enhanced. First, for the organization of the query navigation map

itself, methods may be available that produce optimizations for relevance planning (section

4.3.1.2). Dimensionality reduction and projection techniques, such as those from section 4.6,

may help to better plan the relevance scores and cell assignment of results after the user has

formulated his or her query navigation map. Currently, a weighted fusion approach is used

to determine the relevance score for a result in each navigation cell. However, alternative

planning strategies may be investigated to provide alternative solutions for relevance within

a cell, like the repeat minimization discussion in section 4.3.1.3, Along these lines, the query

navigation map could be augmented to allow multiple “zoom” levels organized by a hierarchy

that allows the user to get a faster breadth-based exploration of the query space and its

results. Second, although the query navigation map allows user to explore results via anchor
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relationships, but not relationships between the results themselves. It might be beneficial

to further organize results in the result browsing window by optimally choosing small image

regions to display in browsing [70] or grouping image results into semantically related visual

islands [135]. Third, the current query navigation map has the limitations that anchor

positions are static and users can not compose high-order (non-linear) permutations. For

the former, users can not select cells with high weights on two distant anchors. Currently,

to accommodate this change, the user must reformulate the query and reposition one of the

two anchors. For the latter problem, users can not easily manipulate anchors to achieve

non-linear weights on more than two anchors. Although it is unlikely that non-expert users

would need this functionality, it could be accomplished by customizing the σ value for each

anchor in algorithm 4.1 such that the influence of an anchor had decayed more rapidly or

more slowly. One possible corresponding visual change would be to physically shrink or

grow the anchor’s icon in the navigation map. Finally, embracing the interactivity of the

query navigation map, the process of multiple users working together to answer a single

search topic (collaborative search) could be evaluated. Recent work in live search scenarios

has shown that the inclusion of multiple users in a search task working on different cognitive

processes (i.e. formulating, exploring, inspecting) can achieve high performance [99], [89].

Collaborative multimedia search, although a topic in its infancy now, will likely continue to

grow in impact with the immersion of multimedia and ubiquitous nature of mobile devices.

The increasingly social nature of events and their digital image and video representation

has already demonstrated itself with the popularity of online social site like Facebook and

twitter, image sharing sites like flickr, Picasa, and Hurly, and even news reporting sites

like CNN iReport. Although this brief list demonstrates that numerous opportunities for

collaborative image applications are available, no single service is currently large or stable

enough to become mandatory on all new mobile devices.

6.2.3 Efficient Reranking With Diverse Features

With the ability to quickly construct and evaluate graphs from either small working sets or

over the entire dataset in chapter 5, these graphs can now be adapted to combine different

cues from multiple feature modalities. The core problem with feature combination is where
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to fuse information. Traditional approaches either directly fuse all features by creating a

single concatenated vector or apply a score weighting scheme after computing a relevance

score for each modality (section 2.4). While a weighting approach traditionally yields higher

performance, the core problem for an application of the proposed exemplar graphs is that

predictions from each modality’s graph are not normalized between zero and one (unequal

relevance scores). One solution might be to reformulate the exemplar-based techniques

using a GFHF framework so that all propagation results are between zero and one and

thus a weighting fusion will not be biased. Another solution, utilizing the existing LGC

framework and integrating multiple modalities is to concatenate and zero-pad different sets

exemplars themselves so that a single manifold is learned over multiple feature modalities.

For example, if there are three feature modalities to be considered, A,B,C, exemplars

for each modality can fist be selected X̃a ∈ Rm×da , X̃b ∈ Rm×db , X̃c ∈ Rm×dc . Next, all

exemplars sets are merged into a set of meta-exemplars X̃ ′ where the exemplars from each

modality are expanded to match total dimensionality d and missing dimensions are zero-

padded as below. Here, zero-padding each row set guarantees that affinity computations

for graph construction are not effected by exemplars from different sets, essentially creating

multiple set-based sub-graphs.

X̃ ′ =


x̃a 0 0

0 x̃b 0

0 0 x̃c


With this formulation, original samples can be directly concatenated to include all feature

modalities X ′ ∈ Rn×d. Now, during label propagation, the influence of each modality can

be weighted by manipulating the mapping matrix H ′ ∈ Rn×3m (and E) accordingly. This

formulation is a straight-forward fusion technique for the proposed exemplar-based graph

approach that fuses labels within a graph in a disciplined fashion.

6.2.4 Exemplar Graphs for Rapid Classifier Development

With the ability to quickly construct and evaluate graphs from either small working sets

or over the entire dataset in chapter 5, coarse, fast concept classifications are now feasible

for novel data. One practical application example is the speedy creation of a new concept
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classifier. Traditionally, the creation of a new classifier (as described in section 2.1.3) re-

quires a large number of training samples and a potentially long training process. After

creation, the application of a large ontology of classifiers (such as the Columbia374) can

also be computationally expensive, depending on the complexity of each classifier. The

exemplar-based graphs presented in this thesis provide initial solutions for both of these

problems. To bootstrap a new classifier, the proposed exemplar-based method needs only

a handful of labeled samples. Since the construction of an exemplar graph depends on an

adequately sampled feature space and not the number of labels, several exemplar-based

graphs can be constructed and quickly evaluated with user-labels for a previously unknown

semantic concept. If satisfactory, the output of this process can then be used as input for

subsequent model training, but with the addition of the propagated labels. A second novel

application of exemplar-based graphs is to quickly propagate a large number of classifier

labels to new data. In this usage, the exemplar graph could be constructed with a small

number of samples with labels from each of the target classifiers. For example, if targeting

100 classifiers, five relevant samples for each class could be collected and directly used as

exemplars. Unlike the reranking scenarios in the previous chapter, these graphs will be ex-

plicitly constructed with exemplars from different classes, all of which already have labels.

Next, as new samples without classifier labels are provided, the exemplar-based propaga-

tion techniques proposed here are used to propagate labels for each of the 100 classifiers.

In this case, a large number of classifiers has been compactly represented by exemplars and

relevance high-quality labels are propagated to new data through the graph in a matter of

seconds. Because these exemplars come from a fully labeled dataset, the quality of each

sample can be estimated by its graph affinity to other similarly labeled nodes or through

statistical and mutual information-based tests. Although there are parameter tuning op-

tions to consider, both of the formulations in this paragraph present new opportunities

for large-scale, high-quality label propagation for both unseen semantic concepts and those

with a pre-defined set of labels.
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